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REMINISCING FROM 1861 to 1865
An "Ex Confed, .. H.P. Morrow
Edited by James L. Nichols
Editor's Introduction
Henry Preston Morrow, Louisiana-Texas Confederate veteran, originally from St.
Landry Parish, Louisiana, enlisted "Cor the war" September 29, 1861, at Camp Moore,
Louisiana. He served until April 18, 1865, when he was honorably discharged because
of disability resulting from a wound received at Jonesboro. Georgia, on August 31.
1864.

•

Morrow served with the Anny of Tennessee from Shiloh (though he Was ill and
not actually in the battle) until the loss of Atlanta. All of this is of interest to
students of the War Between the States. of course, but perhaps the major contribution
of his memoir narrati,ve is his account of the manner in which he crossed the
Mississippi in his effort to get home in the Spring of 1865. Although written at some
time in later years (the memoir is undated), Morrow's manuscript is remarkably clear,
honest and modest in its presentation.
The original manuscript, consisting of eighty-seven handwritten pages, is in the
possession of Morrow's granddaughter, Mrs. Henry H. Nichols (nee Viva Fitzgerald) of
Nacogdoches, Texas, to whom the editor is beholden for pennission to publish these
reminiscences. From other papers in the possession of Mrs. Nichols, and from her own
recollections, it is possible to piece out some of Morrow's post-war story.
Morrow was five feet, eight inches in height, gray-eyed and light complexioned in
appearance. When discharged from Confederate service, he was twenty-eight yeal'S old.
He married Miss S. A. Brenkley and the couple had five daughters, all born in
Louisiana. After his wife's untimely death, Morrow brought his family to East Texas,
residing principally in the area of San Augustine. He died in 1905 at the "Confederate
Home" in Austin.

•

The title "Reminiscing from 1861 to 1865" is Morrow's own. He signed the
account "An Ex Confed". His spelling is superior, relatively, although he spells
"cavalry" as "calvary" as so many did and do. Because of the author's clarity,
therefore, the editor has had little need for "sics", etc. The notes, thirty-one in
number, are intended simply to keep the reader oriented as to Morrow's whereabouts
and itinerary.
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REMINISCING FROM 1861 to 1865
AN EX CONFED - H. P. MORROW
Having business at Shreveport, which was some distance from where [ lived, I
went out to a place on the Red River which was then known as Barbin's Landing
which afterwards became famous as Port De·Russay (Fort DeRussy]. There I boarded
a steamboat for my destination. On board of the boat were the returning delegates
from the convention that put Louisiana out of the Union.! It was a sure jolly crowd.
Did not stay in Shreveport but eight hours; left that evening. Had to make several
trips, one right after the other, until sometime in June. Had varied experiences on the
trips. One time, water was very low and we grounded every once in a while; but we
had plenty to eat and drink, and that of the very best. (Ah, those good old steamboat
days, gone to never return. I enjoyed myself better those several trips than I ever did
in my life, since or before). On my last trip up, there were aboard parts of three
companies which went down to New Orleans as Twelve Month Men; but the C.S.G.2
would not take any - only three yean or the War. One-half or over joined other
commands and went on to Richmond, Virginia. Those aboard did not think they
could serve that long (but digressing a little, I saw a good many of them afterwards in
the ranks). With such crowd aboard, you can imagine that chairs were at a premium.
We only got two meals a day. There were just six passengers aboard; a lady and her
daughter, two men from New Orleans, an old Baptist preacher from my
neighborhood, and myself. The passengers occupied the end table near the captain at
mealtime where the delicacies were put. The roll was called for the others so there
would be no rush, for there had to be several tablefuls before all could eat. We
divided up in two crowds on the last day and made the steward give us three meals.
Supper was the last meal, at which hot words got to passing across between the two
wings. Then goblets began to tIy. The cool heads had to intervene to prevent a fight.
Just before the boat landed, one man had to board a skiff from the stern and cross
over the river on account of several of the men were going to tan him when they got
on ground. Both dailies came out next morning with counter·resolutions, heavily
signed. in regard to that trip up the river. I sometimes stayed several days in
Shreveport. W:u. spirit was strong and several companies left While I was there. Was at
the landing the evening the Greenwood guards left. Was standing near a very pretty
young lady. One of the guards was talking to her. At last all aboard rang out. He had
to bid her adieu. He stooped to give her a kiss but, alas for his peace of mind, she
scornfully bJmed her head. Never witnessed a much more crestfallen chap than he
was, for he did join his comrades of the Gray and took himself off to a comer behind
the pilot house. Several country boys from a distance came in and waited several days
to get to enlist in the firnt company that left. Was bo:u.ding at the same house; had to
go out with them, stay sober so I could bring them to bed sometime in the night,
which you can bet was no sinecure. Their company fonned part of the 3rd Louisiana
Regiment.
Will tum back to my Baptist. He left on the way up. Com was tolerable scarce
in the Red River country that year, and he had bought a boatload in Illinois and
chartered a steamboat to bring it up Red River and leave so many bushels at various
places along the river, Shreveport being one point. Before the boat got there, went
down on the Front One evening and saw there was considerable excitement among the
crowd on the levee. Saw there was a small cannon pointing down thc river; asked
what was the matter. The reply was that there was a yankee boat loaded with com
coming up and they aimed to sink her, corn and all. I explained the matter to them. I
told them who owned the com, and that it was badly needed and would be the last
from the N>rth for some time to come. The old gentleman came up the next boat
and went up as high as Jefferson. I stayed until he came back and as the river got so
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low nothing but smaIl stern wheel boats traveled up and down, we bought a buggy
and horse and made the trip by land, some two hundred and fifty miles, we stopped
the second day at Mansfield about ten a.m., found out there was to be preaching for
the benefit of several young men who were on the eve of leaving for the scat of war.
We took in the meeting. It was lucky we did as the preacher became sick after he
entered the pulpit. MyoId brother had already made known to the landlord that he
was a soldier of the cross. He therefore ftlled the vacancy in a very creditable manner.
Several incidents happened which I will not mention here. We arrived safe and sound
which was sometime in June. We found a good deal of drilling going on in both ends
of the community. Did not drill any myself, always claimed the place where no
drilling was going on when I was present. Thought I might get enough when the time
came, for I did not think, like a good many, it would be over before I got there, nor
prepare to kill three or four Yankees before breakfast. Several I know of never went
until the conscript law ran them out - one in particular. 3 When he did have to go,
went and joined a Tennessee regiment as a surgeon (nearly bombproof as he could
find). Sometime in August several of us boys went to Ville PIatte,4 a little toVln
where we met with enough to organize a company. My position in said company was
4th sergeant. On the eleventh day of September we boarded the steamboat at
Washington 5 bound for New Orleans and no telling, at the time, where else. In due
time we arrived at the port. As we landed, the roll was called for the fust time. We
had several French in our company that could not speak a word of English. Our
orderly was an American. In calling the rolls, he called Mikel Devil for Michael
Deville. You can bet there was no response until the Captain called. We were marched
up in the city and Quartered in the old Citizen's Bank for sevenll days, during which
time we were in the hands of tailors. The state decked us out in a new suit of clothes
consisting of a jacket and pants. The jacket had red strips around the collar and wrist
bands, also three on my sleeves about my elbows to designate my rank as sergeant.
The next move was up the Jackson Railroad 6 to Tangipahoa, then out about a mile
to Camp Moore which the state had established. We had been sworn in as state
troopers at the landing in New Orleans. Our time was pretty much occupied in
drilling, guard duty, and picketing. We had guardhouse near camps and about eighteen
or twenty posts. One picket post was on a road about three-quarter miles of camp,
one at Tangipohoa. Each consisted of a lieutenant, sergeant, a corporal and several
privates. After as many as ten companies were in camp, they were organized into a
regiment and elected a set of field officers.7 In the mix-up, our company became
known as company "K", 16th Louisiana Infantry.s Our captain was elected major.
That caused a new deal in our set for company officers, I was very lucky in being
detailed for guard duty - if you could call it luck - changing guard every two hOllI'S
and corporal of the guard yelled out every few minutes. Does not make a fellow think
he is at a picnic. A new company came in one day from Caddo Parrish under Captain
Winan, a lawyer I got acquainted with at Shreveport. He was detailed in a few days
afterwards as officer of the day and had to make the grand rounds after night to the
two outposts to see that everything was all right. I happened to be detailed at the
guardhouse the same day and night. When he came for his escort to make the rounds
I went with him. At the first post the sentry was a little green and we did not march
up with much eclat to the post as is nonnal on the grand rounds. At the second post
the sentry was the only one awake. The lieutenant was streched out on a bench, fast
asleep. I went up to him and unbuckled his sword but the captain would not take it.
We woke him up and gave him back his sword and a small bit of advice. Found all
the sentries awake on the balance of the round. Wman's company got into the 19th
Louisiana (but alas, poor fellow, he was shot in the neck at the Battle of Missionary
Ridge and died in a few minutes). I got a furlough and went out in the country a few
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days. On the 26th of September, 1861 we were mustered into the service of the C.S.
Government by Lieutenant R. Agar, Agt. for said government. We got plenty of
rations at the camp but no variety: flour, bacon, coffee, but our cooking utinsils were
slim, consisting of a frying pan and camp kettle. The flOUT was cooked most of the
time in flapjacks. Some of the men became so efficient at it that they could throw
the flayjack up the little chimney and run out and catch it turned over ready for
cooking on the other side. I was a failure as a cook, never cooked over a half a dozen
meals my entire time in the service. Never made up a batch of biscuits at that time
nor since. Sometime in November we moved our camp below New Orleans to camp
Chalmette where General Jackson had his famous breastworks of cotton bales.
Nothing but the usual routine of camp duty was all that went on or took place there
worth noting. About the tirst of January, 1862 we moved up to New Orleans just
back of the city - Camp Benjamin, it Was called. While there I managed to get a ten
day furlough. As I landed in New Orleans on my return back to camp, one of the
first blockade runners steamed out down the river loaded with cotton for a foreign
port. She was cut down very low and did not show up much, a black rakish thing as
she went steaming down the river. Every man aboard her took his life in his own
hands. Just one shot from a Man-of-War, to the bottom she went. Generally such
daredevils aboard they would run all kinds of risks rather than surrender to the
enemy. Sometime in March we were ordered to Corinth, Mississippi. 9 Had a rough
trip. It snowed and was very cold. Barring a few minor accidents we arrived safely at
Corinth where we struck camp for sometime in about half a mile of the depot My
fIrst detail was to take charge of a squad, 'go to the depot and place around the
commissary stores. For some reason or neglect of duty we were not relieved for
forty-eight hours. As it was very cold and our post being in the street with very little
wood on hand, you can imagine it was not a time to be enjoyed. I taken a very severe
cold from exposure and spit up considerable blood with the phlegm which put me on
the sick list for a couple of weeks. About the third or fourth of April, the long roll
rounded in camp for the first time. You never saw such a hurry to get into ranks. The
yelling nearly deafening.. The time had come to face the music. I bunked with the
captain in his tent. He hurried out as quickly as possible. Came back to the tent and
told me the adjt. said I must stay in charge of the camp with a few of the regiment,
like myself, not well. and to keep regular guard which proved to be a bad job as most
of the men as soon as they were relieved of duty, went to their tent in place of the
guard tent to sleep; so there you would find them when their time came around for
duty again. The regiment moved out with the Jest of the troops to Pittsburg Landing
near which they met the federal army and fought the Battle of Shiloh.] 0 My
company lost its captain and sevcral privates during that battle. The army came back
to Corinth to its former quarters. There was a great deal of sickness aftcr that among
the troops. Myself among the number. Was sent to the hospital at Oxford, Mississippi
where I stayed awhile. There was where I rust got acquainted with the Crayback;11
noticed them on my clothes. Thought they came off hogs as there was a considerable
bunch about the place so I mentioned to one of the surgeons who told me better.
Said they dropped on my bed from upstairs. One patient up there was covered with
them. Had some experience afterwards with the pesky creatures. In the meantime the
army moved up to Tupelo.1 2 In consequence of said move the hospital was broken
up. Got a furlough to go to east Louisiana. Got on the train to Tangipahoa. Got off
and walked out to Greensbu!g,13 or partly Walked. Overtook a One hOIse cart which
had a driver and several large sacks in the cart. I got a lift. The driver wanted to go
off the road apiece and got me to take charge and drive on as he would head me off.
Told me to be very careful of the load which was mail he was carrying out to the
river for all the western portion of the Confederacy, a shotgun Was in the cart and to
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let no one fool with the mail. Stayed near Greensburg for twenty days th.cn ,left to
join the command at Tupelo. On the way, had to ride on top of a boxcar, Inside and
top both were full of soldiers. We stopped at some point to take .on wood, a sort of
curve at the place. Was a train coming on behind us. Ran so close mto us that a great
many of the boys thought there would be a collision. You ought to have seen them
jumping from the cars. It was a good jump too for the train was ,on an. embankmen.t.
Myself and seventeen others did not jump, trusted to luck. She Just did check up m
time to keep from jolting us, Stayed at camp for some time. Nothing worth ?O~~g.
Only during the time the regiment was there, a laddie from the army of Vtrgtm3,
whe~ he got a discharge, called at our quarters and being some kin ~f the colonel.'s
Wife's folks, he appointed him to a vacancy in our company as 3rd lieutenant. (will
mention this subject again later on). Do not remember the various places we were at
when we left Tupelo until we arrived at Sequatchie Valley in Tennessee where we
stayed for several days while General Bragg got everything in shape for his invasion of
Kentucky,14 Our part of the army broke camp in the evening. We had to march up
Waldon's Ridge which was a very steep road to travel and which wearied me a great
deal. We went a considerable distance after we got to the top before we halted for the
night. Near twelve o'clock when we streched our weary Hmbs for rest on Mother
Earth for a bcd, which was all the bed we used summer or winter when we were on
the move. Will say right here that was the last time I was ever wearied day or night.
Soon learned not to set down or lie down when we made a halt on a march for a
great many times you would hardly lie' down before a movement began, maybe a
double quick for awhile to close up caused from some obstruction in front. I found it
better to stand up and rest on my gun and traveling of a very dark night I always
managed to keep the man's head in view in front of me so if he stumbled I could
avoid it. By the ducking of his head I knew where the obsticle was. Do not
misunderstand me that we marched very much when you could not see your hand
before you. When we got to Kentucky was well received by the citizens in general and
we began to pick up recruits. General Kirby Smith and several other generals had
command up there at the time and General Smith had several fights before he joined
forces with Bragg. Every time the news came we were halted and same communicated
to us by order of general commanding. We marched to Glasgow or near it, then to
Munfordsville where the federaIs had a small force which most of them became
prisoners after a sman tight. 1S Our destination was supposed to be Louisville, or so
thought the privates. Cannot say what Bragg's ideas were. In the meantime the federal
General Buell, who was at Nashville at the time we started for Kentucky. was
hurrying across country by another route to head us off from Louisville. We marched
in twenty-eight miles of the place then took the right hand toward Harrodsburg. Did
not go very far before it was move up and stop every few minutes. Sometime after
dark we came up with the cause which was a smaIl creek about three feet in water
and a foot log over it. Everyone ahead of us went one at a time on the log to cross
but our colonel showed us a better trick than that. He checked his horse at the log
a~d told us to take water which we did and double quieked a mile to close up rank
WIth wet shoes and socks, but that did not matter as we belonged to the government.
Buell changed his tactics and came out from the city to hunt us up or scare us out of
the state. Somehow or other he fooled Bragg in the road his main army took and
Bragg thought the fight would be on the road Smith's part of the army was marching
on but the battle was fought on or near the road Bragg's main army Was moving on at
PerrY~lI~ the eighth of October. As that was the first fight that I was in, the size of
the mime sounded quite ominious but it only takes a few rounds to put a fellow
Where he does not mind the minie, then nor afterwards. Some, as a matter of course
Was hard to get used to them, some never did. Managed to shun every fight by som~
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means or other. There was heavy artilliary fire but the shells were too high and
exploded in the air about where I was. But I guess they had a nasty sound from t~e
way a good many would dodge when one exploded or went screeching through the au
overhead. It was what you might call a draw battlc.l 6 The next day we moved on
toward Bardstown where we stayed several days preparing to move out of Kentucky
by the way of Cumberland Gap to Knoxville, Tennessee. Bragg succeeded in ~athering
a quantity of commissary stores to bring out with him. It took our wagon tram over a
week to pass a given point. We burnt up several thousand barrels of pork for the want
oftransportation. 17 On our way out everyone that u~ed tobacco got ~thout. Saw
several using green leaves. Could not cut that part of It. our sutler got In about that
time with a few plugs. Got part of a plug which done me until I met a man from
Knoxville with a 50 lb. box. Got a plug from him. One poor Reb took sixteen plugs
for 'fear he would get out again. When we got to the gap by going on top of the
Mountain you could put yourself in tluee different states at one time. I8 After passing
Knoxville we camped several days to rest up. While there it snowed on us one night.
In sleeping of a night I put the blanket on the ground. lie on one-half and cover with
the other half. The ground was mostly rolling and you would wake up in the morning
with the blanket up to your knees. I concluded I could beat that so put the head of
the bed down hill. Next morning had the worst crick in my neck had ever had. All
the weight of my body was against my head which was against a tree. Leaving there
we went to Alisonia and stayed until near Christmas. While there. the 16th was
consolidated with the 25th Louisiana. I9 The day we left it was so cold there were log
heap fires along the road. At night when we camped we had to rake snow out of the
way to make down our blankets near a big fire. which was at our feet. Christmas day
we were ordered into lines and double quicked about two miles from camp when we
were ordered about face for camp. There was no enemy in miles of us. just wager to
see how quick we could get to a certain point. In the last week of December we
marched to Murfreesboro where Wither's troops was then fighting on the left side of
the river. We crossed over and took position to right of railroad and pike. One of my
shoes gave out. Marched all day barefooted in the mud. On the 31st we crossed back
over to left of railroad to attack the enemy. General Bragg came to us and made a
speech that the Yankees were in full retreat to Nashville. It was about one and
one-half miles to there through an old field. Passed plenty of dead Rebs from the day
before fight. There was a large brick house with a heavy picket fence around it near
the pike on our line of battle. When we came near it. the Yanks' batteries turned
loose on us. As we neared the fence we had to fonn in column and right face to pike.
When we reached the pike. we left faced, still in column, and moved in that position
until the obstruction was passed. We then fonned in line and commenced firing for
the yankees were putting to us pretty heavy. We advanced some hundred yards when
we were ordered to fall back. It was all a mistake about the retreat. They were all
massed together right on the pike. The minies appeared to be as thick as your fingers
and shells would explode all around throwing dirt allover. Saw one of our men
running at full speed for the rear but a minie was a little faster. We moved to the left
and camped that night where Cheatham and Withers divisions had been fighting for
several days. There were a lot of dead Yanks and horses at the place,20 We moved
back to our position across the river the first day of January, 1863. On the second day
abou.t two p.m. our brigade was ordered to move toward the river, attack the enemy
and If they wcre too strong for us we were to oblique to the right and return to our
position. Through some bad generalship, we struck the river too much to our left
which caused the command I was in to take the river, which was very cold. The
balance of the brigade went up river. We stayed in water waist deep for over an hour.
Finally about fifty men and a lieutenant came to us from the lost crowd and we went
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back to camp. That night we fell back until we got to Tullhoms (Tullahoma,
Tennessee 1. where we stayed for some time. Our next camp was MartIan, then
Beechgrove. We left Beechgrove sometime in May, took the train for Jackson.
Mississippi. When we got to Pearl River, we got off and marched to the old fair
grounds. The bridge had been burnt and the train stopped east of the river. Nothing
but the usual routine of drilling and guard duty went on while we stayed at this
camp. On the first day of July [1863J we broke camp and started fOJ Vicksburg to
tackle Grant in the rear. 21 On the morning of the fourth we were near the Big Black
River when we heard that Vicksburg had surrendered. We were ordered back to
Jackson which we made in one-fourth of the time it took us to get to the Black
River. Had little skirmishes with the enemy that evening. There were some
breastworks at Jackson which the troops occupied during the several days of desulby
fighting. At the end of a week we vac~ted the place one night. From there we went
to Camp Morton, fifty miles from Jackson. We summered it at that place. The
next move was to Chickamauga in September. Went by train via Atlanta, Georgia.
The part of the infantry I belonged. to was kept on the wings to relieve the calvary
[cavalry] as they were moved to other points. In consequence of this, the Yankee
calvary [cavahy] would run onto us. We were at this up to Saturday night when we
were moved to the front. During the time our cooks lost us so there was no ration
Friday night. Saturday during the middle of the day, we traveled thru a cornfield.
You could see everyone eating corn, even the colonel. I had saved some crackers we
drew at Atlanta so I fared very well. Guyed the others about the Confed'y feeding me
better than them. The next morning, Sunday, we got into line. of battle in the road.
Then we were faced to the left. We moved about half a mile when we came up to
where a Yankee regiment had just left. They left their knapsacks, which caused a
scramble among the boys to see who could get the spoils. Did not want any myself.
Did not know but what mine might be left before night. After advancing some
distance, came to an old field. We could see the Yankees hospital way over in the far
comer. We halted a few minutes then turned right square to the left, marched to the
end of field to the woods. The first thing I saw was a couple of battery horses which
the colonel ordered me to get and deliver in the rear to our battery. Advanced a few
steps farther then the frolic came on. It was not long before they flanked us, which
caused us to fall back. Late that evening, we advanced again. It was not long before
we ran on to tom breastworks. We charged the same and was soon in position with a
good many rifles they threw away. That charge wound up the battle of Chickamauga.
{September 19·20, 1863].22 The Yanks were in full retreat for Chattanooga. The
boys were willing to follow up that night but Bragg said no. The next night we moved
out on our way to Missionary Ridge. We moved down in the valley in front of the
ridge. There we made breastworks. We stayed down in the valley until the morning of
the twenty-fIfth of November when we took a position on top of the ridge. Had a few
logs scattered along the top. We did not have troops enough to fonn a good line of
battle. Cheatham's division with right flank in the creek, had the only line of balance
streched ou t in single file. I was near the extreme left. By using a glass, we could see
the enemy when it fanned in columns on the outskirts of town, see their officers
riding in among them. It was about 2 p.m. when they got in motion. When they
struck the woods we lost sight of them. When they did emerge from the woods and
came into the valley it was a sight worth seeing. 75,000 men at one glance, seven lines
of battle. They came marching up the ridge [Missionary Ridge] ; saw the ends of our
lines. They moved part of the two rear lines onto their two front lines and was ready
to flank us when they came to the top. We did the best we could but had to give
away or be captured. A good many was captured by not moving out but was afraid of
being shot. But you can bet your last nickel this Reb will ron every time he sees a
chance to get away. Poor legs that will not carry a body out of trouble if they don't
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get hurt. Cheatham's division protected our rear until everything crossed the
Chickamauga Creek. OUf next halt was at Dalton where we built little shacks and
wintered there until the memorable Georgia campaign opened up in the spring of '64.
We built very good breastworks near our camp. After spring opened up we stayed in
the works a good deal. One night I went to sleep on the little space between the ditch
and embankment. Sometime in the night a false alann was given. Everything was soon
under anTIS and in place. Did not know anything of it until next day. The boys
completely hiding me from the officers. Well. Sherman flanked us and we fell back.
Made another stand and buDt breastwork. Fought a few days, fell back to Risaca.
Fought again and left in the night. My regiment was in rear of everything. Wagons
crossed on pontoons; anny crossed on Railroad Bridge which was littered with straw
so it could be bumt. Our brigade crossed -but our colonel did not make a move. I just
imagined I could see yanks flitting between us and the bridge. But in a few minutes a
staff officer came back: "What in the hell are you doing there? Move on quick....
About 10 a.m. we came to a halt. The generals consulted their maps. My regiment
was ordered to the left of the road. then we fonned a line. The colonel told us that
the enemy were in full force in front of us. That we were to draw rue of skirmishers
but not to fire. To keep on and draw fire of main force then charge even if last one
was 1d1led. Mighty cold comfort, was it not? When one Johnny heard it, he went to a
tree, sat his gun by it, pulled off his knapsack, laid it down, and left. Was gone a
month before he was captured. Must have been a false alann for we were soon moving
again. On the 24th of May we halted for dinner, stacked arms in the road. About 2
p.m. my regiment was ordered out as skirmishers to the right of the road. Some of us
believed there weren't any Yanks. We met some calvary [cavalry] coming out of the
brosh. Said we had better believe it. We moved nearly a mile and halted. I got so
sleepy that I told the boys to wake me up if they moved, lay down and streched out.
Boom! Was not sleepy a bit. They were feeling for the road we left. We moved
forward again. Word from the left look-out: ''The woods is full of them!" We fell
back to the main line which had built breastworks. We went to the rear about one
hundred yards. In a few minutes our artillery turned loose, then infantry and for over
three hours a hot fight was raging that ceased at dark. I got behind a small tree that
received several minies. It was not large enough to protect me well but I was so busy
watching the fight I was constantly exposed. The next morning we were ordered into
line. Our position was pointed out to us, or as near as could be. Our side failed to
post pickets after the fight which the yanks took advantage of. Their's was
dangerously close so we made a break for our place but missed it fifty yards so we
crawled down the line. One man was killed, shot in the back of the neck. Got his
head too high. The enemy made no attack on us that day but it was a hot place all
day. When we wanted water one man would take as many canteens as he could
manage. He would crawl out a piece then jump up and run for life with several bullets
helping his speed. Late in the evening they got their cannon trained so they could cut
limbs down on us. But that night we silently stole away. The next point was Kenesaw
Mountain. 23 As soon as we halted, a detail was made to get tools for building
breastworks but the boys had made so many it was slow work until the Yanks sent
their compliments in the way of a few shells. Breastworks went right up. Shennan
tried right hard to drive us out of the breastwork but failed after several days fighting.
He then flanked us, his usual mode of tactics. We fell back to Atlanta which had
breastwork nearly all around the city. Our position was to the left of the Augusta
Road. The time was passed by both sides, mainly engaged in artillery duels nearly
every day. On the 23rd of July part of our army went outside the breastwork and
attacked part of Shennan's anny.24 Had a hot time. Late in the evening we moved
out to reinforce our men but we did not go far before we were halted, then moved
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back to OUI former position. While waiting out there, the fuing was still going on. A
solid 12 lb. shot passed under my left ann. It did not break the skin but it put me
out of business for a few days. Along sometime in August [sic} Johnston was relieved
of the command and -Hood placed in command. 25 Johnston had used the Fabian
Policy on the campaign from Dalton down to Atlanta trying to get Shennan to divide
his anny so he could whip it in detail. When Hood took charge he sent all of the
calvary [cavalry] out to harass the rear of Sherman's communications. 26 There
Shennan divided his command and sent part to Jonesboro ahead of us and held the
balance in front of us for 12 hours longer, then moved and joined the balance at
Jonesboro. We stayed until next night, then we fonowed and got to Jonesboro at 12
m. next day which was the 31st day of Au.gust '64. 2.7 The battle was in progress.
Then in a very little while we went in, found the Yanks had built good breastwork
and had moved a fence and made picket stands in 30 yards of their breastwork. We
made a charge on them but unfortunately those rail pUes played thunder with us, the
fire was so galling. Our men sought shelter behind the piles, the worst thing they
could have done as the Yanks could crossfue on us. During the time we were there
you could hardly peep over for they were waiting for your eyes and sure took a pop
at them. While there, heard a yell on the left of me, supposed our men were
advancing on the works. Jumped up to see. Saw it was a retreat. Zip! A bullet struck
me and went through - that decided my movements. Went back cross railroad tracks
to where we stopped before going in fight. Stayed there awhile then went to where the
wounded was carried to. Saw some of the boys that night who came to me to get the
orderly papers and payrolls which I were in possession of as acting orderlY. Had made
out all the payrolls up to that time. That night late as the last one to go was taken
about a mile to the division hospital established in the woods near a small house. The
next morning the dOctor put me under the influence of chloroform and got all of the
little bones out of the wound. Late that evening orders were issued to all of those
able to make for the railroad track below Jonesboro. I started several others but was
not able to go so I stayed. It may have been lucky for me as several were killed in a
week. About 10 a.m. there was a skirmish between calvalry [cavalry] all around us.
Ought to have seen the cripple hunting shel ter, 1 did not move, told them one place
was safe as another for the bullets were coming from all directions. Later in the night
We heard Hood had fallen back to Atlanta blowing up all the government property
preparing to evacuate the place. 28 The next morning we fell into the Yanks hands but
somehow or other I did not dread being a prisoner - had the same faith that I would
not go North as I had that 1 would not be killed during the war. The next day they
moved us into Jonesboro. I was sent upstairs in an old hotel. Told me to leave my
knapsack - they would send it up to me - that was the last 1 ever saw of it. Left
only with the clothes I had on and my shirt sleeves tom off up to shoulders, used my
shoes for pillow - as I lay on the bare floor. Stayed there that day. In the night
Sherman's infantry passed through. Always thought the Confeds could make noise
enough, but the Yanks went them one better. Shennan and Staff called around next
morning picking out men they thought would be able for duty soon and made them
pile into wagons for a trip north. By a little acting at the proper time, they left me to
die in the Confederacy, for which I was truely thankful. That night the Yank calvary
[cavahy 1 passed through, and ours after them. Bullets flew in every direction, some
passing in the building we were in. After a little our doctors came in, We needed them
and some rations very bad as the Yanks left us nothing and took our nurses besides.
The next evening we were loaded on boxcars and sent to the various hospitals. Along
the railroad the cars had been hauling corn and there was a good many grains
scattered over the cars, so you can imagine what a soft bed it was, nothing but a thin
shirt between the hide and com. I was put off at Macon, Georgia where I stayed two
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months. one-half the time flat on my back, had to be helped up. At the end of two
months got a furlough for 60 days to go down to Mississippi, as far as they could give
a furlough at that time. Went down into east Louisiana near Greensburg. While there
had to take to the woods part of day and one night, a detachment of Yankee calvary
[cavalry 1 passed through there, picked up several of the citizens, carried them fifty or
sixty miles, then turned them loose to foot it home. I went back to Jackson,
Mississippi, went before the board, had my furlough for 30 days. Then went into
Meridian, tried to get retired for 6 months. That board refused as the papers would
have to go through a regular course of red tape. Returned to Jackson, went to

quartennaster, tried to draw pay but just out of money. Then went to the
commissary and got $1.50 on my commutation [commutation] ticket. But that kind
of money was very weak in that part of the country. Should have said on my first,
below, that from Brookhaven to Magnolia. 29 I rode on handcar with two other men,
and on top of sixteen large boxes of tobacco. Just room for three abreast with legs
hanging down. and nothing to hold to. the track had been burnt at all of the bridges
but we crossed on what was left of them. At one place on one side nothing but the
iron to hold u·s up fOl a few feet. I stayed at Magnolia until after dinner next day,
then took passage in a one horse cart. a Negro driving it. In trotting along we ran over
some large roots on one side of road which turned the outfit over and threw me a
considerable distance from the cart so it did not fall on me. Stopped at Osyka at
hotel but a young-·lady sent me to a private house where I stayed until next evening.
I left that piace afoot across country as I could go no further on railroad. The firSt
night out tried to stay with an old gentleman I saw feeding hogs on side of road.
Would not take me in, nothing to eat - war refugee from New Orleans - that was his
summer residence - did not fann. I started on but he called me back. took me up to
the house, told his wife to do her best for me as I was a Louisianan. You ought to
have seen the table that night. It was loaded down with the best New Orleans
afforded. The Madam noted my surprised looks and infonned me that it was a
birthday supper and her mother was a blockade runner and to cap the climax - after
I went in the room for bed the old gent brought me a bran new shirt - so stiff that
it would have taken the hide off my neck if I had not so well scaled up with dirt
Now I will go back and give my second trip for Jackson - this time I was making my
way to the Mississippi River to cross to the west side. Left the wayside at Jackson for
Brookhaven. Left latter place afoot for Whitestown to the left of thc Woodville Road.
It rained hard one night and caused a good deal of water in the flat places. Just after
leaving the house I came to a little run. undertook to jump it, my foot struck in the
edge. down I went as I could not use but one arm. had a time in getting up. The
balance of the day just splashed through when I came to any in the road. During the
day carne to a creek with a footlog but over the log was a leaning tree that it required
two good arms to bring around. But as luck would have it a gent came along and
helped me over. When I got in six miles of Woodville, struck the foad leading east
that I Was to take for Whitestown. As it was nearly night stopped at the house right
in the forks of the road but when I went in the owner said could not stay but told
right there I would. He gave in and treated me Very well. The next day I went to one
old gentleman's house where I knew I would find parties who had a hand in bringing
over the mail whom I aimed to cross with the next time they were ready to send
some over the mail. I stayed there off and on nearly two weeks. During the time
footed it to Woodville. some seven or eight miles. On my way out there I met two
men in a buggy who began to inquire about the army. Told them they knew as much
as I did. Knew nothing only as it came out in the papers. One of them asked me if I
had any money. Told them had a little of the new issue. Said it was not worth a dam
around here. Pulled out a ten dollar bill greenback and gave me. Was so stumped
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failed to thank him. Finally the mail came down from Brandon in a wagon and
started for the river. Several of us were muleback. Stayed an night at a private house

•

while there, several men came in who had been to the rivet all day gambling with the
Yanks on a gunboat. We started next morning by leaving the road for the swamp.
Came to a right smart body of water. Got a flat boat. put .everything in it, got aboard
and swam our stock to dry land. We loaded the mules again and struck out. About 2

p.m. we made a detour to the left. Struck a canal. Unloaded and carried everything

•

over on a log. One man led a mule to edge of canal, one behind and shoved him in.
After crossing over I footed it down the canal to where the road crossed it. Took left
end but did not go far. Met a man who halted me. He went on and met the crowd.
One of them came to where I was and told me to keep on down the road but as
there was a gang of negroes working side of the road they would have to take to the
woods and keep out of sight. I went on, passed the Negroes who were some distance
from the end of the rows. They said nothing to me but several eyed me very close.
After passing the field my crowd came back in the road btl t soon turned to the right
and struck the river where a fence came to it. We halted there until after dark when
we let down the fence and passed through to other side where we let down fence
again. After getting in the road we detailed two men with guns as guards in rear of us.
As we went down saw where the Yanks had found one boat and smashed her all to
pieces. Had to make frequent changes in crossing points and watch the Negroes as they
would report your presence to the Yanks at Fort Adams 30 which was just below
where we were. After going some two hundred yards down the river we halted and
sent two men as guards down below us. About eight p.m. we heard the skiff shove
out from the other side. It came over and everything was put in the boat that went
over including~your humble servant. We bid the crowd farewell and shoved out to
cross the father of rivers in the dark and a leaky skiff as we found au t pretty soon.
Knowing that we were near the Yanks, saw something coming down the river.
Imagined it was a Yank yawl patrolling the river. About that time as we were nearing
the bushes the man who was pulling the boat called out "Look for an opening and
grab a bush'" so we could go in. My yawl turned out to be the body of a tree with
the roots stuck up in the air. When we landed we were met by several men that
belonged to the detail who laid hold of the skiff and carried it out in the bushes and
hid it. We went some one hundred yards when we came to a little clearing they had
made there. There we heard the drums at Fort Adams sound the Tatoo and presently
a gunboat went puffing down the river. We camped about a mile from the river. Next
morning we started early, came to water, had to wade out knee deep to get in beside
the boatman which was kept up until all were over. Then he tied the boat to his
horsetail and drug it to the next water where we found a large skiff and a dugout. I
got in the middle and sat down on the bottom while a man got in each end and done
the paddling. About the middle' of the day we struck a solid sheet of water that was
at least from forty to sixty feet deep which finally led us into Red River which we
crossed and kept through the swamp until we struck dry land. Laying all jokes aside I felt safer in the hottest battle I ever was in than in that boat - did not see any
chance if that little dugout had turned over. There was a considerable crowd at the
place we landed. Some that belonged to the mail detail and others to pick up what
news was floating. The first question I was asked did we get any Louisiana rum over
our way. Nary drop. I was lucky enough to get a horse to ride out. Went with a good
crowd. When we struck Bayou de Ghaize and the sugar houses rum was the first thing
but I am here to say I got enough to last me until this time. Stayed all night with an
old schoolmate. After staying around awhile started up to Nachitoches to the absentee
camps. Went via Alexandria. Boarded the Old Texas for the trip up. After getting off
the boat found that camp was seven miles from town. Walked out to camp. Went in
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town next day and went before the medical board. Asked to be retired. They filled
out my papers and sent them to Kirby Smith at Shreveport. In a few days they came
back endorsed on back "Let General Hayes [Hays] order his men before the
board"3! I went before the board. Went back to camp. Orders was to move to
another camp. Still about seven miles from town. Asked lieutenant in charge to let me
go to town as my papers would be ready that day but he refused. Went with the

crowd to new camp. That evening our courier brought my papers. The lieutenant
handed them to me. I said now I will go. He asked me to stay that night but would
not. Started to town, got an awful wetting. When I got in it was after dark. Stayed at
a saloon until the same boat, the Texas, came along. Boarded her and got up near
boiler to dry my clothes. Got to Alexandria next evening. When we landed the list
was called and each went ashore as his name was called. Knew my name was not on
the list. Just waited. Got ashore and showed my papers to the provost guard. They
said go to provost marshall's office, have them counteIsigned. Now there was a
brigadier general's name signed to my papers but I thought would take the advice and
get the marshall's name which I did. In walking around just afterwards two guards
came to me to see if I had a pass, showed them, Goudan major comanding which was
enough. Found out that a small wayside camp of the absentees had been moved.
Concluded to leave town that night. Started for the Chambers' Plantation. About
eight miles out on the way at the Williams Sugar Mill. found a calvary [cavalry]
regiment camped with a guard in the road. The guard halted me. No sooner did he do
it than I yelled for corporal of the guard. He happened to be absent at some other
call. The lieutenant in charge started out. I told him to bring a tight. When he got
where I was showed him Goudan's name. He wanted to read the papers all over. Told
him no. Stepped beyond the line and and told him I was under no one's orders from
then on (Lincoln had been assassinated a few nights before that.) That was the wind-up
of my soldiering - left out a good many items and incidents I saw - tried to give as
little as possible of the history of the war - as I saw it.
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FOOTNOTES
IThe Louisiana convention "seceded" from the United States on January 26,
1&61. John D. Winters, The Civil War in Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1963), 13.

2The Confederate States Government.
3The Confederacy enacted a conscript law on Apri116, 1862, by a Yote of over
two to one. Charles P. Roland, The Confederacy (Chicago, 1960), 58-59.

4Ville Platte, Louisiana is located in Evangeline Parish.
SWashington is located in south-central Louisiana in St. Landry Parish.

If

6The New Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroad ran north and south
from New Orleans, west of Lake Pontchartrain, to Tangipahoa, Louisiana and Camp
Moore.
7The Confederate authority in organizing its troops for a long war decided to
permit democratic election of officers.
BThe 16th Louisiana Infantry served in the Louisiana Brigade of the Army of
Tennessee.. John Dimitry, Louisiana, in Confederate Military History (Vol. X of 12
vols.; reprint edition, Thomas Yoseloff, 1962), 176·179ff.
9Generals Albert Sidney Johnston and P.G.T. Beauregard after the debacle of
Forts Henry and Donelson in February, 1862, sought to concentrate troops at Corinth,
Mississippi on the Memphis and Charleston Railroad, for the purpose of attacking
Grant at Pittsburg Landing ("Shiloh") on the Tennessee River.
IOAt Shiloh in surprise attack, the Confederates drove back the Federals under
Grant and Shennan all day on April 6. However, on the 7th the Federals, reinforced
by the army of D. C. Buell, regained most of the field from the exhausted "rebels."
Consequently, General Beauregard, who had replaced the mortally wounded Johnston,
directed a successful withdrawal back to Corinth.
11 Louse
12Beauregard withdrew to Tupelo, Mississippi after holding on at Corinth against
the huge anny of Halleck as long as practicable.
13Greensburg is located west of the railroad above Tangipahoa and west of the
site of old Camp Moore. It is the parish center for Saint Helena Parish.
l4General Braxton Bragg replaced the ailing Beauregard at Tupelo, Mississippi. In
May, 1862, Bragg launched his long march into Kentucky, having previously moved
his anny to the Chattanooga area before moving out northward,
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15The Federals surrendered 4,000 men, having lost fifteen killed and fifty-seven
wounded. The Confederate Chalmers lost thirty-five kilJed and 253 wounded in a
premature charge on the works of Munfordville, Kentucky.
16As in the discussion of most Civil War actions, the debate persists as to the
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numbers and losses on both sides_ The editor assumes each side had about 60,000
men in Kentucky. although only a fraction on both sides saw action at Perryville ~
Robert Underwood J ahoson and Clarence Clough Bue1, editors, Battles and Leaders of
the Civil WQr (Grant-Lee edition, 4 'lois., New York, 1884-1888), III, 29-30.
17General Joseph Wheeler of the cavalry describes the difficulties of protecting

Bragg's extensive train on the retreat in his account in ibid., 18-19. See also ibid.. JII,
603.
18Presumably, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia.

19The 25th Louisiana started out as companies from Concordia, Louisiana,
which went to Ute Army of Tennessee in March, 1862 - Dimitry, Louisiana
(Confederate Military History, X), 177.
20The most extensive accounts of Stone's River or Murfrcesborough are in
Battles and Leaders, 111,603.-633. For four days, December 31, 1862, to January 3,
1863, Bragg attacked and maneuvered against the Federal army under General W.S.
Rosecrans. The Confederates won early success against the Federal right, but as
Morrow reflects, finally lost the day on January 2.

21General Joseph E. Johnston assembled modest forces, all that could be spared,
to try to take pressure off of the besieged Confederates at Vicksburg - without
success, as Morrow says herein.
22At Chickamauga, September 19-20, 1863, the combined forces of Bragg and
Longstreet routed the Federals under Rosecrans and drove them back into
Chattanooga. Fairfax Downey's Storming of the Gateway (New York, 1960) provides
a convenient summary of the actions around Chattanooga.
23The Confederate withdrawal from Dalton, Georgia to Atlanta is an oft-told
tale. At Kenesaw Mountain (June 27, 1864) north of Atlanta some of the heaviest
fIghting of the campaign took place with considerable loss on both sides. Federal loss
was greatest because of the well-located breastworks in the Confederate position.
24Monow probably is referring to Hardee's flanking column which moved out
early on July 22 toward Decatur, Georgia to hit Shennan's left, opening the battle of
Atlanta.
2 SHood assumed command on July 18, 1864.
26Hood remained in Atlanta for about a month, until the end of August. The
cavalry of uFightin.. Joe Wheeler harassed Sherman at every opportunity throughout
these operations.
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27Sherman's drive behind Hood to Jonesboro, on the railroad south of Atlanta,
caused Hood to withdraw forces to endeavor to hold in that direction - to no avail;
Atlanta and Jonesboro soon fell to the Federals.

28Hood describes his moves in &lttles and Leaders, IV, 343-344.

29Brookhaven and Magnolia in southwestern Mississippi were stations on the
New Orleans. Jackson and Great Northern Railroad.
30Port Adams, on the east shore of the Mississippi River, was situated just north
of the Louisiana state line.
31Major General Harry Hays commanded in western Louisiana in the last months
of the war. - Winters, The Civil War in Louisiana, 424-425.
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ROBERT HODGES, JR.: CONFEDERATE SOLDIER
BY MAURY DARST

Robert Hodges, Jr., was so inspired by the plight of the Confederacy that he
joined three separate military outfits, all mustered in Texas. During the four years of
the Civil War he offered his ~ervices as a volunteer in John Salmon (Rip) Ford's
expedition to Brazos Santiago, as third sergeant in the Eighth Texas Cavalry and as a
second lieutenant in the Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry Regiment.

A native Texan, Hodges was born on Galveston Island on May 13, 1836, while
his parents sought refuge there during the events surrounding the Texas Revolution.!
His father, also named Robert Hodges, was born in South Carolina and later moved to
Louisiana; and his mother was born at Bayou Sara, Louisiana. 2 His parents came to
Texas in 1829, first settling at Velasco on the Texas coast. 3 On July 17, 1831, his
father received a land grant in Brazoria County, Texas, and located his family there
not far from the community of Damon. 4
Hodges' life as a Confederate soldier is unique. Although he served only three
months in the Ford expedition, three months in the EidJ,th Texas Cavalry, also known
.as Terry's Texas Rangers, he had to wait until seIYice with the Twenty~fourth Texas
before tastinr the fruits of battle. 5 It was in the latter outtit the young Texan was
taken prisoner at Arkansas Post.
When his outfit was captured, Hodges and other members of the TwentY-fourth
were sent to Camp Chase, Ohio, where they remained until exchanged in April, 1863.
After exchange, the Twenty-fourth. was consolidated with similar remnants of the
Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Twenty-fifth Regiments. This consolidation was broken
up in March, 1864, when these parts of the Twenty-fourth. and Twenty-fifth were
united to ronn one field organization. As a member of the consolidated unit, Hodges
was wounded near Atlanta, Georgia, July 22, 1864, but recovered sufficiently enough
to remain with the group until its capture in April, 1865, near Greensboro, North
Carolina. 6
His eagerness to wear Confederate gray came early in 1861, shortly before
General David E. Twiggs surrendered the United States military posts in Texas. In
mid-February, 1861, the Committee of Public Safety of Texas requested a military
expedition be sent to Brownsville on the Rio Grande to receive the surrender of Major
F.l. Porter.? When three chartered vessels left Galveston on February 19 for Brazos
Santiago, an island at the mouth of the Rio Grande, Hodges was among some 500
hurridly mustered volunteers who made the expedition with Ford and Lieutenant
Colonel Hugh McLeod. 8 Two days later the vessels arrived; Brazos Santiago was
secured for Texas and the way paved for eventual United States abandonment of Rio
Grande military posts. 9
Following the expedition of the Rio Grande, Hodges returned to Fort Bend
County where in September he joined fellow neighbors for the forty-mile trek to
Houston to join the Eighth Texas Cavalry. On September 7, 1861, he was sworn into
the ranks as third sergeant in Captain John T. Holt's Company H.IO From the Bayou
City, the Texans marched, traveled by rail, cart and riverboat to New Orleans. l l
There, the group journeyed by cattle car to Bowling Green. Kentucky, arriving
October 3, 1861. 12
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ROBERT HODGES, Jr,

As a member of Terry's outfit, however, Hodges failed to see any real battle
action. Shortly after his arrival in Kentucky, he was taken ill and sent to Nashville,
Tennessee, to recuperate, spending most of his time at the home of a private
physician)3 He was inactive from military duty for three months. On January 7,
1862, he received a discharge for having partial paralysis resulting from a ... "deep
seated abscys"[sic] ..•andfound .. .''unfit for further military senrice."14
Returning to Texas following his discharge, Hodges enlisted in the
Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry Regiment in March, 1862.1 5 As a second lieutenant he

remained with this outfit for the duration of the war. 16 He was in North Carolina
when the Twenty-fourth surrendered to United States General William T. Shennan on
April 28, 1865.1 7
After being paroled, Hodges returned to Fort Bend County where he was listed
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in the 1870 census as a "stockraiscr:'18 In 1882 he resided at Bellv:il.le in Central
Texas where he was employed as a carpenter, but by 1890 was again in Richmond,
Fort Bend County, Texas.! 9 On August 17, 1899, he applied for a pension under an
act passed by the Twenty-sixth Texas Legislature, stating he was unable to earn
support by his own labor due to a disability caused by ... "exposure and hardships

r

during the war and since."20 The examining physician, Dr. A.A. Bailey described the
veteran's disability as "organic heart disease.'·21 His pension was approved.
In early 1905, while residing with his sister, Susan, Robert Hodges, Jr., at the

age of 67, dropped dead of an apparent heart attack. 22 He was buried in an
unmarked grave in the Snake Creek Cemetery near the present town of Needville,
Fort Bend County, Texas. 23
During his four years in Confederate unifonn, Hodges wanted to let certain
members of his family know of his military experiences, the latest battle gossip, plus
information on other boys from Fort Bend County serving in the same outfits. To do
this, he wrote at least twenty-one letters from various camp sites in Texas, Arkansas,
Georgia, Tennessee, and North Carolina. Of them, three are completely illegible.
Attempts to authenticate locations, dates or other pertinent material on the badly
faded letters were unsuccessful. Therefore, Hodges' letter describing his capture at
Arkansas Post in January, 1863, and subsequent confinement at Camp Chase, Ohio,
the Chattanooga and Cickamauga campaigns of late 1863, and suffering a wound at
the Battle of Atlanta in 1864, are missing. Perhaps they are among the three that are
unreadable, or they were lost during the 103 years they remained in possession of the
family descendants.
The letters are interesting in that they present the feelings of a twenty-five year
old man in the service of a Rebel nation. The fact he often expressed the desire to
receive a letter from home - apparentJy woefully lacking - and that his
correspondence mentions many persons, some of them difficult to identify. and in
some instances, impossible, shows he. had a true sense reporting the important facts
home. Here, then, is the Confederate service as secn by Robert Hodges, voluntecr,
Eightlt Texas Cavalryman and Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalryman Regiment lieutenant. *
Brazos Santiago, Feb. 22 [1861J
Mr. Robert Hodges Sr.
My Dear Fathcr,
I suppose Edd 24 told how and when we left Richmond (Texas]. We arrived in
Galveston the following moming. 25 There we were furnishcd with the minnie [minie]
ritles, left our shotguns and took passage on the "General Rusk" for this place
[Brazos Santiago 1. We arrived here yesterday morning [atl 10 o'clock, secured the
fort and several field pieces. There was no resistince made. We were paraded in front
of the fort. flred thirty·two guns, then the Stars and Stripes were lowered. Now the
Lone Star flag flutters in the breeze. We do not know when we will leave this place.
We anticipate a little fight at Brownsville. 26 Some of the boys are keen for a fight.
There is [are] about five hundred and fity of us. 27 Six companies, we all came
over together, and some of the boys got pretty sick.
"'The letters are printed as Hodges wrote them. The editor has added words in brackets
for better understanding.
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Since I got straight I do not regret it. We are acting in a good course. If I
fall. my life is not worth much no how. We have the place of honor in the anny. We
have been praised all the way through as being the most orderly of the men in the
company. We are called the shirt tail boys. As I have to go on guard, give my love to
all the family and to enquiring friends and remember me as your affectionate son,
Robert Hodges

Bowling Green, Ky., Oct. 27, 1861
Mr. Jackson Stubbs. 28
Dear Jack,

I acknowledge that I have treated you rather shabily in writing to you, but I
hope you will forgive me. You have heard from us oocasionally I reckon as I and the
rest of the boys have written pretty often to friends at home. But Jack you can't
complaine of me [too] much for not writing, as I have been treated bacDy myself in
that respect. I have not received a letter from home or anywhere since I left, but I
hope to receive a letter from home some of these days from some of my friends at
home, nothing would afford me more pleasure than to hear from home at this time or
anytime.

Jack, I can't begin to tell you all my ups and downs since I left home. We had
some pretty rough times but none I reckon to compare with the time to come. We
are here in Old Kentuck [Kentucky] and we are likely to remain [here} for some
time to come. This [is) if something don't tum up I don't know nothing about. We
have been here just two weeks and no fight, yet. But we are not far from the camps
of some of old Abe's followers. We are within about 40 miles of a large force of the
enemy. We are about twenty thousand strong at this place, besides a large force near
the Green River. 29 If we do get into a fight it will be one of the old fights. Are
[our) boys are anxious for a fight. I myself am tired of lazing ,in camps and doing
nothing and wouldn't mind a little brush with the Yanks, ·just for a chance if nothing
else. Jack, I tell you what's a fact. This soldiring is a poor business. I don't think 1
ever would like it if ] had to do as 1 have done heretofore, lay in camp. 1 have been
on all the expeditions with the boys from our part of the country and have never
been in a fight yet, but maybe it is well as it is, perhaps I would have been shot, but
if it is to be my fate it matters little when or how soon it comes I reckon.
Jack, this is awful mean country. Nothing enticing that] have seen in it. Nothing
but rocky hills covered with black jack hickory and post oak and occasionally a
walnut, but I forgot there is plenty of apples you can get as many as you want at
fifty cents per bushel. Everything else is very high. We have just half enough horses to
mount the regiment. The itrst five-hundred of us that arrived have horses. We have
some fme horses and some shabby ones. I drew a very nice horse and some boots. ]
wish, Jack, that you would tell Sam 30 that Dan Davis 31 traded me a beef and that]
wish him to seD it for me. I will want a little cash when I get home, if I should be
fortunate enough to get home. I am satta like Chuck. 32 He says if he ever gets home
he intends to hang to his mammy's coattail, for awhile. Chuck has been sick nearly
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ever since we left New Orleans. Sam Moore 33 is sick in the hospital in Nashville.
Chuck is going to see him tomorrow. Several in our company are there also. John
Miller 34 is pretty sick. He has the measel:s. There have been several cases in the
camps. I am afraid that it will be a bind for poor John to make the trip as he has
been in very bad health ever since he left horne.

Jack, my paper is out and] must close. Give my love to Mary35 and respects to
enquiring friends. Remember me as ever,
Your Friend,
Robert Hodges

Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 3. 1861
S. N. Hodges.
My Dear Brother Sam.

Just imagine a beautiful white house situated on the top of a hill, about ten
stept [steps] to the right or in front of this house is another nice little house twenty
by twenty feet square beautifully fInished both inside and out, nicely papered walls
inside and a nice carpet on the floor. Peep in Sam and you will see a young fellow
rather shabbily dressed. Look close and you may see a hole in the knee of his pants
and there is anotiler hole in them but you couldn't see it unless he'd get up, but I am
sorter like the gal that fell out of tile basket, I am not gain to get up just yet, - but
Sam, come in and lets have a little chat its me that has the hole in the breeches. Sam
I have been here about three weeks, I have written to Jane 36 twice since I came here
and I suppose that you will learn from those letters before you receive this where I
am and what brought me here, but in case Qf accident I will say that some three
weeks ago I took the measels and was sent back to Nashville with fifteen others of
our company to a hospital. I stayed there four or five days, the sickest boy a lardy!
as fast as the patients would get able to bear moving they would be taken [to J
private houses in town or be taken into the country. Dr. Blackman 37 came to me and
asked me if I would like to go into the country he said he had fixed up a kind of
country hospital. 1 told him anything to get away from that nasty place he brought
Sam Jones 38 and myself out together on the cars, we went to his hospitaJ as he called
it. The neighbors sent beds, bedding & c and the ladies of the neighborhood
surperintending. But I, Sam, while writing just this minute, 1 heard a knock at my
door,1 did not know who it was or who could be there. It [there] has been no one
at home all day I said, come in. It was Mrs. Blackman. She said, Mr. Hodges are you
not in need of some flannels? 1 told her that 1 certainly did need some but could
make out until 1 could get to camp, but says she, 'you need them and here tiley are. I
have been to town a [I] got them for you and you have got to take them, two pro
socks, two pro drawers and two under shirts, all of the very best quality,' and as she
went out said 'I got some bakers bread to make poultices for your shoulder', just so, I
am treated just as if I was a brother. Sam how am I to repay this kindness? and now
Sam since 1 wrote the above line Mrs. Blackman came in with a pair of nice wool
socks sent me by an old lady nearly a hundred years old. Truly I am having a time of
it this evening aint 17 But 1 will now go back to where 1 left off. 1 improved for two
or three days after 1 came into the country, I then took cold and it settled in the
right side of my neck from that it worked down into my shoulder and threw me into
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a fever, the Doctor then moved Sam and lover to his house. (Sam left yesterday for
camp). My shoulder kept getting worse, turned to a rising of the most painful
character. The Doctor tried to scatter it but no go. He gave it a cutting this morning
but didn't get to the good [core]. It is on my right shoulder consequently you must
excuse bad writing. It is very painful to write stable but I have neglected you so long
that I thought I'd first scribble you a few lines this evening to let you know that I
had not quite forgotten you. Sam you cannot wait for me to write as I am poorly
situated to write when at camp. I have received one letter from home and that from
Jane. I would like to get letters every week or every month at least, from home. [
have heard from camp but seldom since I left. I heard of several little snaps the
Rangers have got into with the Yankees, when they would be out scouting. Our boys
always get some of them, one of the Rangers killed two one day out of seven with his
double-barreled gun. He Was standing picket guard and they came running along the
road. He shot one and then the other took to their heels. He [the ranger] let fly the
other barrell before they got too far. And down came another. I have not seen a
Yankee yet except some prisoners. The Texians have seen sights from sickness a great
many have died. I don't know but I can judge from what I learn, that near a hundred
have died within the last month. All the Bernard Boys 39 have been sick. I left Steve
Ethellon,[Etherton] 40 and Steve Gallaher 41 I [in] Nashville with measels. 42 Steve E.
was up and knocking about when I left he said he was going to a private house in
town. Chuck, John Miller43 and Tom Beeks44 came to Nashville sometime before I
did. I could hear nothing of John but Chuck had been very low but was recovering.
But Tom, poor fellow, I am afraid, died as he was extremely low when J heard from
him. But I must tell you about old John Fowler. 4S John got himself into a scrape in
Bowling Green. He and another young fellow went to town and got tight [drunk].
They roared and snorted and fIred off their pistols. The town was full of soldiers and
officers, but all afraid to try to arrest them. Soon after they go to eamp along came
an offIcer with orders to arrest them from Gen. Buener [Buekner].46 They found
Joh. Col. Terry47 had him arrested and put under guard but they could not indentify
the other though they pumped him a dozen times. It was Jack Miles,48 but they did
not get him. John was under guard Ifor over] a week. When I left there, he seemed
to enjoy it hugely. I don't know what they did with him. As paper is getting scarce
and my shoulder begins to pain me, J had better close. 1 give my love to all the
family. Write soon and remember me as your fond brother.
Robt.
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 9, 1861
Mr. Robert Hodges.
My Dear Father,
Though I wrote to Jane not long ago, I will drop you a few lines this evening to
let you know how I am getting along. I told Jane in my letter of my having measels
and also of a rising that made its appearance on my shoulder. I have had a time with
that rising. Truly, it is now over two weeks since I was bothered with it and not until
yesterday did I get it opened. I suffered a great deal of pain during those two weeks I
assure you. About fIVe days ago, Dr. Blackman, the gentleman with whom I am
staying, tryed to lance it. He made several attempts and failed. I told him he was too
slow, besides I could not possibly stand to have him digging at it any longer.
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The night before last a brother-in-law of Dr. B stayed all night with him and
during the night Dr. B W3'i taken very sick and yesterday morning I wa'l told that Mr.
Oark,49 (the above mentioned gentleman) was a splendid physician and having
suffered all night with my shoulder, I sent him word to come to my room that I
wanted to see him. He came and examined the place and said that it was in nice
condition to lance. I told him if he could lance it quick that he might try it. He said
that if that was all he thought he could please me and assured me that a pretty free
incision would be necessary. I told him all right. He made the tryal and I don't think
I ever knew anything done quicker or slicker. He made the incision about an inch and
a half long and I never saw as much corruption come out of any place in my life.
Today I feel much better. I think that I will be able in a few days to go to camp. I
have not the least idea that I will be able to stand it this winter in camp or at least
not be able to do anything and if I can possibly get a: furlow until spring I will come
home as soon as possible.
I was not aware when I commenced my letter that there was any of this kind of
paper about the place, but I don't think I can afford to rewrite what [ have written.
Pa, this place makes me think of the home and the many comforts I left behind.
Dr. Blackman and his wife treat me as if I were a brother. In fact, I am supplyed with
every comfort and receive every attention anyone could wish. In fact, they are too
kind. They put themselves to trouble reaDy unnecessary.
Sam Jones 50 came out the same time I did, but recovered his health and went
back to camp about a week ago. Three other Texians were here when I came but all
have recovered and gone back to camp, except one by the name of Lane. 51 He is
affected with neuralga and has applyed and obtained a discharge. He is here tonight
but will leave in the morning for Alabama where he has relatives.
The Doctor brought out another Texian day before yesterday from Nashville
where he has been sick a month. He looks very bad. His name is Holt,52 no relation
to our Captain however.
Pa, the Texians have fare [fared] but poorly so far, we have had more sickness
than any other Regiment in Kentucky. There is not more than tluee or four hundred
in camp now. The balance sick or dead. There has been about a hundred died in
Nashville since 1 left there. It is discouraging to think of it, but we have to die and
perhaps one time is as good as another, but [ prefer living awhile if it should meet the
approbliation of the divine master. If not, I will try and not complain. I am certainly
not prepared to meet my judge. I hear from camp but seldom. They have moved the
camp from Bowling Green ten miles on the road to Green River. There is no other
regiment near them. I expect that some night the Yanks will step it up on them and
eat the little handful of men, clean and smoothe up, that is there. I think that Col.
Terry is pursuing a very unwise course, in fact I think he has acted the saphead ever
since he left home. Oftkers and privates are becoming more and more dissatisfied
every day. We are from frrst to last the worst humbugged set of boys you ever saw.
Terry is a humbug and a big one himself.
Capt. Holt and I are sorter at outs. About six weeks ago, Gustave Cook,5J our
ordly [orderly] Sargt. started to Richmond, Va. on business for the Regiment and I
being 2nd Sargt. thought as a matter of course I could have to act in Custave's place.
But the first thing I know Capt Holt had appointed Ben Callaway 54 as ordly
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(orderly]. ] was advised by nearly all the boys to resign, and in fact my own feelings
on the subject prompted the same. I went to Capt. Holt and told him to appoint
another Sargt. as I did not under the circumstances think that I was doing myself
justice to act further. He replyed very roughly that he would do no such thing,
besides he said he had no authority to appoint one in my place as my name had been
sent up to the war department as second sargent and he had no authority to appoint
one. 1 asked him what authority he had to appoint one in Cook's place. He said it
was only for a short time. I told him it made no difference it was my duty and my
right to fill that place and if I pr~ed not competent then I had no business with the
position which I held. I went to the ranks ,that night and remained in the ranks for
several days before 1 left there. I don't know what he will do with me nor do I care
much. If they discharge me it will be all right with me. I am very much deceived in
Capt. Holt, he is not the man by a long shot that I took him to be.
Pa, I have written a great deal more than I expected I would when I commenced
and what I have written will be of little importance to you as I have to tell you
simply nothing. The war news is very scarce. No fighting going on except little
brushes between scouting parties occasionally that happen to meet. The Texas boys
have had several little skirmishes. They nearly always get a few Yanks, but the Yanks
can't get them. It seems as none as yet have been hurt.
Pa, I am SOlry that you are so nervous that you can't write as I would be very
much pleased to receive a letter from you as I never did receive one from you, by one
anyhow I think you can make the trip with one anyhow. Give my love to Ma and all
the rest of the family and to enquiring friends. Remember me as ever your
affectionate son,
Robt. Hodges
Write soon and tell Jane to write.

•
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 25, 1861

Miss Susan Hodges:

My Dear Little Sister

•

I received your letter of 29th Nov. a few days ago. My Dear Sudy; I have long
wished to receive a letter from you, - you can't imagine the gratification and real
pleasure your letter afforded me. I knew that you would not forget your poor
brother, who is ever grateful for any news from home. Sude you write a splendid
letter for your practice you must write often to me and rest assured that your letters
will meet with a hearty welcome and be duly answered. Tell pa [sic) I am much
obliged to him for the lines sent in your letter, the first [ have received from him. I
received a letter from Jane yesterday. I will defer writing to them until I go to camp
which will be soon, I hope. I have written to Pa one letter, two to Jane, one to Sam
and one to Edwin, besides several to friends in the neighbourhood, therefore I doubt
not you have heard where I am and what I have been doing for the past month. I
am sti.1l at Dr. Blackman's & have been here for about nve weeks. My shoulder is
nearly well. I think one more week will fmd me all right. Pa spoke of having sent
some things to me by Weston. He had not anived when I left camp. though I suppose
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he arrived since I left. As Capt. Holt has gone home, I received a few lines yesterday
from Stephen Gallaher, from Nashville where he has been some time, in fact he came
there with measels the same day I did. He stated that some ten or twelve of our
company had died but did not have time to tell me their names as he was abollt
starting to camp. He also stated that Chuck, John Miller and Steve E. would start
home as soon as they could to get their discharges. J want to go and see them before
they start, one of them will perhaps be the bearer of this. I have not been of the
place since I came out here except to go out with the Doctor's little boy ~ bird
hunting, and to go out and kiU a wrkey occasionally for Mrs. Blackman (tame
turkeys). I have killed about fifteen for her. She made me a present of a new pair of
pants this morning (Christmas present). Sudy, I have had quite a dull time out here. I
have been treated as ifl were a brother here. Sudy, this was Christmas day and the dullest
Christmas I have ever experienced. We, however, sent up a few skyrockets and had a
nice egg-nog. The Doctor and his lady are very pious people and do not participate in
the amusements of the more worldly people. The people of this vicinity nearly all
make some pretentions toward religion principally baptists. The cQuntry is very
thickly settled around here. You can fmd a house in every valley and I assure you
they are quite numerous.
Sudy, my paper is so small I will have to appronate another sheet & the last one
I have at that. J was very much grieved to learn the sad fate of poor Bill, though I
have heard of so many deaths I believe I am becoming hardened to it, as there is
hardly a day but brings the news of some of the Rangers having rendered their final
"account" though I seldom learn their names. I am long miles from town. You will
have heard dOUbtless [by the time] this reaches you of the death of our gallant and
beloved leader Col. Terry.55 It would be useless for me to write an account of the
fight. You will know as much or perhaps more about it than I do by the time you
receive this. Jane stated in her letter that Edd had got home and did well with his
beeves. I was glad to hear it is some pleasure to know that some of our famlly are
doing well, but 1 fear he will not be Content until he gets his foot in it, about his
luck. Sudy, I have had a time to reflect and have reflected seriously on my past life
since I left home on this trip. I find that I have acted a foolish part. but the scales
have falled from my eyes and if I am spared through this struggle and am permitted
ever to return home my future conduct it will be far different to what the past has
beene and shall to the best of my poor ability try in future to shake some atonement
for my past follies. You said you wished I would make haste and come home. Oh,
Sudy, you can't be more anxious for me to come than 1 am to come. If I could be at
home but one day with you all I could return to the seat of war more content and
meet the enemy with a hearty good will that 1 hope to do anyhow. I will have an
opportunity & that soon, as they are looking for the Yankeys at Bowling Green.
Sudy. we have had a few days of bad weather lately. Rain, sleet and a light fall of
snow, but today has been very pleasant. The people tell me it has been an unusually
mild fall. There has been very little bad weather. This is a great country for apples.
Sudy, if you will come up I will give you an apron full to cary home, besides as many
as you can eat. We never see any good apples in Texas.
But my sister I will not tire you quite to death with my frnt letter, I reckon
you are tired of it long ago. Give my love to an the folks. Ten Pa and Jane that I will
answer their letters as soon as I get to camp and get sorter straightened up. Give my
love to Ma, Pa & all the family & retain a large share yourself from your affectionate
Brother.

•
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Rob!. Hodges.
P.S.

Sude this letter will have to be my Christmas present to you, fare well. Write

SOOD.

Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 27th 1862*
My Dear Father

Yours and Sudes letter of 11th arrived yesterday. I hasten to reply. I left Dr.
Blackmans soon after] wrote to Sude, for camp. I remained in camp a few days and

•

•

finding my health would not pennit me to remain I applyed for and succeeded in
getting a discharge. When I arrived in Nashville which was some two weeks ago, I
found Chuck. He insisted that ] should stay with him until he got a discharge. Sam
Moore was then attending to it as he was not able to do so himself. I promised him
to wait. I went out to Dr. B's where I had left my saddlebag and I remained there
two days and then returned thinking to find Chuck ready to start but found him to
my great disappointment worse than he had been fOT sometime & the poor fellow
begged me to stay with him. I as a matter of course could not think of refusing him.
He has began to recover again though he is very weak. I think if he c-ontioues to mend
we will be able to start in a week or ten days, oot sooner. I was very sorry to hear of
the death of poor John. 56 Poor fenow. he had a hard time of it & I fear from what
you say of Steve,57 I shall never have the pleasure -of meeting him again on earth. I
hope, however. that he will recover.

Chuck had been staying for a long time at the house of a Mrs. Watkins,58 but
since his last attack has been sent back to the State Hospital where he could have the
advantage of medical aid. I have been with him over a week. he has a very severe
cough. I know very little about the Rangers or what is left of them has been sent to
Columbus, Ky. There has been some war news of late but as I have sent you the
"Union & American"59 the best weekly paper in the city, besides I sent two war
copies of the "Courrier,"60 which contained all the news afloat. Tell Sude as I expect
to start home soon I will defer writing to her until I hear something of the contrary.
If something happens. more than I know of at present. I will answer her letter in
person very soon. I was sorry to hear that Ma has troubled with that nasty old pain. I
was in hopes that she would be troubled with it no more.
Give my love to all & in the hope that I shall soon meet you all. I remain your
ever affectionate son,
Hodges
P.S.

Pat I write you to let you know I am doing & e & c excuse bad writing and c as I am
using a chair for a writing desk.
Robt.

·On January 7, 1862, had received a discharge because of physiCtll disability.
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«Camp Carter"61 April 4th 1862*

•

Mr. R. Hodges ST.
Dear Pa,

As we will probably not leave here [Hempstead} for some time, I wish you
would tell Sam to try and get a sadlD.e for me & if you can raise a little money for
me I wish you would do so, for I am certain that the bounty money is all a humbug,
if so I shall if possible get a transfer to Terry's Regt. I don't like the appearances of
things at this time here. We are under very strictest rules and the Co1.62 says that
those that start as Calvary {Cavalry] & their horses give out or get away, will be put
into infantry companys. If I should happen to be one of the unfortunate ones I shall
certainly object to walking. Pa, I sent my horse to the care of Mr. E. Ryon 63 at
Richmond [Texas]. I wish you would see to getting him home. Give my love to all &
remember me as your affectionate son.
Robt.

Camp Carter May lOth 1862
Mr. Robt. Hodges Sr.

Dear Pa.
I arrived in camp about two hours ago. The first Regt. has gone & all the 2nd
except our company and one othe!. It leaves this evening. We start tomorrow. From
what I can learn we are going to Crockett for what purpose I am unable to say but to
lay in camp for six months I reckon. I found Edd's letter,64 I sent it that you may
see what he has to say. I received one also from Steve GaUaher. He gave no particular
news.· I have no news to write as 1 have heard nothing since I arrived in camp. I will
write again as soon as we all get fIXed up & started.
Give my love to all.
Your Affectionate son,
Robt.

Camp Wilkes 65 June lst 1862
Mr. Samuel Hodges
Dear Brother,
I write you a few lines this morning not that I have any news to write but have
an opportunity of sending a letter. I am in tolerable health. I have written home
several times. I suppose, therefore you have heard before now when we left
Hempstead where we are, what we intend doing and ee. We leave here either this

"'Hodges had reenlisted in the Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry in March, 1862.
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evening or tornonow morning. Com and provisions has all gone up. The [illegible] in
this country we had to haul com fifteen miles yesterday. We have had plenty up to
this time, howeY_cr. We will rendesvou [sic] at Lourissa, [Larissa] 66 Cherokee County.
for what length of .time I am unable to say. 1 think that we will rove around over the
country until we eat up all we can get. Then go back to Hempstead. This brigade has
been a mixed up affair from the beginning. I am getting awful tired of it, but have
got my foot in it. I'll have to sweat it out. From the news we received I think there is
a prospect for peace. The good Lord knows I don't care how soon it may come.
There is some sickness in camp. Some measels, some chills and fever, besides other
little diseases. Capt. Mitche1l 61 has been very sick for some time with measels [sic].
There has been eight men discharged from our company. John Pickens 68 has been
discharged and a fe1low that drove cattle for Col. Wyron 69 {sic} starts home this
morning. I want you to write to me and let me know whether you have heard from
Edd. J have not since the letter I received from him. Write me all about the gals and
boys, what they are doing. If anybody's dead or married and tell me if the conscript
has got to you yet or not. I have nothing to write this morning & but a little time to
write it, so I will close. Write to me at Laurissa [Larissa] Cherokee County, Texas,
care of Capt. T, W. Mitchell, Co, F, 2nd Regt., Texas Lancers. Write immediately if
not sooner. Give my love to aD. Tell all to write. I have not heard a word from home
since I left. I will write the nrst opportunity after I leave here.
Your brother,
Robt.

Mount Enterprise,70 June 8th 1862
Miss Jane Hodges.
Dear Sister

ill

As it is Sunday and I have nothing else to do I will write you a few lines.
Though I ought not to do it as you all have treated me very shabbily. I think by
not writing to me I know you have more time opportunities & means to write than I
have, yet I have not received even a scratch of a pen from any of you and I am
getting awful mad about it too. 1 have neglected no opportunity to write, I think I
have at least a half a dozen letters home if not more. When I wrote last we were at
Camp Wilkes, Nacogdoches County.7] We are now in Rusk County our encampment
is in half a mile of the little town of Mount Enterprise. We have been here five or six
days. The 1st BataIlion, 2nd Regiment started yesterday for Shreveport. We are going
to the 2nd it starts today. The first Regt. has gone on. I am staying at a private house
with a sick friend J.C. Eason,72 about two miles from camp. I will remain with him
until he is able to travail [sic]. He has a very interesting case of measels. It will be
several days before he is able to travail [sic}. There is one other case in the same
house & lots of them in camp. There is It good deal of sickness in our Regiment. The
people with whom we are staying are seemingly very clever, just two old folks and a
great big whopping gal. I think that she would weigh at lease 290 Ibs. Pretty tolerable
good looking too. I am a little afraid of her, she is so large. There is one soldier here
however pretending to be sick. He wings around her. Takes her to dress parade nearly
every evening. There is no pretty girls in this country at least I have seen none. There
is very few pretty or ugly. We have no news up here. We heard yesterday that there
had been a large battle fought in very [sicl recently in which the federals were badly
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whipped, besides we took a thousand prisoners. 73

•

I want you to write to me as SOOn as you receive this. Direct your letter to me
at Shreveport. Give my love to all & tell all to write for I am getting anxious to hear
from somebody. Remember me as your ever affectionate
Brother
Robt.

Paper is getting awful scarce.

Mt. Enterprise, June llth/62
Mrs. Susan Hodges,

Dear Ma,
As I never did write you a letter or receive a letter from you, I wiD tonight write
you a few lines. I have written to all the family I believe since I left & have not

received the scratch of a pen, from any of them, besides I have written lett~rs to a
good many friends, but all seem to have forgotten mc. Why is it I can't receive letters
when all the boys have received more or less. but [ guess it will be right in the course
of human events. The reason why 1 have never written you is because I knew it would
be considerable trouble for you to answer them & there are enough others who had as
soon write as to do anything else. I t is ever a source of great pleasure to me to hear
from you all once and a while. I am poorly situated to write most of the time but I
manage to scribble a line occasionally, but I am getting awful tired of writing & not
getting paid for it. The first thing they all know shall quit, but enough grumbling. I
am at a private home waiting on a young man - one of my friends. He has been sick
about ten days ago with measeIs. The Regiment has gone & left as I think that if he
continues to mend that we will start tomorrow or next day for Shreveport where the
Regt. will stop for some time. His name is Eason. 74 He has a dreadful cough. There
are a great many sick in the hospital at Mount Enterprise. Measels principally. The 3rd
Regt. is encamped near here. The 4th is some where not far off but I don't know
exactly where it is. Our Regt. is ahead, Col. Wilkes says that he is going to keep it
ahead, He, CoL Wilkes, has command of the whole Brigade, four companies have
taken a stand and they say they will not move from Shreveport until they get their
bounty. It looks rather bad but it is nothing but right we should have all taken that
stand at Hempstead before we left there, not that we Care anything particular about
the bounty although some of us need it. I do, but we ought not to have promised it
had they not intended to fulfill that promise,

I have not had a days sickness since I left home except the mumps but they did
not last long. I have had plenty to eat since I have been here, but I don't think it
agrees with me as well as the meat bread] cook myself. ] relish the vegetables. I tell
you I have buscust (biscuits] every moming. I dont eat but a few buscuits, just five
or six to stay my appetite, you know. The people with whom we are staying are
seemingly verry [sic] clever more so than the generality of the people that I have seen
since I left the Brazos. The gal is a right clever trick too, but goodness, she is so fat. I
do pity her from my heart. I had her teU my fortune tonight. She says I can get just
who I want. If she had not been so fat I think I should have told her that I wanted
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her, but 1 couldn't stand it. The old man is in tolerable circumstances and they have
plenty at least.
Tell somebody that I will pumble somebody's head when I get home if
somebody don't write to me that quick.
Your affectionate son,
Robt.
Arkansas Post7S Nov. 10, 1862
Mr. Robert Hodges Sr.

Dear Pa,
As we have had candles and good news rescued to us, I wiD write you a few
lines tonight. I will write you a few lines tonight though I have not received letters
lately, but I look anxiously for letters every mail, but in vain, it seems that you have
become tired of writing to me. I f you knew how anxious I am to hear from you all
you would write often. but perhaps I blame you wrongfully - if so forgive me. We
have news is if true the best we have heard since the war commenced and I think
there is something of it as it comes from a good source. I t is this. Lincoln had asked
for an annistice of four months & that Davis had excepted and agreed upon it. 76 At
the end of four months France and England will open the blocade if tenns of peace
are not entered into. 77 It was reported that, [illegible] was ordered to Richmond, Va.
to settle up the business of the Regt. & Col. Swearengen 78 [sic.] was ordered to go
ahead of the Regt. to Texas to prepare subsistence & that we would go to Hempstead
there be furloughed. I doubted verry [sic] much our going to Texas. So soon, we
have another and I think a more probable report, it comes from Col. Swearingen, it is
that we are ordered to take up the line of march for Bosture [Boston] Mountain or
to Fort Smith to reinforce troops. 79 I am afraid it is so & I don't want to take that
trip this winter. If we start there we will be compelled to leave nearly all our clothing
as there is only one wagon allowed to each company and the roads are so bad it will
be impossible for me to ... get them there .•. if I lose any of my clothing [ think I'll
go up the Spout.
I tell you Pat I have not had a good nights sleep for two weeks for want of
bedding. This climate does not agree with me. I have had tolerably good health since
we left Pine Bluff. But as I said it will not last for long, for there is a great deal of
pneumonia in Camp. They burry [bUry] from three to seven a day in the regiment.
There [are] other diseases, also which is proving fatal in many cases. Something like
black tongue and some other cases. We lost a young man from our company last week
of the last named disease. Seven white men and three Negroes from the company
since we left home. It is allarming. (I assure you, we can hear the dead march nearly
at all times of the day and sometimes in the nigh1-) I wish Pa, you would see or write
to Capt. Perkins, see if he will receive me into his company and if he will get him and
Sam to write to Capt. Mitchell requesting him to transfer me to his company. I am
tired of this service and tired of this Regt., officers and all. I think in fact I am pretty
certain that even our company officers have thrown off on us. I do believe that they
knew when we were at Shreveport that Carter's Brigade was a lost affair. But the love
of office prompted them silence on the subject, for a great many of them knew if
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they were disbanded they would never be reelected. It looks to me that we have t h e "
verry [sic 1 best of Texas elected to office in this regiment. We are shortly to receive a
months pay & the long looked for bounty. I will then settle up my debts in the co.
and if there is any left I will sent it home.
Please give all my love to the family and enquiring friends.

Remember me as ever your affectionate son,
Robt.

Arkansas Post Nov. 12th 1862

Mr. Robt. Hodges,
Dear Pa,

As Lt.

Mitchell

starts home tomorrow I wiD write you a few lines

notwithstanding. I have written you several letters recently. I know this will reach
you. The others I am not sure if you will get them or not as I have written so many
letters and have received no reply.
I have nothing new to write except that we are loseing men every day. It looks
as though we are all doomed to die in this detestable country. One of our best men
died last night, Mr. Jasper Pharr,80 eight that have died in our company though we
have lost as many as eighteen others or nearly as many. I t is tnlly allanning [sic 1 I
assure you to see many passing from Earth.
There is a great deal of sickness, among us, there are one or two of our Co. now
in the hospital that I think will die & one in camp. We cleared off a new camp
ground day before yesterday, but the weather has been so bad that we have not
moved. I hope that the health of the Regt. will be benefitted by the change. I have
been in good health since we left Pine Bluff. but am expecting every day to have an
attack of pneumonia, as I have felt simptoms of it several times lately. I dread the
coming of winter. I think from the present prospects that we will have a bad winter.
Thele is no prospect of our leaving here befOIe Spring, unless we have peace. It has
been confmned that the report of four months that there is an annistice of four
months. I say confmned, thats the report. It may tum out as everything else to be
nothing. But should it prove true which God knows I hope it is.
I think we will have peace soon. ] wiD close as I want to attend the burial of
Pharr. Give my love to all, respects to inquiring friends.

Your affectionate Son,
Robt.

Arkansas Post Dec. 17
Mr. Robert Hodges
Dear Pa,
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I wrote several days ago to Jane but have not yet sent the letter. Mr. Lowther81
starts for Fort Bend perhaps tomorrow and I thought I would write you a few lines.
We were payed of this morning with three months pay. I cannot send any money
home as I will need all that I have, which is only sixty-five dollars, hardly enough to
pay up my little debts in camp.
I sent fifty dollars by John Mitehe1l 82 and will perhaps send more when we
receive pay again. If you will go to Brown's battalion 83 yOll can perhaps find some
one there who would be willing to exchange with me as I have no doubt. There are

,

many there who would prefeI' this seIVice to that of Texas and Col. Wilkes [said] that
I can exchange or get a transfer in that way.84 Do try to get me out of this, it is out
of my power to do anything., except just to stay here subject to inhumanity of the
most detestible old villans on earth. I do say that Wilkes is the most unfullfilling old
scamp on earth.
There is not many in the regiment but who is in the same fix I am, there would
not be three men in the regiment if there was any.
We have had a great deal of rain lately. It is clear and pleasant now. There is no
news in camp.
Write to me soon. TeD all to write. I have not received a letter in many a day.
Give my love to all. Farewell - your affectionate
Son,
Robt.

Camp near Dalton, Ga. Mar 3/63

Miss Jane Hodges
My Dear Sister
In my last letter I told you not to write to me until you heard from me again
that I had an idea of making another attempt to get my command on the west of the
Mississippi. Since then I have changed my mind. I now think I can be of as much
service to Texas and probably more here than if I were there. Not only those of our
old command that are there officers and privates are ordered here, but we are working
now to break up the present consolidation & reconsolidate, making two regiments of
the present one, to fonn four battallions [sic}, each regiment to be to itself except in
battle or drill.
When the four battalions are to fonn two regiments commanded by the senior
officer until the men from that side arrives. Then each regiment draws out & is to act
each as a separate regiment commanded by its own officers. About two weeks ago we
were in comfortable winter quarters. Since then we have travailed [sic] considerable,
the Yankees started to Mobile through Miss. nearly aD of this anny started to meet
them. Our brigade got as far as West Point, Ga.,S5 when we received orders to return;
that the Yankees were marching in heavy force on Dalton. We came back faster than
we went. We found them within three miles of Dalton. with what force that we found
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here and apart of our division we drove them back. I don't think they intended to
make anything like a fight. It was only a test to draw our forces back from Miss.• but
they were defeated in Miss. too. The Yankees are no doubt going to make a desperate
attempt when the spring campaign opens. I suspect we will see wann times. but our
generals seem confident of success, our. anny is in better condition & better spirits
than it has ever been, yet, and I have no doubt if all hands will do their duty, that
twelve months will bring the peace, the Yankees are getting mighty tenderfooted.
Nearly all of our troops have reenlisted for the war. That too has a great effect
on the enemy. Jane I would [like] you to tell Pa to send me some money, but by the time
I could get it here it would be of very little value as all of the old issue has to be
refunded verry [sic] soon. Men are being furloughed now, one from each company
for 60 days to go to Texas. It is to be kept up all the time. maybe I'll get one some
day. l.W. LowtherS6 starts tomorrow he lives near Pittsville. S7 You must send me a
letter and something nice by him when he returns.

I thought when I commenced this letter that I would write you a long letter, but
I have about ron aground so 111 close. I think it rather doubtful whether you can read
what I have written. Give my love to all and tell all to write for I have not had a
letter from anywhere in three months. Give my respects to enquiring friends.
Farewell, your affectionate,
Brother,
Robt. Hodges.
Turners Station 88 Aug. 7, 1863 (Tennessee)
Mr. Robert Hodges Sr.
My Dear Father,
I write you this moming hoping to find an opportunity of sending my letter by
private conveyance. If I am not fortunate to fmd such an opportunity I will be
compelled to commit it to the uncertainties of the mail as I have often done
heretofore. I hope you will get some of them. I shall continue to write at any rate
until I hear something of what is going on at home. Tom McGee 89 received a letter
from his sister this morning dated April - others are receiving letters constantly. Why
is it that I am debarred that privilege and pleasure? Whose fault is it?
Pa, I think if you will send your letters to the editor [E.H. Cushing] of the
Houston Telegraph [Telegraph and Texas Register] with the request to forward them
the frrst opportunity, they would be more apt to come through safely, as I have seen
several letters forwarded by him. If I could only get just one letter I would be more
satisfied.
Aug. 8th [ commenced writing yesterday [when] it commenced raining so I had to quit. I
will try it again. I wrote you both before and since retreated from Wartrace. 90 I will

therefore not say much on the subject of retreating as it is no interesting subject.
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Suffice to say about the 25th of June the enemy attacked us at "Hoovers Gap"91
some 8 or 10 miles from Wartrace. After skirmishing two or three days with them we
fell back to TuUahoma. 92 The Yanks would not attack on [the] front at that place
but made the attempt to cut us off or flank us on the right. Consequently we were
compelled to retreat. We were some six or seven days on the road before we reached
Chattanooga. 93 I assure you I never want to retreat across another mountain. 94 We
were on top of the Cumberland mountains. On the 4th of July since arrival we have
done nothing - just laying inactive. I can't say how long we will remain here. I don't
think that we will be attacked here. Not until the weather gets cooler at least and [
would wonder if we were attacked here if Brag [Bragg] would put off on another one
of his retreats for which he is so famous and if he does I think that his whole army
will refuse to act under his command or the greater portion of us will desert.
I will tell you a little of this country. It is a verry [sic] hard country to live in.
At this time at least, provisions are verry [sic) high. It is difficult for us to get
anything except what is issued to us & I assure you thats not much. Two Lb. of old
bacon for seven days, the balance the poorest beef you ever saw. Corn meal we get
plenty, flour enough. We occasionally get vegetables by paying enonnous prices.
Watermelons are selling from ten to twelve dolars apiece. Peaches from $1.50 to
2.00 pI. dozen. Irish potatoes $10.00 per bushel. Other things in proportion. We have
but one suit of clothes and one blanket, no tents, consequently we are not troubled
much. I am apprehensive that we will suffer greatly from cold this winter.

It is believed by a great many that the Confederacy would go up the spout
shortly, though we have met with many reverses late[ly). I am not despondent. I
learn that reconstruction meetings are being held in portions of the states of Alabama
and Miss. 9S
There is something going to happen certain. Our regiment was paid twelve
months wages a few days ago. J think something wonderful will happen on the
strength of it. I received $260.00. I didn't have it long however. J paid all my debts.
Now I am without a dollar. There is due me in the company five hundred and
thirty-eight dollars, but it seems I can't get a dollar of it. It is good, however & will
come some day, maybe when I most need it.
Bryant Perry96 is trying to get a discharge. J am afraid he will not succeed. He
ought to be discharged for he is not fit for duty. He has encepulas [elephantiasis] in
his leg. Pa, among the curiousities I have seen since I left home, one I must mention,
a female lieutennant!97 I had heard of her deeds of bravery in several battles and a
few evenings I was [at a point] to (near] the station about a quarter of a mile <listant
from the camp. I discovered quite a crowd. Approaching, I enquired what was up.
One of the soldiers directed my attention to a youth apparently about seventeen years
of age well dressed with a lieutennant's badge on his collar. I rernarked that I saw
nothing strange. He then told me that the young man was not a man but a female. It
is said that she volunteered with her husband as a private, fought through the Battles
of Shiloh where her husband was killed. She perfonning the rites of burial with her
own hands. She then continued with Braggs anny in Ky. fighting in ranks as a
commissioned soldier, until she was twice wounded in the ankle and then in the
breast. When she fell prisoner into the hands of thc Yankees her sex was discovered
by the Federals and she was regularly paroled as a prisoner of war, but they <lid not
permit her to return until she had donned female apparrell [sic]. She has since her
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return, I suppose. being promoted to the offlCe of Lt.
There is a man here proposing to take letters. ] will send it by him. I will try it
as he has been through & knows all the ropes. He charges a dollar apiece for letters.
The boys are all well I received a letter from Addy {Addie] Moore 98 not long since
his command is at Rome, Ga. All the boys are weD, except Archie Ferris. 99 He was
trying to get a discharge. Addy thought that he would probably succeed in getting it.
Another of our old company died not long since. A young man by the name of
Felts.l 00 That makes 26 deaths in tlte company. I believe I wiD close for the present
time. My love to all, remember me as ever your affectionate son,
Robt. Hodges

You must write often and tell Jane to write. I will certainly get a letter some
day. I"ll think that I am in mighty poor luck if I don't & Sude might write me a
letter occasionally. Direct your tetteIs to me at Little Rock, Ark. Care of J.H.
Palmer.1° 1
Robt. Hodges
Co.F, 24 Tex. Cay.

Tunnel Hill, Ga. 102 Jan? 1864
My Dear Sisters,
I have written you once since the battles of Missionary Ridge and Ringold. 1 03 I
have not received an answer. I will write you just a few lines this evening to let you
know what I have been doing since I wrote. You wnJ no doubt be surprised when I
tell you that I left (our company with thirteen others of our old company) for our
command on the west side of this Miss. but am sorry to say that we did not make the
trip. We were absent twenty-one days. We were arrested in Middle, Ala. I04 We were
brought back to our old company. Some persons may call it desertion. But to prove
to you that this exploration is a legal affair, we were returned to this command. We
WeIe reinstated in the company, just as we were before we left.

Jane, I have been imposed upon until I have become desperate, I take no interest
in anything that is going around here. I am determined to cross the river at all
hazards. I would not be surprised if I were not in the Trans-Mississippi Army, the
next time I write.I 0s The weather is very unfavorable for such an expedition for I
win be compelled to woods it through. Say nothing to no one except Ma and Pa. I
want them to know my intentions. You know Jane that I would be the last one to
desert my country's cause. What I am doing I do not consider desertion nor do I
think any sensible mind can view it in that light. Rest assured that when I see you &
explain everything that you will not think that I have done wrong. There is no war
news. Our anny is lying here doing nothing. I said nothing. All is quiet in winter
quarters. I will close. Give my love to all and remember me as ever your affectionate
Brother,
Robert Hodges
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Camp 24th Texas near Smithfield, N.C. 106

March 25th, 1865
Mr. Robt. Hodges:

My Dear Father,

•

I have got so far from home that it seems almost impossible or useless to try to
communicate with you, I will continue to write as I have heretofore done by every
possible opportunity. I have written several letters (since I left Tupelo, Miss.) to you
and Jane. I received a letter about three weeks ago from Edd. Dated lst Jan. the only
letter I have had from home in several months. In this I will not attempt a lengthy
description of our trip through from Miss. to this country as it was fraught with no
event of interest. Besides I wrote you several short letters while on the way. OUI
brigade arrived at Smithfield on the 18th instead on the 19th we started on foot to
the front distant 20 miles southwest. Some fighting had been done when we arrived
that evening at the scene of action.1 07 Our boys had charged & taken two lines of
the enemy's work & seven pieces of artillery. Our Brig. took position on the right and
threw up the works. About the time they finished, a special order came from CenI.
Johnston 108 to report at his Hd. Qrs. immediately, which we did. He placed us in
rear of a Brigade of S.C. reserve State Cadets which he thought rather unable to trust
in front. We remained there one night. The next day we were ordered to the extreme
right to protect the flank. We remained there until the evening of the 20th when a
raid was made on the left flank. We were ordered to that point immediately. When we
arrived there the 8th Texas Cav. had charged and repulsed the enemy.I09 We were
then sent out some two miles to guard a bridge. Fighting had been kept up during the
whole time. The enemy charged our lines several times, but were repulsed handsomely
each time. Fighting was kept up 'til the late hour of the night of the 20th. That night
Johnson fell back about one mile. The next morning it was discovered that Shennan
had fallen back also. He [Johnston] returned to Smithfield yesterday. We are now
encamped about five or six miles north east of Smithfield on the Halifax road,
awaiting, I suppose for Shennan to make his move. It is reported that Sherman has a
force of 60 thousand men. 110 What our forces are I am unable to say, but I suppose
about 40 thousand.1l1 Johnston is in command of the entire forces.l12 Buregard
[Beauregard] 113 is second in command. Stewart is in comd. of the Army of
Tennessee.l l4

Some of the command has been consolidated. Our brigade has not, but I suppose
it will be very soon.
This is not verry [sic] good country to soldier in. The country is verry [sic]
poor. Marshy and thinly settled. Verry [sic] little timber except pine. We are all
nearly as black as negroes from the pine smoke. The whole country has been burned
of since we came here. Everything is as black as tar.
Pa, I would not be
evacuation of Richmond,
beginning to believe that
opinion the best general of

suprised to hear in less than two months time of the
Va. liS Shennan has accomplished so much that I am
he is sufficient for almost any emergency. He is in my
the age. Grant and Lee not excepted.
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March 27th. - We are still encamped at the same place that we were when I
commenced my letter. OUI regiment was on picket yesterday. No news from Sherman.
It is ruInored however that Sherman is laying still in camp at Golesborough
[Goldsboro] 35 miles below here, doing nothing. I think he is waiting for
reinforcements for the roads. To try and then move forward for the Va. Railroad it
does seem to me that Sherman being so far from his base of supplies, will have to
transport rations, ammunition and etc. tluough by wagons, that we can certainly use
him up after a while. He lost a good many men in the late engagement 25 miles from
here. That I have spoken before, our loss was comparatively small.
Pa. I received $25 in gold, that you sent me sometime last falI. Stelle told me
that he had reed. also $400 in Confederate money, old issue. He could not at that
time learn of my whereabouts & the old issue would have soon be out of date and
was depreciating every day. He took the liberty of using the $400 from which he
realized $200. He had not the money with him when I saw him. but would pay it the
next time we met. I have not seen him since. I suppose that was all the money you
sent. I rec'd no letter from you stating the amount. In fact I have not had a letter
from you since last Spring, now about a year ago.

Our rations are rather scarce here Pa. But plenty of the best razzum [resin} you
ever chewed. I will close for this time with love to all. I remain your affectionate son,
R<>bt. Hodges

P.S.
Write soon and often tell Jane to write also for I am getting anxious to hear

from home.
RBT.

March 29th
I have learned since I wrote my letter that scouts report Shennan loss in the
recent engagement at Bentonville was 15,000 in killed and wounded & missing. 117 As
I said before our loss was light.
Your son,
Robt.

•
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ceme~ry contains the graves of his father, mother, infant brothers and sisters. Only
his parents graves are marked "Hodges Family Bible."
24Edwin Hodges, a brother of Robert Hodges, Jr., based on birth records,
"Hodges Family Bible." Edwin Hodges later served in Company A, Captain Benson's
Regiment. Yeary, 338.
2SThe volunteers reached Galveston on February 19 where they boarded three
vessels: the General Rusk. Shark and the steamer Union. They arrived at Brazos
Santiago, an island at the mouth of the Rio Grande on February 21, 1861. Day,
"Leon Smith," 34.
26Final abandonment of Brownsville [Fort Brown] came on March 20, 1861.
B.P. Gallaway, ed., The Dark Corner of the Confederacy (Dubuque, 1%8), 162.
27Pive hundred men made the first trip from Galveston to Brazos Santiago. The
General Rusk returned February 25 for about 300 additional men. ,Day, "Leon
Smith," 35.
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28Jackson Stubbs was a neighbor of the Hodges, yet he is not listed in the
Seventh and Eighth United States Census 1850 and 1860, Fort Bend County, Texas.
Microfilm in the archives, Rosenberg Library, Galveston, Texas.

29S ome 300 Rangers were in the Confederate camp. Federal troops were
estimated at 5,000. "Article:' Galveston Daily News. LI, No. 267, Galveston,
Galveston County, Texas. Friday, December 16, 1882, 8.
30S amuel N. Hodges, brother of Robert Hodges, Jr., "Hodges Family Bible."

31Dan Davis, a member of the Eighth Texas Cavalry. "Muster Roll," Company
H, Eighth Texas Cavahy (Terry's Texas Rangers) "Article," Galveston Daily News, LI,

No. 267, Galveston, Galveston County, Texas, Friday, December 16, 1882, 8. Cited
hereafter as "Muster Ron", Eighth Texas Cavalry.
32WiIliam Moore Darst. "Muster Ron;' Eighth Texas Cavalry.

33''Sam'' was probably a nickname for CA. Moore, a member of Terry's
Rangers.
34John Miller, member of Company H. "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
35Mary, the wife of Jackson Stubbs.
36Jane Hodges, a sister of Robert Hodges, Jr. "Hodges Family Bible."
37Unable to identify. Although Blackman families were prominent throughout
the Nashville area. no member was found to be a physician according to records in
the municipal library at Nashville.
38Sam Jones, member of Company H. "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
39"Bemard Boys," the name probably given to young volunteers who lived near
the San Bernard River in Fort Bend County, Texas.
40Steve Etherton, member of Company H. "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
41Steve Gallaher, member of Company H. "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
42Many of the members of the Eighth Texas Cavalry were seriously ill from
measles and pneumonia, many of whom died. L.B. Giles, Terry's Texas Rangers

[Bras.da Reprint] (Austin, 1967), 20.
43John Miller, member of Company H, "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
44 Unable to identify.

45John Fowler, member of Company H. "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
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46General Simon P. Buckner.
47Colonel Benjamin F. Terry.

48Jack Miles, member of Company H, "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
49Unable to identify.
SOSam Jones, member of Company H. "MusteJ Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
51 Unable to identify.
52Unable to identify.

53Gustave Cook, First Sergeant of Company H, Eighth Texas CavahY
UMuster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.

S4Ben Caloway, member of Company H. "Muster

Ron;'

Eighth Texas Cavalry.

SSColone1 Benjamin Terry was killed December 17, 1861 at Woodsonvi11e,
Kentucky. After his death the group continued to participate in many engagemen~,
some of which were Shiloh, Chicamauga and Knoxville. The group surrendered to
United States General William T. Shennan at Greensboro, North Carolina. April 28,
1865. Handbook of Texas, II, 928.

56Unable to identify.
57Unable to identify.
58Unable to identify.
59 Possibly the NashVille Dally Union. a newspaper published during the Civil
Wa:t. J. Cutler Andrews, "The Confederate Press and Public Morale" JOUrnJlI of
Southern History XXXI!, No.4 (November, 1966),463.

60The Nashville Coumer.
61Camp Carter was the name given the musteIing site of the Twenty-fourth
Texas Cavall)' Regiment near Hempstead, Waller County, Texas, after Col. G.W. Carter
of the Twenty-fIrst Texas Cavalry Regiment. When first organized. it was known as
First Texas Lancers or Second Regiment, Carters Brigade. "Twenty-fourth Texas
Cavalry Records," in tl1e Confederate Section, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
62Colonel Franklin Catlett or Collett Wilkes, former Lieutenant Colonel with the
Twenty-first Texas Cavalry Regiment. The Twenty-fourth was dismounted by order of
Major General Thomas C. Hindman. '"Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry Records," in the
Confederate Section, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
63Ed Ryan, a Fort Bend County resident, member of Eighth Texas Cavalry
Regiment. "Muster Roll," Eighth Texas Cavalry.
MEdwin Hodges, brother of Robert Hodges, Jr.
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65A camping site named for Colonel Franklin C. Wilkes.

66Larissa is an abandoned town ten miles from Jacksonville in Cherokee County.
Texas. At the time Hodges speaks of the community, it had four stores, a salt works,
a college and two dormitory buildings. A meningitis epidemic in 1875 hastened its
decline. By 1968 Larissa had disappeared. Webb, et aI., Handbook of Texas 11, 30.

67Captain T.W. Mitchell, CompanY F, Second Regiment, Twenty-fourth Texas
Cavalry Regiment.
68John Pickens, Jr., son of John H. Pickens of Fort Bend County, Texas.
Clarence L. Wharton, A History of Fort Bend County (San Antonio, 1939), 127.
69Colone1 William M. Ryan, a leading ~to~kman and rancher in Fort Bend
County. Wharton, History of Fort Bend County, 49.
?OMount Enterprise, Texas, is located in southern Rusk County between
Nacogdoches and Henderson. Webb, et aI., Handbook of Texas, II, 243.

71Probably located in northwestern Nacogdoches County due to the route being
followed by the Twenty-fourth Texas and its next camping site at Mount Enterprise.
72Unable to identify.
73Hodges is probably referring to the Battle of Shiloh of April 6 and 7, 1863, in
which 1,754 Federals were killed. There were 2,885 Federals reported captured or
missing. Albert Dillahunty "Shiloh: National Military Park, Tennessee" (National Park
Sendee Historical Handbook) Ser. XI, 20.
74Again referring to

I.e.

Eason. Unable to identify.

7SArkansas Post was also known as Fort Hindman and located on the Arkansas
River about twenty-fIve miles from its intersection with the Mississippi River. At the
Battle of Arkansas Post, January 9-11, 1863, United States General John A.
McClemand assaulted the fort with naval and land bombardments. When the post
surrendered, Confederate losses were estimated at 60 killed and 80 wounded. Hodges
was among the 4,719 men taken prisoner and sent to the infamous compound at
Camp Chase, Ohio, west of Columbus. The prisoners were exchanged during April and
May, 1863. When exchanged, the Twenty-fourth was combined with the Seventeenth,
Eighteenth and Twenty-fifth Texas Cavalry Regiments to fonn one regiment.
Although Yeary reports Hodges was sent to Camp Chase, records in the Confederate
section of the National Archives, Washington, D.C., show he was received at Camp
Butler near Springfield, Illinois. Simpson, Seaton. Bugle Softly Blows, 82; "Muster
Roll," Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Texas Cavalry regiments, on me in the
Confederate sectiOJl~ National Archives. Washington, D.C.; Yeary, Reminiscences. 338.
76Although there were attempts by President Lincoln to readmit states into the
Union that had withdrawn, there was no armistice signed or agreed until Lee
surrendered at Appomattox in 1865.
77The Battle of Antietam near Sharpsburg, Maryland, September 17, 1862, all
but ended any blockade or intervention in the Civil War by England or France.
78Lieutenant Colonel Patr.ick H. Swearingen. Later promoted. Simpson, Wright,
Texas In The War, 27.
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79Boston Mountains, Arkansas, highest section in the Ozark chain. This was the
area in which Brigadier General James G. Blunt, commander of the Anny of the
Frontier, pushed Confederate forces back near Maysville, Arkansas in
October--November, 1862. Rossiter Johnson, Campfires and Battlefields (New York,
1967), 232,
80Jasper Pharr died while serving in the Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry Regiment.
Wharton, History of Fort Bend County, 234.

81 Unable to identify.
82Unable to identify.

S3Brown's Battalion, also known as the Thirty-fifth Texas Cavalry Regiment, was
organized in late 1863. At the time Hodges speaks of "Browns Battalion" it was then
known as Twelfth Texas Cavalry Battalion, serving in Texas and Louisiana. Simpson,
Texas In The War, 121.
84Hodges did not get his wish. He remained with the Twenty-fourth for the

remainder of the war.
85West Point was lcx:ated on the east bank of the Chattanooga River. Harold B.
Simpson, ed.• Benjamin Seaton, The Bugle Softly Blows (Waco, 1965), 89. This action
was in connection with the drive toward Missionary Ridge and the eventual battle of
Lookout Mountain in the fall of 1863.
86J.W. Lowther, resident of Fort Bend County. Eighth United States Census of
Fort Bend County, Texas, 1860. On microfilm in the archives of the Rosenberg
Library, Galveston, Texas.
87Pittsville was the name of the community near present day Kendleton in Fort
Bend County, Texas where residents received their mail, prior to the establishment of
Kendleton in the 1870's. "County Auditors Report to Fort Bend County
Commissioners Court for the Year 1939," mimeographed copy in possession of the
author.
88Tyner's Station was a depot on the East Tennessee and Georgia a few miles
east of Chattanooga, Tennessee. Simpson, Seaton, Bugle Softly Blows, 85.

89Tom McGee. a resident of Fort Bend County, Texas, and member of the
Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry Regiment. Wharton. History of Fort Bend County, 234.
90Wartrace located about twenty miles northwest of Tullahoma, Tennessee, was
a depot on the Nashville and Tennessee Railroad.
91Hoovers Gap, Tennessee is where a road pierces the Cumberland Plateau and
was the scene of a skirmish on June 24-26, 1863 in which 146 Confederates of 650
engaged were killed, wounded or reported missing. After the fight. the Rebels
withdrew to Tullahoma. Henry M. LazeD, The War of the Rebellion: Official Records
of the Union and Confederate Armies (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1880-1901), Ser. I, Vol. XXIII, 611; James R. Sullivan Chickamaugtl' and Chattanooga
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Battlefields (National Park Service Historical Handbook) Sel. XXV, 5.
92Hodges was right, the Confederates did fall back to Tullahoma. ConfedeIate
forces were comprised of General Braxton Bragg's defense lines under Lt. General
Leonidas Polk on the left at Shelbyville and a right wing under Lt. Genexal William
Hardee at Wartrace and Fairfield. Bragg eventually evacuated Tullahoma. The
Twenty-fourth at this time was in Hardee's Corps. Sullivan, Chicamaugo and
Chattonooga Battlefields. 5; Yeary. Remmiscences, 338.
93Bragg established his headquarters at Chattanooga after evacuating Tullahoma
where he strengthened his defensive position. Sullivan, ChicDmtlUga and Chattanooga
Battlefields, 6_

94Hodges is referring to Lookout Mountain which the Twenty-fourth crossed
enroute to Chattanooga. Unfortunately. Hodges' letter describing the battles of
Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge and Ringgold, Georgia is lost. However, it
may be one of the three completely illegible letters. Lookout Mountain was fought
November 24, 1863 and Missionary Ridge the next day. The Twenty-fourth, as a part
of Cleburne's Division, later covered' Bragg's retreat to Dalton, Georgia. Simpson,
Seaton, Bugle Softly Blows, 89.
95Reconstruction had already begun in Louisiana and Arkansas to some extent
as early as 1862. Reconstruction did not actually begin in Alabama until after May
29, 1865 when the amnesty edict was signed. J.G. Randall and David Donald, The
Civil War and Reconstruction (Boston, 1961), 562.
96Bryant Perry was a member of the Twenty-fourth Texas from Fort Bend
County. Wharton, History of Fort Bend County, 234.
97After correspondence with several Civil War historians and researching the one
hundred twenty-eight volume War of The Rebellion: Official Records of the Union
and Confederate Armies, it could not be determined who this particular individual

was.
98Addison (Addie) Moore, member of the Twenty·fourth Texas from Fort Bend
County. Wharton, History of Fort Bend County, 234.
99Archie Ferris of Fort Bend County, died while in the service. Wharton,

History of Fort Bend County, 234.
lOOUnable to identify.
lOlUnable to identify.
l02Tunnel Hill, Georgia, where Cleburne made a stand against Federal forces in
November, 1863, following the Battle of Chattanoo~.
l03This letter is not included in the twenty-one in possession of the author.
104No information could be found on Hodges' temporary departure.
10510

March,

1864,

fout

regiments
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consolidated into
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Trans-Mississippi Department were separated. The Seventeenth and Eighteenth formed
one regiment and the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth another. The regiments were
mustered separately in the reorganization of Joseph E. Johnston's Anny. In April,
1865, the Twenty-fourth was consolidated with other skeleton regiments of
Granbury's Texas Brigade to form Company I.
"Twenty-fourth Texas Cavahy
Regiment Records," on me in the Confederate Section. National Archives, Washington, D.C.
106This is the last legible letter in the Hodges collection. Hodges apparently did
not write his parents about the Battle of Atlanta, July 22, 1864, in which he was
wounded, or the letter has been lost. According to information provided by his sister
for Yeary's Reminiscences of the Boys in Gray, he was wounded in the charge at
Atlanta, but was back in the ranks within two weeks. Hood's Tennessee campaign a
failure, the Confederates retreated to Tupelo, Mississippi, arriving there in January,
1865. Yeary, Reminiscences of the Boys in Gray, 338; Simpson, Seaton, Bugle Softly
Blows, 95.
1070 n March 19, 1865, United States General William T. Shennan gained
possession of Goldsboro. North Carolina. Shennan had made swift progress, leaving
Savannah, Georgia on February I, 1865, and arriving at Columbia, South Carolina,
February 16. J.G. Randall and David Donald, The Civl1 War and Reconstroction
(Boston, 1961), 523.
108General Joseph E. Johnston.
l09This was one of the last campaigns of the Eighth Texas Cavalry (Terry's
Texas Rangers). Giles, Ttmy's Texas Rangers, 95.
110Hodges was right. Sherman did have a force of 60,000 men. Simpson,
Seaton, Bugle Softly Blows, 98.
ll1This is a reliable estimate for Johnston's tattered anny.
112Johnston was commander of the Confederate Army. Seaton, Simpson, Bugle
Softly Blows, 95.
113Gcneral

P.G.T.

Beauregard.

114Alexander P. Stewart was promoted to Lieutenant General in June. 1864
and placed in command of the Army of the Tennessee. Encyclopedia Americana
(Americana Corporation, New York, 1967) XXV, 642.
1150n April 3, 1865, Richmond was occupied by United States Gencml Godfrey
Weitzel. Randall, Donald, Civil War and Reconst1Uction, 528.
I 16Unable to identify.
117Pederal losses were not quite this high. The number was 1,604 in Federal
dead with Confederate losses far from light at 2,342. Johnson, Campfires. '&ttlefields,
441.
Bentonville was one of the last battles of the Civil War, By April 13, 1865
Shennan had occupied Raleigh, North Carolina. On April 13-18 Johnston and
Sherman met in conference to discuss terms of surrendeI. On April 26, 1865,
Johnston surrendered at Durham Station, North Carolina. Randall, Donald, Civr1 War
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and Reconstroction, 528, 529; Johnson, Campfires and Battlefield, 446; Simpson,
Seaton, Bugle Softly Blows, 99.
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AFTER SAN JACINTO: SANTA ANNA'S ROLE IN
TEXAS INDEPENDENCE
RANDALL M. MILLER
On the afternoon of April 21, 1836. Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, President of
Mexico and general of her armies, roused from his siesta to the shrill yells of charging
Texans. El Presidente rushed from his tent and seeing his anny dissolving before Sam
Houston's assault. he stole a mare and charged through the Texans' lines. Santa Anna
fled from San Jacinto to a small shack where he traded his military garb for the
cotton jacket and pants of the peasant. 1 But within days Santa Anna was captured
and 'easily recognized by the Texans. For him the Texas campaign was over. He now
had to think of his own safety and that of his army. For General Sam Houston and
the Texas rebels a miracle had occurred at San Jacinto with the defeat and capture of
the Mexican president. The Texans had demonstrated the ability to win and now
seemed prepared to assume de facto independence.

\

Santa Anna's imprisonment and its international ramifications provided a curious
insight into the nature of the man. At the same time, it also illustrated the vagaries of
Mexican-American relations during the Texan crisis. The role that the captured
president played in this struggle, perhaps better than any other incident, demonstrated
the desperation of the Texan cause and its frustrated international relations.
Initially, Santa Anna's confmement at Velasco was not really burdensome. On
May 14, 1836, the Texans convinced Santa Anna to sign two treaties, one private and
one public. The public document saw Santa Anna agree to evacuate all Mexican
troops beyond the Rio Grande, to exchange prisoners and personally never again to
take up arms against Texas. In the private treaty Texas promised Santa Anna's
immediate release and return to Vera Cruz on his word to try to influence the
Mexican government toward accepting a Texas delegation to discuss independence and
the boundary.2
Santa Anna then ordered his generals to leave the area in question and began his
own preparations for the return to Mexico. He knew that Texan anger and the
volcanic nature of Mexican politics made it highly undesirable to remain long in
Texas. President Burnet in an attempt to keep Texas' part of the May 14 treaty, had
Santa Anna placed on the Invincible which was at Valesco.
As the Invincible was about to embark, however, a group of 130 Texas
volunteers learned of Santa Anna's presence and promptly kidnapped him from the
ship. The volunteers were perhaps ignorant or did not care about any private
arrangements Santa. Anna had with the Texas government. Santa Anna was soon
returned to Columbia, Texas, where he remained for the next month and a half.
Unnerved by the ridicule and threats of execution that Texas rowdies cast upon him,
EI Presidente complained that Texas was defaulting on its agreements. That
unfortunate remark prompted Texas President Burnet to reply on June 10, that Santa
Anna's bloody history at the Alamo and Goliad did not warrant his freedom.
Moreover, the Texan reminded Santa Anna that he would decide when the Mexican
had fulftlled his part of the agreements. 3
Santa Anna's return to imprisonment occasioned several attempts on his life.
Waving the bloody shirt of Goliad, troublemakers found audiences eager to taunt the
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hapless general. On one occasion an irate Texan nred a shot into Santa Anna?s cell,
almost hitting the general's aide, Colonel Juan Nepomuceno Almonte. Santa Anna was

further discomforted when the Texans placed a heavy ball and chain around his leg.
The real burden, however, was the rumored execution that the Texas government was
planning. 4
Feeling was running high among Texans that Santa Anna be returned to Goliad
and executed at the site of the massacre,s The Texas Secretary of W:rr and another
Cabinet member sought Santa Anna's death. The Secretary of War, MUIaheau B
Lamar, urged that the cabinet try Santa Anna as a felon for Fannin's murder ana
summarily execute him. 6
By June 3D, Santa Anna later wrote most Texans were prepared to effect his
murder when Stephen F. Austin, founder of the Texas colony and still its paternal
leader, inten'ened, suggesting that Santa Anna appeal to President Andrew Jackson of
the United States to intervene on his behalf. 7 Santa Anna wrote to Jackson on July
4, saying that his abduction from the Invincible might prove fatal for Texas if he were
not soon returned to Vera Cruz. Santa Anna reminded Jackson that although he had
ordered General Filisola to leave Texas, the Mexican government had since sent a large
force under General Jose Urrea to reconquer the territory. Unless he. Santa Anna,
appeared in Mexico, he would have no control over Urrea. To further his case for
Jackson's intervention, Santa Anna also suggested that political negotiations would
best serve the interests of all parties and he added the hope that he could negotiate
for the Mexican government. 8

Jackson, writing from the Hermitage, did not reply until September 4, when
Mexican-American relations were sufficiently strained to warrant a United States
intrusion into the Texas affair. In his letter Jackson gladly accepted Santa Anna's
suggestion for mediation of the U.S. between Mexico and Texas. He also noted that
Santa Anna was no longer a representative of the Mexican government, but that he
would use Santa Anna's letter as the basis for an interview· with the Mexican Minister
in Washington. Jackson thus opened the door for American interferem:e and the
Texans quickly grasped at it. 9
Jackson's seeming willingness to intervene was an important victory for Austin
and Houston who believed that the Texan's only hope for sUMvallay in annexation
to the United States. The Texan dream of annexation was not a wild fantasy either,
for Jackson and the United States had a long history of trying to purchase the area of
Texas.

•

Jackson's first attempt to buy Texas occurred in 1829 when the U.S. Charge de'
Affaires. Anthony Butler, sent Jackson two papers praising the geography and
character of the region. Jackson wrote his Secretary of State, Martin Van Buren, a
memo authorizing Joel Poinsett to represent the U.S. in negotiating for the area.
Jackson reasoned that since Texas was being settled largely by Americans, the United
States would always have an intense interest in the area. For the same reason the
Mexican government would do well to eliminate a potential source of friction and
earn some cash at the same time. With the rise of Anastasio Bustamente and Lucas
Alaman, however, such proposals fell to the wayside. The anti-American Alaman on
February 8, 1830, clearly stated Mexico's opposition to American overtures on Texas
and closed the matter. Rather than aggravate Mexican-American relations, Jackson laid
the issue to rest until a more advantageous occasion arose. 20
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The decline of the Bustamante-Alaman group and the rise of the Santa
Anna-Valentin Gomez Farias faction saw Anthony Butler reopen the issue, quite
independently of Washington. Butler's offer for cash appealed to Santa Anna who was
already irritated by the Texans' clamor for statehood. The outbreak of the Texas
revolt in 1835, however, changed Santa Anna's mind. In fact, he aecused Butler and
the United States of intrigue in stirring up Texan revolution and demanded Butler's
recall. The United States responded by replacing Butler with .Powhatten Ellis, but it
was already too late to erase the odor of American interference) 1

Santa Anna's captors realized that Mexican-American relations had rcached their
nadir with the Texas revolt. They hoped that Jackson would therefore be less
reluctant to apply force and diplomacy on the Texans' behalf. The success of Texan
recruitment in the United States and the Mexican charges of American conspiracy
only increased the dislocation between the Mexican and American governments. On
the Mexican side, the attitude was one of bitterness and hate. El Diorio del Gobiemo
summed up Mexican feelings when it observed, "we are aware that the whole nation,
particularly New Orleans, is the parent of all the villains in the world. "12
Mexican-American relations almost suffered a formal break after Jackson
dispatched a detachment of troops under General E.P. Gaines to occupy the
U.S.-Texas border. Jackson's stated motive was the fear of Comanche incursions into
American territory, but Gaines' presence at the border appeared to be an
encouragment to the Texans. When the Mexican Minister Extraordinary, Manuel
Eduardo Gorostiza, proved unable to garner American assurances not to let Gaines
cross the border "in pursuit of Indians," he called for his credentials and left
Washington in a rage. Before he departed he published an incendiary pamphlet
attacking American policy that did little to smooth Mexican-American relations,13
This crisis, which occurred late in 1836, left the Texans convinced that Jackson would
feel vindictive enough to seek some kind of pro-American solution to the Texan
problem. Accordingly, they stepped-up their annexation campaign,14

L
,..

The Texans began to gear their entire politics toward achieving annexation. The
immediate hurille, however, was recognition by both Mexico and the United States.
On Mexico's part, Houston believed he held the trump card, Santa Anna. iS But Santa
Anna would be of little use unless the United States granted recognition. In order to
win American recognition, Houston had to keep the Texan anny :in one piece (a
difficult task with the Mexican troop build-up in 'Ute area) and he had to prove to
Jackson that Texas enjoyed a de facto government. Hoping to fmd out to what extent
Texas controlled her own fate, Jackson sent a special agent to Texas.I6 At the same
time, Texas sent Major James Collinsworth to Washington to plead the Texan case.
Texas also elected Jackson's good friend, Sam Houston, to the Presidency as an
additional lure for Jackson.! 7
The role that Santa Anna was intended to play in the Texas scheme grew larger
as each day passed with no hint of American recognition. Santa Anna's influence in
Mexico had declined steadily since his capture. In early May the U.S. Charge de'
Affaires could report that <The influence of Santa Anna ... is still great. HIS But by
May 20, the hard-line Bustamante crowd, who took power in Santa Anna's absence,
had passed a resolution in the Mexican Congress declaring that any agreement that
Santa Anna signed while a prisoner was invalid for the Mexican government.! 9
Bustamante and his cohorts did not wish to see Santa Anna return. ]n fact, as

<,
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Powhatten Ellis remarked, ''Those in power are exceedingly fearful lest Santa Anna
return. ''20 Other Mexicans were not even sure if Santa Anna was still alive and
expressed a hope that such was the case, for it might help end the tiresome Texan

war. 21
With Santa Anna's influence waning, Houston realized that he had to utilize his
hostage as soon as possible. Houston therefore defied the will of the Texan Congress,
who did not want to release Santa Anna under any circumstances, and moved for the
Mexican's release to Jackson's custody.22 One observer rightly noted that Houston
desired Santa Anna's release because the Mexican's tenn as President expired March 1,
1837. Unless he reached Mexico before that date, all shred of legality for Santa
Anna's dealings Was lost. Moreover, Santa Anna's release to Jackson would technically
make any agreements with the United States valid since Santa Anna would no longer
be a prisoner bound by the May 20 decree. 23
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Using the exchange of letters between Santa Anna and Jackson as a pretext,
Houston and Austin prepared for Santa Anna's trip to Washington, believing that EI
Presidente would effect his promise to seek a negotiated settlement with recognition
of Texas independence in exchange for an indemnity and his freedom. Houston also
wanted to get Santa Anna out of Texas for public relations reasons. A little humanity
on the Texans' part could hardly hurt their case.
More important, Houston wanted Santa Anna back in Mexico as soon as
possibJe. Hopefully, Santa Anna would return to power and honor his verbal and
written agreements. At the very least, many Texans believed Santa Anna's return
would create enough consternation for the Bustamante government that the Mexican
war effort would suffer. 24
While Santa Anna was not aware of all of these manuevers, he was confident
that he was going to Washington. By November his optimism had erased his earlier
despair. Rumors of executions, even after Austin's June 30 intervention, haunted El
Presidente. Most deflating was the aborted escape attempt of August 16, which saw
the Mexican consul at New Orleans and Santa Anna's secretary, Martinez Caro, reveal
the plot to the Texas authorities. Santa Anna and his constant companion, Almonte,
were soon placed in chains, but before that disgrace was performed, Santa Anna
unsuccessfully attempted suicide with an overdose of some narcotic. He suffered only
nausea and embarrassment, but by November, with the hope of freedom, Santa Anna
had reaffmned his faith in life. 2S
Confident that Santa Anna was sincere in his promise to seek a peaceful solution

•
•

,•

to the war, Austin, Burnet and Houston prepared the General for his Washington

joumey.26 Houston appointed Colonel George W. Hockley of Tennessee, Major
William H. Patton who was also from Tennessee. and Colonel Bernard E. Bee of South
Carolina to escort Santa Anna. With Santa Anna went his friend and interpreter,
Colonel Almonte, who was well-educated, handsome and well-mannered, all qualities
needed to impress Washington officials. 27
The party left Orizimba on November 16, determined to reach Washington by
early January, despite the winter. After crossing the Texas border into the United
States, they boarded the riverboat Tennessee and for twenty days steamed up the
Mississippi River to the Ohio River before ice finally 'forced them to disembark fifty
miles short of Louisville. Gathering supplies, the small band proceeded to Lexington,
Kentucky. where the procession halted, Santa Anna's health was poor at best and the
cold air created fung congestion. At Brennan's Hotel a certain Dr. Dudley attended
the General until he felt strong enough to continue the journey. After several days the
group returned to the road. swinging up through eastern Ohio and Wheeling, Virginia.
before arriving in Washincton about lanuarv 17_ lR::t728
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h'~b\norsL~lt~ tfie real purpose of the

trip accompanied Santa Anna all the way
to the capitol. Most onlookers found the GeneIal "courteous, intelligent and
~~'2t~'Fcounts believed Santa Anna was really going to seek Texas
G~ghi on an~ ilUWffl:HWwith Mexico. 30 Others believed that Jackson had made
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ah)' 'respoiiSibfe for some secret treaty commitments by Santa Anna. 3 ]

Others still were less sympathetic toward the General and were not convinced that he
had changed his demon's cloak. Tennessee, where Texas gamerered the most
volunteers, proved the least cordial to Santa Anna. One account even intimated that
the Mexican's layover in Lexington was not for health but had been a "contrivance on
his [Santa Anna] part to afford time to General Bravo to make eruption into
Texas. "32 Whatever the case, all anixously awaited the outcome of Santa Anna's
interview with Jackson.
Despite the ill health of both Santa Anna and Jackson, both men sought an
interview at the earliest convenience. On January 19, and again on January 20, Santa
Anna had private conversations with Jackson, but the content of their discussions
remained largely unknown. 33 Santa Anna later reported that he had an extremely
favorable impression of Jackson, and he always maintained a respect for the man, so
the conversations must have been at least amicable. 34
With the intenriews in progress, Texas Minister Wharton reached the height of his
optimism. He seemed little disturbed that nothing appeared in writing since Santa
Anna was so laudatory in his promises of Texas independence. 35 Jackson probably
discussed little that had not appeared in the exchange of letters, since Santa Anna had
no official powers. He certainly gave the Texans cause for hope, however, since he
made Santa Anna a proposal to present to the Mexican government, entailing a
Mexican cession of the area along the Rio Grande from its mouth through the 38th
parallel and then to the Pacific Ocean. For this the United States offered to pay $3.5
millian. 36
After a round af dinners, the now much admit-ed Mexican general left
Washington on January 26, headed far Baltimore. MeanWhile, the American
government prepared the corvette Pioneer for Santa Anna's return to Vera Cruz.
Taking the steamship Pocahantas to Norfolk, Virginia, Santa Anna was able to embark
on the Pioneer by early February .37 As to the reception he would receive upon his
arrival in Mexico, he could only specUlate, but he had achieved his most important
objective, freedom.

•

•

•
•

•
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Houston and the Texans awaited news of both Santa Anna"s interviews and his
reception in Mexico. Houston was confident that "Santa Anna's reception will be
hailed with pleasure in Mexico by a large majority."38 Houston and most Americans
believed that as a popular leader Santa Anna would immediately stage a coup and
open a new era in Mexican politics. 39
Bustamante, however, held the same fears and prepared for the return of EI
Presidente. As of January 11, Bustamante had declared Santa Anna an outlaw, to be
shot if he ever stepped foot on Mexican territary.40 Many Mexicans agreed since they
thought that Santa Anna"s release was an American-Texan plot to stir up dissension in
Mexico. 41 According to United States somces. Santa Anna"s impending return reached
crisis proportions for Bustamante when the governoI of Yucatan, General Toro,
refused to yield his command to Bustamante, claiming Santa Anna was still EI
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Presidente. 42
Whether by sixth sense or advanced information, Santa Anna was cognizant of
the Mexican situation and chose to avoid revolution. He realized that he had
compromised his position in the eyes of most Mexicans after his military defeat and
seeming collaboration with the enemy. Wisely, he Quietly slipped away to the
comforts of his hacienda. Manga de Clava. There he began to rebuild his power.
In order to regain influence in Mexico, Santa Anna had to prove he had not lost
his machismo. Santa Anna immediately prepared a Manijiesto (May 10, 1837)
describing his campaign and the causes and consequences of his captivity. He also
defended himself against allegations of treason. He pointed out that no one, neither
Mexico nor himself, was bound by his treaties, which were little more than falsas
apariencias in order to safeguard Mexican interests and bide time for Mexican annies.
He went on to say that the only promises he ever gave were personal; he had never
compromised Mexican integrity.43

In a letter to the Mexican Secretary of War and Navy, Santa Anna went on to
explain the Washington trip as a ruse on his part in order to gain his freedom. He
stated that he needed a safer route than New Orleans afforded and he wanted an
opportunity to sound out the American cabinet on its real attitudes toward Texas and
Mexico. 44 Throughout the remainder of his life Santa Anna would insist that the
Texas revolution was an American war of aggression and that his trip to Washington
had not only saved his own life, but had placed the burden of conscience directly on
the American government. 45
In the end Santa Anna's tactics worked. Bustamante did not press for Santa
Anna's execution, allowing Santa Anna time to regain his machismo. Forlornly, the
American consul, unaware of the Latin American mind, noted that by April,
Gen. Santa Anna still remains at his Hacienda de Muaya de Gavo, the
panick, among his enemies, and the hopes, of his friends, which his return
excited, seems to have aU subsided.46

.'
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Most important, Santa Anna's pledge that he did not suborn Mexican integrity
earned some credibility when Jackson withdrew the troops from the American-Texas
border. 47 And when Jackson refused to move for Texas annexation, Santa Anna's
stock rose higher. Moreover, the delay in American annexation, occasioned more by
domestic than international pressures, allowed Benjamin Lundy and his abolitionist
friends to organize an effective resistance to Texas annexation. By the time lame duck
President Tyler granted Texas annexation in 1845, Santa Anna had regained power in
Mexico and was able to refight the Texas issue.
Santa Anna had survived his Texas imprisonment because Texans like Austin and
Houston were desperate for annexation. These men were willing to place confidence
in the enigmatic Santa Anna because he was their one shred of legality. But Santa
Anna was prudent enough not to sign any document too odious to Mexican thinking
and he never promised more than personal obligations. He had, through his own
inaction, also subverted any Texan or American psuedo-intervention in Mexican
politics. Santa Anna, here as he often would do later. proved able to effect the
necessary somersaults among his enemies to stay alive. He rarely missed an
opportunity for advancement, and in Mexico there were many. For Santa Anna the
wait was not long. The French were already plotting their invasiotL
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF UNION
BAPTIST CHURCH
(Old North Church)

•

REVEREND A.I. HOLT
EDITED BY JERRY M. SELF
EDITOR :I' INTRODUCTION
William Tellis Panner in Seventy-five Years in Nacogdoches· says that Akoniram
Judson Holt was bom in Kentucky on December I, 1847. He was converted and
ordained to the ministry in his early twenties while living in Louisiana and received a
theological education at intervals from Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, fust in
South Carolina and later in Kentucky when the school was moved to Louisville. He
was at various times a missionary to Indians in Oklahoma, superintendent of missiom
in Texas, and secretary of missions in Tennessee. He served as financial secretary of
Baylor University. president of Tennessee Baptist Nonna! College, editor of the
Arkansas Baptist, the Baptist Oklahomian, and the Baptist Witness of Florida. Holt
served churches in Dennison, Palestine, and Nacogdoches, Texas; Louisville. Kentucky;
Knoxville, Tennessee; Lake City and Kissimmee, Florida; and Chickasha and
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. His two pastorates of the First Baptist Church in
Nacogdoches were 1891-1893 and 1902·1905.
The following article was written by A.I. Holt. The original copy is in the
Library of the Southwestern Baptist Theological Semminary in Fort Worth. Texas. All
the editor has done is to add footnotes.
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*William Tellis Parmer. Seventy-jive Years in Nacogdoches, A History of the
First Baptist Church, 1884-1959 (Dallas. the Dorsey Company: 1959).
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FOREWORD
The lips of Him who spake as never man spake said "On tltis rock I will build
my church, and the gates of hell shaD not prevail against it," This (Matt: 16:16.) is
the very first time in all the world's history that the word church was used. It was a
new tenn coined by Jesus Christ.! It is strictly a New Testament term, a New
Testament idea and a New Testament institution.

•

•

We search in vain in the Old Testament for either the word or the institution.
Those who go to the Old Testament for either the word or the institution are simply
Judaisers seeking to foist Judaism on to Christianity. The church was not only a New
Testament institution. but up to the time our Lord spake these words, it had not yet
been organized. He said "I will build my church." He did not leave it to be built by
Ignatius Loyola, nor by Henry VIII, nor by John Calvin, nor by John Wesley. nor by
Alexander Campbell, nor by Joseph Smith, nor indeed by anyone else. He built His
own church. Those which have been organized by others are not His. They may be
good people, do many good things. may be overruled by Him in the salvation of
millions of souls, yet they are not His.
The church organized by Jesus Christ was composed of baptised believers. It was
a voluntary body of baptised (immersed) believers. It was not composed of believers
and their families, unless those families were baptised believers. It was a local church.
It became known as the church at Jerusalem. There were numerous other churches
modeled after that one such as the church of God at Antioch, the church of God at
Corinth, the church of God at Ephesus, the church of God at Rome, et. eet. All of
these were never combined under the general expression ''The Church." But each was
referred to separately as a church. Even when the Revelation was written to the
particular churches of Asia Minor, they were not referred to as "The church of Asia
Minor," but they were named speciaUy as ''The church at Smyrna,", ''The church at
Sardis," el. eel.
So we have no Scriptural authority for calling all the separate organizations ''The
church of God" nor yet for designating those organizations of certain sections, or
certain fonns of belief ''The church." A Scriptural church is a local body of baptised
believers, associated in the faith and fellowship of the gospel. covenanted to seek to
know and endeavor to do His will, having the New Testament as the only guide of
faith and practice. 2

•

•

The writer of these lines, A.J. Holt, is perhaps the only living man at this time
who was personally acquainted with Isaac Reed and M.G. Whitaker who came from
Fayetteville. Tennessee in 1835. M.G. Whitaker was in the battle of Sanjacinto Isic]
in 1836. They both had personal conversations with the writer of this sketch. So it
seems well to me, at the urgent request of J.H. Summers. Sr. and John S. Orton, to
perfonn this selVice.
It has been my privilege also to have something to do with the organization of
the First Baptist Church of Nacogdoches. of which church I was several years the
pastor, and of Nacogdoches Asson. whose constitution I wrote. As I am about to
leave the state to labor in Florida I leave this upon record.

Baptists have a history. But all too careless have been our honored forefathers in
preserving the records of their earlier history.

A.J. Holt
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BEGINNINGS
Elder Isaac Reed and M.G. Whitaker came to Texas in 1835 while it was yet a
part of Mexico. At that time it was a violation of the law of Mexico for any religious
service but that of the Catholics to be publicly held. But many people from the
United States had already settled in the Eastern part of Texas and the law was not
always strictly observed.
There being a considerable settlement some four miles north of the Mexican
town of Nacogdoches, prayer meeting was frequently held. Immediately after the
Battle of Sanjacinto [sic]. Elder Isaac Reed began preaching under a large oak tree
that still stands near old North Church. 3 (It scarcely admits of a doubt that this was
absolutely the first sermon ever preached in Texas.) M.G. Whitaker testified in the
presence of witnesses before his death that Elder Isaac Reed began preaching at this
place at least a year before any other sermon was preached in Texas. 4 In October,
1836 the neighbors of this vicinity built a log school house, and in honor of the
victory of Sanjacinto, [sic) named it Liberty School House.

It was in this school house, on the First Sunday in May, 1838, that Union
Baptist Church was organized. The record now before me reads: "At Liberty School
House, Nacogdoches County, Texas, on the First Sabbath in May, 1838, after
preaching by Elder Isaac Reed, and Robert E. Green, the following named persons
came forward with letters from Baptist churches in the United States and professed
their willingness to constitute themselves into a Baptist church:
1. John Eaton
2. Mrs. Betsy Eaton
3. Charles H. Whitaker
4. Salllh Tipps
5. Mary Crain
6. Ruth Anderson
1. Emily Knight
8. Anthony a slave
9. Chancy a slave
These nine persons adopted a Confession of Faith found in Browns Encyclopedia
of Religious Knowledge which is now in almost universal use among Baptists. The
name "Union Church" was agreed upon. C.H. Whitaker was elected clerk. The door of
·the church was then opened and the following members were added to the church.
by Experience
Benjamin F. Whitaker
Elijah Anderson
by Experience
Leander Tipps
by Experience
by Experience
Mary Sparks
Sybfl Bryant
by Experience
Elizabeth Ann Whitaker
by Experience
Tera Witaker [Whitaker?]
by Experience
Jackson a slave
by Experience
and Elizabeth Whitaker
by Letter. S
The church now numbered 18 members three of whom were slaves. Ten others
were received at the next monthly meeting and others were added from time to time
untH at the end of six months there were forty members.

•
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Among those who were active in getting up the organization of the church, none
were more so than Mrs. Massey Sparks, afterwards known as Aunt Massey Millard the name of her last husband. She made it a matter of prayer effort, and the church
was ever afterward her pride. Her name does not appear among the constituent
mernbers.6 But the third meeting of the church she united and remained a faithful
member until. her death. She had long been a Christian and had often knelt on the
rock that yet remains at the spring just north of the old church and there prayed that
God would establish a church there where she could serve Him. Her prayers were
answered.

SUCCESSION
A majority of the constituent members of the Union church came from the same
locality in Tennessee. Now it transpires that this same Tennessee chwch, the Mulberry
Church of Lincoln County, Tennessee, is well known to the writer of this sketch.
While serving as Secretary of Missions in Tennessee and on July 21, 1901, I
preached the dedicatory sermon of a new house of worship for the Mulberry Baptist
Church. The following bit of church history came into my possession in Tennessee. I
was asked to attend the centennial celebration of the Spring Creek Baptist Church in
1897. An historic paper was read before that meeting, if I mistake not by Prof. Irby
of the Southwestern Baptist University, now Union University. In this Prof. Irby
recited the follOWing facts:
The Spring Creek Church came in a body from the old Welsh Neck Baptist
Church, South Carolina,' in 1797. They organized themselves into the Spring Creek
Church immediately on their arrival in TelUlessee. The Welsh Neck Baptist Church
came in a body from Wales. The Welsh Baptists are the oldest Baptist<; of history and
their history dates back to Apostolic times. So the Union Baptist Church, the Mother
Baptist (church] of Texas has a fairly good pedigree.
<

I have written to the Mulberry Church to know what connection if any their
church had with the Welsh Baptists. Up to the present writing I have not been advised
by the clerk of the Mulberry Baptist Church.

REGULARITY OF MEETINGS
The record so far as preserved shows that the church met with great regularity
on Saturday before the first Sunday in each month for many years. The foHowing
minute taken word for word from the minutes exhibits the painstaking regularity of
the meetings and their records:

•

Saturday before the first Sabath in September 1838, the Union church met in
conference. Opened the door for the reception of members. Received by experience
Julia a black woman, the property of I.H. Sparks. The church resolved to have fOUf
days communion meetings during the year, the first of November and quarterly
thereafter. Agreed to have trend of mind until the October meeting to choose a
deacon. J.L. Bryant C.C. Pro Tern."
C.H. Whitaker who was for so many years the clerk of the church was clear and
accurate in his records and always wrote v.;ith pen and ink in a clear legible hand. Had
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this old book been properly cared for it would have afforded an important historic
document.
Later clerks have also done well. John W. Crain served the longest tenn as clerk.
J.H. Summers being next in point of service. All three of these clerks were careful and
accurate in their records and deserve the thanks of the lovers of accurate history.

•

DOCTRINE
As before stated Union Church adopted at the beginning the Articles of Faith
found in Browns Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, which virtually the same as is
now found in Pendelton's Manual which are almost in universal use by the Baptists of
America. Yet there have been variations in the belief and practice of the church. In
the nrst eight years of her history under the leadership of Elder Isaac Reed nothing
unusual in the way of doctrine was mentioned. In 1845 Elder D. Lewis was called to
the care of the church. He recommended that feet washing be observed. A resolution
was also passed by the church to do so. But there is no record that it was ever carried
into effect. Elder Lewis, as will be elsewhere recorded, only remained as pastor for
three months and left the church in much confusion. It is reasonable to suppose that
the innovation introduced was the occasion of this confusion. Nothing more was
recorded concerning feet washing for several years when a query was sent to the
association as to whether feet washing was to be obsel'Ved as a church ordinance. The
record is silent as to the advice the association gave. Later under the pastorate of
Sanders who was temporarily the pastor in the absence of C.H. Gibson who was ill in
Hot Springs, the effort was made by Sanders to force the church into the obsel'Vance
of feet washing. J.H. Summers was the church clerk at the time and refused to
participate in proceedings when Sanders asked the church to prefer charges against
I.H. Summers but the church declined to take such a step. The matter was then
dropped and nothing more was said or done.
In 1854 a committee was appointed to consider the propriety and scripturalness
of having a Sunday school in the church. But the committee seems not to have ever
reported and no further mention was made of it.

DISCIPLINE
It is refreshing in these latter days, when church discipline seems to be almost a
forgotten thing, to read of the strict disciplinary measures adopted and practiced by
this great old church.
For twenty years it was the invariable practice to inquire for the fellowship of
the church, and the record was "All in peace." But just after the Civil War, there
seems to have been an epidemic of disorder. Drunkenness, dancing and fighting were
the prevailing offenses. But close attention was paid to th[ ese] sins. It is recorded of
one prominent member that he was arraigned no less than ten times for drunkenness
or drinking. He was twice excluded and twice restored and eight times forgiven his
making promises of amendment. The young people were swept off into dancing
frequently. But it is of record that young men and women frequently arose in church
conference and acknowledged their sins and asked for forgiveness which was always
granted. But if no such acknowledgement was made exclusion was certain.

•
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C.H. Whitaker who made an excellent record as clerk, without whose record this

history could not have been written, was absent from the church conference two
consecutive months and a committee was appointed to enquire into the cause of his
absence. It seems to have had a salutary effect, for he was ever afterwards for several
years invariably present. Profanity was also frequent and was always disciplined.

!

Several Negro women after freedom were excluded for adultery. Emancipation
seemed to not have improved the morals of the Negro members of this church: as
before "freedom" there was no case of discipline among them save that one Negro
1TlQn was disciplined for drinking.
One proocher. the pastor of the church, Elder D. Lewis, was disciplined. His
particular offense was not mentioned. But he was cited to the church for trial and he
sent a defiant reply and was excluded for contempt of the church.
One member was excluded for joining the Free Masons. Afterwards it seems to
have become questionable as to whether this constituted a real offense. A committee
was appointed to carry to the association a query on the subject. But the advice of
the association is not a matter of record. In 1854 a member was excluded for joining
"a society called Campbellites."

•

But gradually, as the years passed, the prevalling laxity of Baptist churches
generally seems to have crept into Union Church. Along with this neglect there was
also a general neglect of other matters. The minutes were not so faithfully kept, and
when kept at all, were frequently written in pencil or in an almost illegible hand and
carelessly. The last luminous and well kept minute was kept by 1.H. Summers. While
his handwriting was not so even as that of C.R. Whitaker or John W. Crain, he was
always present and recorded fairly and legibly what was done.

NEGRO MEMBERS
As has already been recorded, slaves entered into the constitution of this church.
They appear to have made faithful members. At one time no less than twenty-ftve
slaves were members. They seemed to have had all the privileges of other members,
and until after the Civil WaI no case of discipline was observed among them, save the
one case of drinking aforementioned.
After the war however, as has also been mentioned, there were frequent cases of
discipline as was also the case among the white members only the offense was of a
different nature. After the CivD. War the main body of Negro members drew out their
letters and were organized into a separate church. Some of the colored members
however preferring to remain did so, and the record is not wholly clear when they
ftnally withdrew.
When the church was first constituted when a Negro member was received
mention was made of the fact that he was a Negro, and "the property of" whoever
was his master. Of course after freedom this record ceased. The Negroes also after the
war began to take sir names, so that it was not easy to distinguish between the white
and colored members.
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REVIVALS
Union Church had its birth in a great revival conducted by Elder Isaac Reed.
Thereafter and for several years, there were seasons of revivals. The pastor on such
occasions usually had the assistance of some neighboring pastor who had been
invited by the church.

Those who are recorded to have held meetings with this church are as follows:
Isaac Reed, G,W. Butler, J. Lambert, I.W.D. Dreath, John Sparkman, W.H.H. Hays,
S.F. Baucum, and A.I. Holt. Elder C.W. Butler held a notable meeting in 1864 when
the following named persons were converted and baptised. Nancy Tucker, Eliza Greer,
Panne1ia Christopher. Tennessee Parme11y, Louisa Coon, Sarah Frailey, Mary Bullock,
Nancy Scoggins, Eliza Fraley, Rebecca Parmelly, Catherine Richardson, Martha
Richardson, Alabama Pannelly, Nancy Coon, Ann Scoggins, Nancy TIaley, Mary
Anderson, James M. Anderson, Jesse Summers (J.H. Sr.) James M. Taylor, Wm.
Tyndale, George Parmelly, W.E. Mayfield, Julia, Polly, and Rhoda, servants.
Twenty-six in all. 8
At a meeting held in 1898 by S.F. Baucum, twenty-two were baptised. At a
meeting held by A.J. Holt in 1904, twenty-three were baptised. The meeting was held
under a tent in front of the old church house. The tent was the property of the First
Baptist Church of Nacogdoches.

LATER IMPORTANT EVENTS
In 1885 or 1886, the Mt. Zion Baptist Asson. held its annual session with this
church. Rev. W.RH. Hays was the moderator and A.J. Holt was the State
Superintendent of mission and was present. The year before this Elder L.R. Scruggs
had been sent to Nacogdoches as a missionary. Before this Elder W.H.H. Hays had
visited the town and had tried in vain to hold regular services. But it was a Catholic
town, and was given over to godlessness and infidelity. Brother Hays had become
thoroughly discouraged and had left the field. Elder Scruggs had moved to the town
and was holding service in a school house on Hospital Street not far from where the
Methodist church now stands.
At this meeting of the association J.H. Summers prevailed on A.J. Holt to come
down to Nacogdoches and preach Sunday night. He had preached under an arbor at
the association in the morning. That night he took in the situation and promised to
return later in the fall and hold a protracted meeting which he did bringing with him
a little baby organ which was perfonned on by Mrs. Sutton. The lust night of this
meeting occurred the frrst conversion ever known to have occurred. 9 It was a young
girl Jennie Voight. It was a bright profession. Several others were converted during the
meetings. Out of this meeting grew the First Baptist Church of Nacogdoches, now one
of the best, if not the very best. churches in Eastern Texas.
Elder Scruggs procurred [sic] a lot and within twelve months had erected a
church house. At the time there was no church house nor church orga.nization in
Nacogdoches, but the Catholic and Episcopalians. I think the Methodists preached here
occasionally. They had one member. Mrs. Brown, whose husband was a saloon keeper,
but who was converted in the frrst protracted meeting held by A.J. Holt.

•
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The church house was dedicated in 1887 by A.I. Holt who held another
protracted meeting with great results. This second meeting was taken up by the
Methodists and carried forward for over two months, resulting in the organization of a
Methodist and a Presbyterian church. In 1901 10 A.J. Holt was called to the care of
this church and accepted. He served for about two and one half years and accepted
the care of the church at Palestine because the Nacogdoches church could not employ
all his time.
In 1901, he was requested to come from Tennessee to dedicate the new and
beautiful church house which had been built. In 1902, Oct. he was again called to the
pastorate and accepted and served until 1905 Jan. when he resigned to go to
Knoxville. Tenn.
Step by step this superb church through great tribulations has come to the front
and stands a beacon light for all this East Texas country.

NAME
Union Church is now known as Old North Church. It was named Union however
because other denominations were allowed to worship there. For several years the
Primitive (?)11 Baptists had a day. The Methodists also had a day. Later the
Primitives withdrew, likewise the Methodists still later and thus the church remains
now to [be I occupied solely by the Missionary Baptists.

•
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HOUSES
The rust house was the celebrated "Liberty School House" built of logs. It was a
substantial structure built between 1836 and 1838. In 1852, upon the same
foundation stones, a framed building was erected. The corner stone of the S.W. corner
was laid by Thos H. Summers, father of J .H. Summers Sr. This house stood for
several years without being celled or painted or well seated. About 1882, they
re-modeled the house, celled it, changed the doors, put in new benches, and arranged
to paint it.
The matter of painting the house gave great offense to the Primitive (?) Baptists
who were strongly opposed to painting the house calling it a matter of worldly pride.
However, it was painted nevertheless. This so disgusted the Primitive (1) that they
withdrew and moved theiI preaching place [to] a place called Hickory Flat about two
or three miles from the Union church, and they called the name of their organization
"Arm of Bethel." It seems that the name of their organization was "Bethel." They
never afterwards worshipped in Union church house. The house has since been
frequently repaired and repainted and re-.l 2 But the house is at this writing the
same house that was built where Liberty School House stood and upon its
foundations.

THE GRAVE YARD
This was started a short while after the building of the School house. It is now
the oldest Protestant grave yard in the county. Many of the original members are
buried in this grave yard The spot is becoming more and more sacred as the days go
by.
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It is now being proposed, and will doubtless be done, to build on this spot of
ground a suitable monument. to commemorate the preaching of the first Protestant
Sennon ever preached in Texas.

PASTORS
1. Elder Isaac Reed
2. Elder D. Lewis
3. Elder Moses Dawson
4. Elder RE. Lucas
5. Elder N. Connor
6. Elder B.E. Lucas
7. Elder B.W. Butler
8. Eider J .S. Milstead
9. Elder John Sparkman
10. Elder James Powers
11. Elder M. Melton
12. Elder James Powers
13. Elder J. Lambert
14. Elder W.W. Albritton
15. Elder L.R. Hellin
16. Elder W.W. Albritton
17. Elder W.RR Hays
18. Elder L.A. Traylor
19. Eider W.W. Albritton
20. Eider S.A. Acrey
21. Eider C.H. Gibson
22. Elder S.F. Baucum
23. Elder H.M. Hutson
24. Elder S.F. Baucum

1838-1847
3 mo.
1847-1852
1852-1857
1858
1859-1861
1862
1863-1866 +1872
1867
1868
1869
1870.1871
1872·1876
1877-1880
1880.1886
1887
1882 13
1883
1891-1892
1890
1887-1888-1889
188·
1895-6-7-8
1893-4 +1899 10 1900
1901-1902-1903-1904
1905·1906
1911

25. A.T. Gerrard

(There were some pastors between 1906 and 1911 - but the record fails to show
whom)

CLERKS
1. C.H. Whitaker
2. Andrew Caddell
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

T.H. Rogers
W.W. Crain
B.L. Whitaker
John W. Crain

E.P. Coon
J.H. Summers first
I.H. Summers again
J.G. Cooper
W.J. Teddlie

1838-1845
1845·1850
1850.1853
1853·1854
1854-1858
1858-1876
1877
1877 10 1885
1889-1890
1886, 1888
1887-1888
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

G.M. Hale
1.J. Scoggin
J.M. Grimes
D.L Smelley
H. Petty

1889
189()'
1891-1898
1899-1902
1903-1906

(Suggested Inscriptions on monument to be erected at North Church.)
(North side of monument)

Erected to the memory

of
Union Church,
The first Protestant or Baptist
church House Erected in Texas

(West Side)

Built by a loving posterity.
To the memory of an
Honorable Ancestry.

(East Side)

Organized May . /838
By
Elder Isaac Reed
(South Side)

The mother church of all this land.
Built not upon thy sinking sand,
But founded on the solid Rock,
Withstanding all the tempest's shock.

•

To many souls the Lord has given
This spot to be the gate of heaven.
By whomsoever this be trod,

Remember here's the House of God.
So keep thou this a sacred place
Commemorative of the grace
When God gaJIe Texas to be free,
And gave RELIGIOUS LIBERTY.
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FOOTNOTES
lWhether Jesus used the Greek, Hebrew, or Aramaic word that would fit his
statement it would have been a word in common usage indicating a public assembly
having either political or religious overtones.

2This "Foreword" reflects a Landmark ecclesiology. Landmarkism developed
within the Southern Baptist Convention about 1851. It involves an emphasis on the
local Baptist church contending that Baptists date from the time of Jesus Christ and
that only Baptist churches are true churches, only Baptist ministers are true ministers.

The practice of observing close communion and the opposition to "alien immersion"
and sharing pulpits with non-Baptists stems hugely from this minority segment of
Baptist history. See William Wright Barnes, The Southern Baptist Convention
1845-1953 (NashvIlle: Broadman Press, 1954), pp. 103-110, 246_ During the first
decade of this century Landmarkism was an especially vocal part of Southern Baptist
life particularly in East Texas. In 1902 a General Association of Baptist Churches was
organized by Landmarkers in Texarkana. See Robert G. Tarbet, A History of the
Baptists (Philadelphia: The Judson Press, 1950),458.
3The note "Incorrect" appears in the margin at this point.
4The strong anti-Catholic bias denies Catholic history in Texas as religiously
significant. Yoakum indicates that a Methodist preacher, Rev. Henry Stephenson,
preached in what is now Texas as early as 1818. A Baptist named Joseph Bays
preached in 1827. H(enderson) Yoakum, History of Texas (2 vols. New York:

Redfield, 1855), 1I, 536-38.
S''Thc OIiginal records of Union Church were destroyed by rJIe in the home of
the church clerk subsequent to Holt's compilation," Panner, 40.
6Following this statement Holt had written "Why she Was not present is not
known. She may have been ill the day of the organization. n This is marked out and
above it is written "She had not yet been baptised."
'This was a particular Baptist Church formed by people from the Welsh Tract in
Delaware in 1738. William L. Lumpkin, Baptist Foum:kJtions in the South (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1961),64.
8The distinction between Holt's "T" and his uF" is sometimes not clear.
90bviously Holt means the first Protestant confession of faith in Nacogdoches. A
questionable assertion at best considering, among other things, the presence of
Episcopal and Methodist work in Nacogdoches. At the Annual Conference, East Texas
Conference, the Methodist Episcopal Church South, 1886, Nacogdoches Methodist
Church reported it had 207 members.
10This date should be 1891.
11 Holt's question mark, the point being that his own group represents lineal
succession from the original church and not such "half-breed" sects.
12lI1egib1e. For the most part Holt's handwriting is not too difficult to decipher.
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13The dates of Hays and Traylor are confusing since they coincide with those of
Heflin. It could be that they should read 1892 and 1893. The date for No. 22
Baucum either reads 188? or 1884.

,
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McMAHAN'S CHAPEL: LANDMARK IN TEXAS·
by WALTER N. VERNON

An area in East Texas that was the passageway in 1812-20 of freeboaters,
filibusters, spies, soldiers, and settlers 1 became the location in 1833 of what seems to
be the oldest Protestant Church with continuous history in Texas - McMahan's
Chapel. There were Methodist churches or "societies" in Northeast Texas along Red
River as early as 1815, established by the Rev. William Stevenson, but none begun
there before 1833 seem to have survived.
The area in which McMahan's Chapel is located is Sabine County, adjoining
Louisiana. While under Mexican rule there were restrictions against settlements within
twenty leagues of the boundary of Texas, and this encouraged drifters and squatters,
delaying permanent settlement. In 1812 Gaines Ferry was established across the
Sabine River, making easier the route from Natchitoches, Louisiana to San Augu-stine
and Nacogdoches, Texas. This route was variously called the King's Highway (it was
authorized by the king of Spain in 1691, and established in that year by Domingo
Terran de los Rios, first provincial governor of Texas),2 the old Spanish Highway, the
old San Antonio Road, and EI Camino Real. It became the principal land route to
Texas from about 1815 to 1850. As an example~ Jared E. Groce migrated over this
route in 1821-22 from Alabama to Texas with a caravan of more than fifty covered
wagons~ plus men on horseback herding horses, mules. oxen, cows, sheep, and hogs. 3

,
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]n 1829 Lorenzo Manuel de Zavala received an empresario's contract to settle
500 families in the area east of the Sabine River including Nacogdoches and San
Augustine. In 1834 he sold his contract to the Galveston Bay and Texas Land
Company, and its agents conveyed many titles to early settlers. 4
In 1831 Samuel Doak McMahan moved from his home near Doak's Crossing in
Tennessee to Sabine County, locating near Polly Gotch Creek Valley, some ten or
twelve miles northeast of San Augustine. His land title, dated October 11, 1835, is
identified as a part of Zavala's Colony.S
Samuel Doak McMahan was bom in Tennessee on November 5, 1789, according
to family infonnation and the U.S. Census. 6 His birthplace may have been Washington
County, for (1) county records show that there were several McMahon or McMahan
families in the county at that time, (2) Washington County was the home of a famous
Presbyterian preacher in Washington County, the Rev. Samuel Doak for whom he may
have been narned, and (3) it is possible that his wife's family or relatives also came
from that county.? Incidentally, present students of the family line are convinced the
name was spelled McMahon, but the McMahan spelling has become so fixed in regard
to McMahan's Chapel, thus it is used herein.
McMahan was in Smith County, Tennessee by 1803 when he was married to
Phoebe Young. Smith County at that time was a stong Methodist center; among other
more famous Methodists there was William Stevenson 8 whose son, James Porter,
organized the society at McMahon's Chapel in 1833, as we shall see later. McMahan
may have been influenced by the Methodists, but so far as we know he did not join
them until he was in Texas. There is evidence that McMahan moved to other parts of
*This article appeared in Methodist History for October, 1970, and is used here with
permission.
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Tennessee before going to Texas, but we are not able to trace his itinerary although
there were other McMahans during these years in Marion, Lawrence, and Lincoln
counties. Nor have we discovered the location of Daak.'s Crossing in Tennessee, from
which, tradition says, he went to Texas.

,

When McMahan anived at his new Texas home, it was still a part of the Mexican
government, being in the San Augustine municipality. He buUt his home of logs on a
site at the brow of a hill, and some remaining stones from the fireplace are still to be
seen. 9 He is described as a seeker of religion while still in Tennessee by Homer S.
Thrall, who also says that "while engaged in secret prayer on the bank of Aish Bayou
in 1832 he was happily converted:'lO
Having come to this new religious experience, McMahan naturally wanted to
conserve and extend it to others. For one thing, he had a large and growing family for
whom he desired religious nurture. His children - and the years of their births - were
Elizabeth Moor (1813), James B. (1814), Merlin Young (1816), Susan Young (1817),
Alabama Tennessee (1820), Nancy Hardin (1823), Diana Lucina (1828), Margaret
Tabitha (1831), and Louisa Holman (1834). He was concerned to find a preacher for
his area of the country. He was undoubtedly aware that Methodist circuit riders were
already active in northeastern Texas, southwestern Arkansas, and northwestern
Louisiana, not far from Ws home.

Methodist preaching had been introduced into northeastern Texas along Red
River in the winter of 1815. The Rev. William Stevenson had preached at Pecan Point
in Red River County in that year, and in succeding years he and others (including
Hemy Stephenson) extended .the circuits on both sides of the river. Soon Stevenson,
as the presiding elder in Arkansas, was investigating possibilities for evangelizing other
parts of Texas. The chief obstacle to Methodist preaching in Texas was the Mexican
prohibition of any but the Roman Catholic religion. Stevenson had a series of letters
with Stephen F. Austin, the Texas colonizer, in which Austin wrote that "if a
METHODIST, or any other PREACHER except a CATHOLIC, was to go through his
colony preaching, I should be compelled to IMPRISON HIM."))
At about this time the Rev. Henry Stephenson, a close friend and colleague of
William Stevenson, made a trip into Texas visiting some of the Methodists they had
both nurtured earlier in northeastern Texas. Undoubtedly, Stevenson, as Henry's
presiding elder, knew of this trip and may well have encouraged it in order to leam if
Methodist preaching was possible. The Rev. J.P. Sneed wrote that about 1823
"Brother [William] Gates and a few others once and awhile united in the service of
God. About one year after they had settled [in 1822] an old acquaintance (Henry
Stephenson, a Methodist preacher) visited them and preached for them and a few
other neighbors, not desiring to let it be known publicly.")2 Stephenson also
preached at other places, as quietly as possible.

•

All of this preaching, however, evidently raised Austin's ire, for soon he wrote to
his sister: ''The Methodists have raised the cry against me ... if they are kept out, or
would remain quiet if here for a short time we shall succeed in getting a free
toleration for aD Religions. but a few fanatic and imprudent preachers at this time
would ruin us ..."13

Austin was fearful that too much public preaching would have serious
consequences on the effort to gain the larger goal of religious toleration: '1 am of
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opinion that no evils will arise from family or neighborhood worship .•. provided it is
not done in a way to make a noise about public preaching. So as not to start excited
Methodist preachers, for I do say that in some instances they are too fanatic, too
assure you that it will not do to have the Methodist
violent and too noisy ... I
excitement Iaised in this country."14

ao

In 1825-26 Stevenson moved to Claiborne Parish, Louisiana. accompanied by the
Rev. Henry Stephenson. William transferred his membership to the Mississippi
Conference (which then included Louisiana), and Henry joined it in 1830. Henry
seems to have continued his visits to old Methodist friends in East Texas, sometimes
preaching, we would assume. In 1831 James Porter Stevenson, William's son, joined
the Mississippi Conference; in the fall of 1832 he was appointed to the Sabine Circuit
in Louisiana, with Natchitoches as the headquarters. He soon heard of the desire of
Texas Methodists to secure preachers, among these being Samuel Doak McMahan.
Stevenson told a friend of the events that followed, and here is what the friend
reported:

,

i

"In May, 1833, casually meeting with some Texans in a store in the town of
Natchitoches, they invited him [James Porter Stevenson] to preach in Texas. His
response was 'J am afraid.' It was then a penal offense for any Protestant to preach
the gospel in Texas. The Texans ... Lowe and Milton ... insisted .... Speaking in a
nnn, resolute voice he [Milton} said, 'You come; 111 stand at your back; you shan't
be hurt: Brother Stevenson consented. The programme fixed upon was a two days'
meeting at John Smith's, in Sabine County, where Milam, the first county seat, now
stands, with an appointment at Mr. Lowe's house on the preceding Friday. True to
time, Bro. Stevenson ... set out for Lowe's Ferry. Passing safely through the floods
of the Sabine a half mile or more, he found the faithful ferryman in readiness to set
him across and conduct him to his house, where a large congregation was in waiting
to hear the word, in defiance of the laws of Mexico.
"Mr. Milton was 'at his back' per promise, with whom he lodged on Friday
night, and by whom he was piloted to Uncle Johnny Smith's. A very large
congregation was in waiting ... on Sabbath at 11 o'clock ....
"Samuel D. McMahan, a citizen living a few miles in the interior. sent the
preacher a verbal invitation to preach at his house on the following Monday. The
congregation at Mr. McMahan's was large, some com~ng eight or ten miles. This, Bro.
Stevenson thinks, was the first Methodist preaching ever done in this section of
Texas ...• Brother S. returned to Louisiana, the Texans having prevailed on him to
hold a camp-meeting, embracing the 4th of July. The place selected was on the
Polly..gotch [sic], in Sabine Parish,15 where McMahan's Chapel now stands ... The
meeting was held at the appointed time and continued three days .... This meeting
resulted in several conversions. The people demanded another camp-meeting to be
held in September following.
"TIus (September) meeting was on a larger scale. Bro. Stevenson was assisted by
Bros. McKinney, Gordon, and Dawdy. On Sunday evening the people clamored for
the organization of a church. What was to be done? The laws of Mexico positively
forbade such organization, under heavy penalties. The knot difficult to untie may be
cut. The pioneer preacher organized a church de facto in the wilderness but prudently
styled it a society. Let who will make capital of this fact.
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"The first church in the Red lands of Texas was composed of forty-eight
members, nearly all of whom were genuine believers, truly regenerate persons. The
rest professed to have a desire to flee the wrath to come. With a promise to visit them
again in October, the preacher left the flock under the care of Bro. McMahan, whom
he had appointed class leader. This promise was redeemed and a two-days me~ting was
held, in which Rev. Enoch N. Talley, of the Mississippi Conference, rendered efficient
aid. Great and lasting good resulted from this meeting ... :'
This account appeared in the Texas Christian Advocate of September 18, 1880
and was signed "H". The writer was almost certainly James W. Hill, a long-time resident
of Hunt County, a prolific writer of articles and several books, and editor of The
North Texas Pulpit (1880). The account says that he and James R. Stevenson worked
together in a protracted meeting at Shady Grove, Hunt County, in 1880, and
evidently Stevenson talked at length about his early ministry in Texas.
Charter members of the society/church formed at McMahan's home included
Colonel and Mrs. Samuel Doak McMahan, three of their daughters and their hUsbands;
Mr. and Mrs. J.T.P. Irvine, Mr. and Mrs. Acton Young, Mr. and Mrs. E.P. Chisholm;
and the Colonel's son and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. James B. McMahan; Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Murphy, Martha Murphy Drawhon and her husband, and Mr. and Mrs. W.A.
Thompson.
Across the years there has been some difference of opinion regarding the dates
and the founder of this society/church, due to a statement from the Rev. J.P. Sneed,
quoted and accepted by the Rev. Macum Phelan in his History of Early Methodism in
Texas, 1817·1866. Sneed wrote, 'The society that Bro. James Stevenson formed and
never met Was scattered. Henry Stephenson formed one [in 1834] and appointed Bro.
McMahan leader. This society remains to this day [1873]."16 Obviously no one
wishes to detract any credit or honor from either of these two fine men. Each labored
sacrificially for his Lord. It is clear that Henry Stephenson made numerous preaching
tours into both Northeast and East Texas long before 1833. But the account above of
James P. Stevenson's work at McMahan's states specifically that he fust preached
there soon after May, 1833, again over the Fourth of July, again in September, and
again in October in company with Rev. Enoch N. Talley. AU of this sounds like a
fairly well established society, and gives ground for concluding that the 1833 society
beginning under James P. Stevenson was a continuing one)? Yet each man
contributed significantly to establishing Methodism in Texas.
Class leader McMahan was given the title of "colonel" because of his
commanding one of the battalions in the fIght with Piedras at Nacogdoches. He was
licensed as a local preacher by the Rev. Robert Alexander in 1837. The three
sons·in·law mentioned above all became traveling preachers.

•

After Texas independence was achieved, the members of the group at McMahan's
set out to erect a house for their worship. Soon, under the leadership of the Rev.
Littleton Fowler. they had completed a meeting house, thirty by forty feet, made of
pine logs, hewed flat. C.A. West dates the building in 1836, Homer S. Thrall in 1838,
and Macum Phelan in both 1838 and 1839! At that time it was named McMahan's
Chapel; a contemporary called it a "rude log-ehapel." 19 When Fowler died in 1846, he
was buried under the pulpit of the Chapel, and as successive buildings have been
erected, the grave has been retained under the pulpit. Fowler had made his home in
the McMahan area before his death.
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The church continued to grow and in 1872 a frame structure was built. A third
building was dedicated in 1900; a newsstory in the Houston Post for August 12, 1900
said that over a thousand people gathered for the dedication on July 28. The present
brick structure was dedicated by Bishop A. Frank Smith on July 19, 1956, with the
Rev. CA. West presiding as chainnan of the Texas Conference Historical Society.
Methodist historians have considered McMahan's Chapel the oldest Protestant
congregation in Texas with continuous existence. This claim seems likely to be true.
The nearest claim to challenge McMahan '8 Chapel is that of the Presbyterian Church
in Clarksville. The best evidence about the beginnings of the Presbyterian Church seem
to place it about December I, 1833 or even early in 1834. This is the conclusion of a
recent pastor. the Rev. Raymond Judd, Jr., after he had examined all the available
evidence.

The Chapel has a special board of trustees consisting in part of the
representatives of the Texas Conference and of the San Augustine District. The annual
conference provides certain funds to help maintain the Chapel. It has about thirty
members, but average attendance on Sunday mornings is often more than that. An
adult church school class has about thirty members and an average attendance of
twenty to twenty-five. The buDding is valued at about $50,000. Four churches in the
area comprise the McMahan's Chapel Circuit. The Rev. John W. Mills has been the
pastor for four years.
In addition to regular services two Sundays each month, the church has an
annual reunion/celebration on the second Thursday in July each year.

•
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lDan Ferguson in The Handbook of Texas, Walter Prescott Webb, Editor, II,
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2Ibid., 309.
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6Letter from Mrs. N.J. Hurst, Newton, Texas, dated January 3, 1969.
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1McMahan was married to Phoebe Young, daughter of Medin Young, in Smith
County, Tennessee on April 26, 1811 (according to Mrs. Hurst). Smith County
records also show the names of William and John Young, and in Washington County
we find a few years earlier the names of William, John, and "Phebee" Young (county
records in Tennessee State Archives and Library).
8See Walter N. Vernon: William Stevenson, Riding Preacher. (Dallas: S.M.V.
Press. 1964).
9C.A. West: McMahan's Methodist Chapel. Four-page booklet, no date, no
publisher.

•

IOHomer S. Thrall: A Brief History of Methodism in Texas. (Nashville:
Publishing House of the M.E. Church, South. 1894), 24.
llWritten May 30, 1824. Printed in Arkonsas Gazette, August 29, 1824, 3 .

•
12Macum Phelan: A History of Early Methodism in Texas, 1817-1866.
(Nashville: Cokesbuxy Press. 1924),33.
13To Mrs_ James F. Perry, December 17, 1824 in Annual Report of the
American Historical Association for the Year 1919, Vol. II, The Austin Papers, Part I,
991-92. Edited by Eugene C. Barker. (Washington: Government Printing Office.
1924).
14Austin to Josiah H. Bell, February 24, 1829, in Annual Report of the
American Historical Association for the Year 1922, Vol. II, The Austin Papers, (for
1828-1834),173-74.
15This should obviously be Sabine County; Sabine Parish was just across the
Sabine River in Louisiana.
16Phelan, op. cit, 29.
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17As early as 1856. H. Yoakum in his History of Texas (New York: Redfield, n,
221) stated that a Methodist church had been established in 1853 ten miles east of
San Augustine, acknowledging it as one of, if not the first, churches "in the Texas
wilderness."
1 SC.A. West, op. cit., 2; Homer S. Thrall, op. cit., 53; Maeum Phelan, op. cit.
30, 257. The Rev. Robert Alexander entered Texas as one of the three first official
missionaries at Gaines Ferry on August 19, 1837. He has stated that a few days later
he held a camp meeting for the McMahan society and that "on Sunday, dUring the
setVice. rain fell gently for over an hour on the unsheltered audience, yet no one
leCt." (Yoakum: History of Texas, II, 539). This would seem to place the date for
erecting the building after 1837.

19Quoted in Laura Fowler Woolworth: Littleton Fowler, 1803·1846. 1936. D_p.,
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BOOK REVIEWS
Prophet in Politics: Henry A. Wallace and the War Years, 1940-1965. By Edward L.
and Frederick H. Schapsmeier. Ames, Iowa: (The Iowa State University Press),
1970. 268 pp. $8.95.

•

During his lifetime, Henry Wallace was a geneticist, editor of Wallace's Farmer,
Secretary of Agriculture, Vice-President~ Secretary of Commerce and unsuccessful
presidential candidate on the Progressive Party ticket of 1948. In a well-balanced
account of Wallace's career since 1940, the Schapsmeiers have critically, yet with
understanding, analyzed the later years of Henry Agard Wallace.

Prophet in Politics contends that the deeply religious Wallace thought that his
political career was a divine calling. Greatly influenced by Christ's Sermon on the
Mount, Wallace believed in brotherhood, social justice and universal peace. Opposed to
war, nonetheless, he vigorously supported World War II as Vice-President by heading
the Board of Economic Warfare and being the nation's leading ideologist for the war.
Later in his career, Wallace broke with the Progressives by supporting United States
military action in Korea. Favoring peace, Wallace believed that war was necessary
against evil aggressors if democmcy was to survive.

•

•

Desiring the United States to be a moral leader for the free world, Wallace saw
World War II's main objective as the preservation of freedom. Hoping for a warproof
world, he also supported aid to Latin American nations and advocated nuclear power
for peaceful purposes. In the early years of the Truman administration, he
misinterpreted Soviet intentions, became critical of cold war diplomacy and failed to
understand the totalitarian nature of Communism. As presidential candidate in 1948,
he believed himself to be a prophet of peace, but most voters mistook him as an
apologist for Russia. In accord with his faith and beliefs, Wallace supported United
States action in Korea and vigorously protested Russian sponsored revolts in the
1960',.
Wallace emerges from Prophet in Politics as a reformer who sought to change
society through democratic means. Essentially a moralist with abiding faith in
democracy, he concentrated his efforts on long-range goals rather than immediate
objectives. Never an accomplished politician, he violently disagreed with Jesse Jones
and southern conservatives. He failed to build a strong political machine. Thus, he was
only a one-term Vice-President under Franklin Roosevelt. As Secretary of Commerce,
Wallace supported small businessmen, sought to eliminate unemployment among
minority groups and further civil rights. The Schapsmeiers believe that had Wallace
remained quiet on foreign relations, he could have remained Secretary through 1952.
However, criticism of American cold war diplomacy caused Truman to request
Wallace's resignation in 1946.
Following his defeat as a Progrc&sivc presidential candidate in 1948, Wallace
began his retirement from public life. He was subjected to an ordeal of slander dUring
the Red Scare of the 1950's. These charges proved groundless. His remaining years
were spent on his farm as he experimented with varieties of corn, gladiolis and
strawberries.

Was Wallace's political career a triumph or tragedy? The Sehapsmeicrs leave this
question to be answered by the reader. Excellent style and sound research are evident
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in the volume. The authors conclude that the liberal, controversial Wallace, whose

sense of duty to God and mankind remained constant, served America best as the
conscience of a nation during the turbulent era after World War II. Prophet in Politics
is a worthy sequel to Henry A. Wallace of Iowa: The Agrarian Years, 1910-1940.
These two volumes constitute the best study of Wallace and make a significant
contribution to recent American history.
Irvin May, Jr.
Texas A & M University

Hood's Texas Brigade: Lee's Grenadier Guard, by Colonel Harold B. Simpson. Waco
(The Texian Press), 1970.493 pages. Illustrations, maps, index. $10.00.
Like a Hollywood press release claiming "Years in the making ... ." Colonel
Simpson's major regimental history of Hood's Texas Brigade has loomed on the
horizon of Texas military letters. Now, to continue the metaphor, it is available, and
the result is not disappointing. When Colonel Simpson undertook this major project
(along with the directorship of the Confederate Research Center at Hillsboro College)
he accepted a challenge somewhat surprising for Ws background. Simpson is, as
becomes obvious to any who listen to him for a few minutes, a Yankee. But if you
listen closely, you also learn that he has a more consuming interest in this subject
than did Hood himself. His interest has long since passed to compulsion to write, and
from Wm has come a flood of articles and lectures on the activities of Hood's Brigade.
There is a projected four-volume history of the brigade, of which the initial volume,
Hood's Texas Brigade in Poetry and Song, appeared in 1968. Now comes installment
number two in the series, and probably its most important segment.
PhysicallY, the book is challenging. It is graced by a most attractive cover.
design, a reproauction of John Elder"s "'Battle of the Crater." The book IS aboll! three
fingers thick, but that shouldn't frighten any potential readers away. The print is
comfortably large, and the author has provided generous footnoting to take care of
the obscure items that interest only the true buff and the suspicious. What is left is
pretty good narrative. Simpson does not hesitate to point out faults of the brigade,
such as theft of private property, nor does he shy from commending their courage
under fIre. About the only complaint is that he never really focuses on Hood, but
then the subject is the brigade and not its one-time commander, so this is quibbling.
No Texas history or Civil War history library in Texas can be complete without this
book.
Archie P. McDonald
Stephen F. Austin University
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The Texas Land and Development Company, A Panhandle Promotion, 1912-1956.
Number 9 in The M.K. Brown Range Life Series by B.R. Brunson. Austin
(University of Texas Press), 1970. Illustrations, tables, appendicies, bibliography,
index. 248 pp. $7.50.
With the increased attention being paid to land, both as an investment and as
part of the ecological legacy which must be guarded for the future, it would seem

only logical that land and land companies should come under the close scrutiny of
historians. When such a study can add the allure of West Texas, the result is a work
such as The Texas Land and Development Company, A Panhandle Promotion,
1912·1956, B.R. Brunson's volume of the M.K. Brown Range Life Series.

•

•

•

Chartered in 1912 by a group of international investors led by James S. Pearson,
foremost entrepreneur of the Southwest, Texas Land was intended to be something
more than the usual "quick-profit" land company. Its owners planned to develop
parcels within the vast 60,000 odd acre holdings into complete farm units and then
sell them at relatively higher prices. This would guarantee both substantial profit and
satisfied customers. However, World War 1 intervened before the company could move
very far toward development, and in 1919 a complete reorganization was necessitated
to stave off complete bankruptcy. With less development planned, the company
prepared fOI sales which would be prevented from developing by the Great
Depression. Deprived of profits flom land sales, the Texas Land Company had to rely
on tenant farmers to tide it over, and it was not until the mid-'40's that the great
bulk of the land could be sold. Then, from 1946 until early 1956 the many debts
accrued over the years could be paid off and the profits at long last materialized.
Brunson writes in his preface that ,•... there were indications that a scholarly
and worthwhile history of the company was possible ..." (p i), and one must admit
that his study of the Texas Land and Development Company is indeed both scholarly
and wOlthwhile. The author has balanced his researches between a close study of
company fIles and personal interviews with the persons closely involved with the
functioning of the Plainview company. However, any book with such a localized
natule must have more to commend it than just scholarship if it is to find widespread
acceptance. Unfortunately, Brunson has failed to add those touches which would
make his book the interesting study it could be. In spite of the fact that the bulk of
his non-data information comes from personal interviews, the text reads like a
summary of the company ledgers. There is little of the levity, sorrow, bitterness and
life which one knows must have been closely allied to the activities of the company.
Internally there are few errors. The section on the reorganization, chapter live,
could have been more smoothly put; as it is, one needs an economist along when
trying to fathom the many avenues explored in the chapter.

•

One can only regret that Brunson's admittedly multitudinous researches have
resulted in so dry a text. Indeed, it would seem that Brunson forgot that The Texas

Land and Development Company was part of the M.K. Brown Range Life Series, for
nowhere in it can be found any evidence of life_
Christopher P. Vasko
Swanton, Ohio

•
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Geology and Politics in Frontier Texas, 1845-1909. By Walter Keene Ferguson.
(Austin "and London (University of Texas Press. 1969). Pp. viii-233. Map.
Bibliography. Appendices. Index. $6.50.
That geology and politics in Texas were not necessarily strange bedfellows during
the fmal half of the nineteenth century is the central theme of this well-documented
volume by Walter Keene Ferguson. Ferguson considers his work as "an institutional
approach to the study of Texas politics in ~elation to science and conservation during
a critical period of the state's development - the first half-century of statehood."
(pIer.)

Laboring under "the myth that (the) semi-arid public lands west of the
ninety-eighth meridian could develop into agrarian commonwealths similar to those in
the Middle West," (p. 99) the Texas Legislature, even in periods of fmancial stress due
to drought and recession, sponsored four geological surveys between 1858 and 1909
which operated for mo~e than one-third of the last half of the nineteenth century and
well into the first decade of the twentieth.

•
•

During the Populist period in the 1880's when the agrarian refonners captured
the state legislature and sought to check economic exploitation by the railroads, land
speculators, and other monied interests, the geological survey became intricately
entangled in paitics as an instrument of land refonn and public assistance. The
connection between the geological survey and partisan politics was fInally severed in
1909 when the Bureau of Economic Geology was founded as an integral part of the
University of Texas' academic program.
This book is thoroughly dooumented as evidenced by the twenty~eight page
bibliography that includes as sources original manuscripts, state and national
government publications, newspapers, and a host of books and articles. A geological
map of Texas and eight appendices are also included. Although academically qUalified
to competently discuss both history and geology, Ferguson's synthesis intermittently
suffers the problem faced by the early proponents of the state geological surveys the problem of reconciling the purely technical aspects of geology with the more
practical ones of politics. Not wishing to overemphasize the scientific at the expense
of the historical, the author does not always explain the technicalities of his geological
sections in a manner sufficient to sustain the understanding and consequent interest of
the non-geologist. The book is therefore of mixed value to the general reader.

•

Wilbert Love Jr.
Grapeland, Texas

Stephen F. Austin's Legacies. By Walter Ewing Long. (Steck-Vaughn Company), 1970.
Illustrations, photographs. 87 pp.
Stephen F. Austin's Legacies by Walter E. Long is a short but concise book in
which the author has compiled the wOIks of several experts into a readable history of
Austin's life and the legacy he left to Texans.

•
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Long feels that Austin and his old three hundred families earned a place in
history beside the original Pilgrims in developing a new land. The author's idea was
conceived in 1918 when he saw a letter signed by Stephen F. Austin in 1832 in which
he had laid out a plot of land where he had hoped to build his home. He never
realized his dream and the property is today the city of Austin.

Long used this idea as a springboard for introducing Peter T. Flawn's work on
the surface geology of the immediate area of present day Austin and surrounding
terrain. Next, a geneological study on the Austin ancestors is introduced. This WWl the
work of Fannie E. Ratchford, but due to her untimely death, it was not completed.
This study carries the history of the Austin clan down to Stephen's departure for
school at Bacon Academy and gives much infonnation on Moses Austin's business
misfortunes which eventually led him to come to Texas. Miss Ratchford's work was
picked up by Sam A. Subler whose doctorial dissertation dealt with Stephen Austin as
a person. Suhler's account begins with Austin's coming to Texas in 1822 and
continues through his death in 1836.

After an appraisal of the preceding author's work written by J.P. Bryan,
great-great-grandson of Austin's sister, Long thep includes a facsimile of Austin's
letter, previously mentioned, and the transcription of the letter follows. Long
discusses additional legacies left for future Texans by Austin, all of which were
accomplished in the short span of fifteen years.
Long's book is well presented. His introductions show keen imagination; his
illustrations and pictures are timely. However, he should have included a table of
contents. The book makes little, if any, use of documentation of the material but it
does carry through the author's original purpose for compiling it.
Forrest L. Mays
Greenville, Texas

,

The Bank Robber. By Giles Tippette. New York (The Macmillian Company), 1970.

pp.

•

.,

.'

252. $5.95 .

Mr. Tippette's novel deals 'With exactly what the title proclaims, the story of a
bank robber, as seen through the eyes of the bandit himself. The theme of the book
is the attem'pt by the central character, Wilson Young, to detennine exactly what lead
him into such a way of life, and his subsequent attempt, and failure, to extricate
himself from the bandit life. In the process the author brings in a great deal of the
color of the Texas-Mexico border country in the mid-nineteenth century.
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This book in many ways is quite similar to the many other books of Western

fiction as well as to the many Western series found on television. In fact. Mr. Tippette
has written for television. Many of the old cliches or stereotypes of the Western saga
are included in the book. The central figure of the book, Young, is, of course, a crack
shot. Not onlY does he hardly ever miss, but nearly aU of his shots inflict mortal
wounds on his various adversaries. There is the inevitable overemphasis on the fast
draw, which is to be found in most books of this type. The Code of the West. which
supposedly even existed among outlaws, is upheld by Wilson as he gives up his 0"'1l
chance to escape from the outlaw life to avenge the death of his partner at the hands
of the law, and dies in the process. All of which scrves very nicely to end the story,
while at the same time, proving true once again the old adage that crime does not
pay.
Mr. Tippette does seem to have come up with a more realistic picture of what
the real desperadoes of the Old West must have been like. The frustration which must
often have been the lot of outlaws, is pictured when Young and his gang lose their
stolen loot while trying to ford a river. The desperate nature of the outlaws and the
harshness of their life is brought out in their stay in Mexico between holdups. The
constant wariness and fear of pursuit also rings true. The demise of the gang was one
which befell many an outlaw band.
As for Young's desire to free himself from the outlaw nfe and return to a lawful
existence, the theme of the book, it did not seem to deter him in the least from
committing various unlawful acts throughout the course of the book, as well as killing
a dozen or so people. By the end of the book I found myself no longer particularly
caring what happened to him.

...

•

Charles Thomas Stokes
Nacogdoches, Texas

From the Crash to the Blitz 1929-1939. By Cabell Phillip•. London (The Macmillan
Company), 1969. Illustrations, photographs, source notes, index. 596 pp. $12.50.
N.R.A., the "Big Apple," Harlow, the Scottsboro Boys, the Hindenburg, and
Anschluss are names that bring back the bittersweet memories of an unforgettable era
in American history - the 'thirties. Cabell Phillips, in his chronicle From the Crash to
the Blitz 1929·1939, has given a vivid portrayal of American life in its many facets
during this colorful, yet choatic ten-year period. A long career as a newspaper reporter
has well enabled Phillips to go beyond the veneer of observable facts and to dig
deeply into the everchanging stream of human involvement during the Depression.

.,

•
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Phillips' lively narrative, accompanied by more than 850 photographs and
illustrations, is based mainly upon the Democratic political strncture of the New Deal
and the charismatic personality of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Roosevelt is portrayed
not only as the savior-president who brought relief from the economic situation which
gripped the nation. but also as the menacing President who tried to "purge U the
Democratic party and attempted to '"pack" the conservative Supreme Court. A more
personal understanding is given to the President through Phillips' description of his
interactions with such men as Raymond Moley, General. Hugh Johnson, Harry
Hopkins and other New Dealers. With it, the aura of mysticism around the Roosevelt
cult subsides, and FDR is seen as a very human man with insatiable drives and
ambition.
From the Crash to the Blitz 1929-1939 places emphasis on the political
importance of tlte period; however, its descriptive almanac includes much of every.-day
life. Although fortunes were lost and bread lines became a familiar sight, life
continued and people made the best of the situation. Radio, movies, sports, chain
letters, and d4mce marathons enabled Americans to briefly forget the realistic world of
empty stomachs and pockets. Cabell Ph:iIlips has provided an entertaining depiction of
the era from crash to blitz. At the same time his book should not be over.J.ooked for
its historical significance, because- it offers a keen insight into this· period.
Pat Davis

Fort Worth, Texas

The People in Power. By Ralph A. Wooster. Knoxville, Tennessee (The University of
Tennessee Press), 1969. Tables, bibliography, index. 189 pp. $6.95.

"

Ralph A. Wooster in The People in Power attempts an intensive study on those
people who made up'the governmental structure of the Lower South in the pre<:ivil
War decade. The result is an i{1tensive statistical study of those who served in the
legislatures, governorships and couits in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, South Carolina
and Texas during the period from 1850-1860. Additionally, he discusses the county as
the basic unit of local government and does a group study of the individuals who held
position,s of political leadership during this decade. In each of the areas of government
disCu~ea in his work, the author examines the economic and social characteristics of
the- officeholders.

The People in Power provides engaging quantitative information on those in
power during this period in the Lower South. Exemplary of this information is the
fact that few office holders served more than one term in office during this period. In
compiling the information and synthesizing it, Professor Wooster presents a wealth of
information not readily available to the reader in anyone other source.
Professor Wooster might have given more attention to the human element and to
the impact made by. tlremeR-.serving in the government during this time. The absence
of thi!-weakens the impact of the material.
Lance C. Anthony
Columbus, Georgia
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The Kennedy Legacy: A Peaceful Revolution for the Seventies. By Theodore C.
Sorensen. New York(the Macmillian Company), 1969. Index. 414 pp. $6.95.
Theodore Sorensen has attempted to define and predict the future of the
"legacy" left by the Kennedy brothers. Considering the legends and mysticism (almost
worshipful belief) already surrounding JFK and RFK, it is hardly surprising that
Sorensen fails to accomplish all that he sets out to do; which is nothing less than the
illustration of the philosophical evolution of John and Robert Kennedy, their impact
on American politics, and prognostication on the future of their legacy.

•

Sorensen is well qualified to write on the Kennedys. As JFK's adviser, speech
writer and friend, he had the necessary background to describe. John Kennedy. and
by association with JFK, he was automatically thrown into contact with Roben
Kennedy. After the former's assasination, Sorensen became an aid to RFK and was on
the campaign team that aided him in his bid for the 1968 presidential nomination. A
dIawback of such close association is the prejudicing effect it has on Sorensen's
analysis.
The reader should bear in mind that The Kennedy Legacy is a personal narrative
and written as a call for the "fulfillment" of their legacy - the peaceful but
revolutionary changing of the American political processes and the social and
economic discrepancies evident in the United States. The book has no footnotes, no
bibliography and is presumably based on Mr. Sorensen's personal association with the
Kennedy's and the problems with which they dealt.

,
•

Perhaps the greatest single flaw in The Kennedy Legacy is Mr. Sorensen's
succumbing to mysticism. He speaks of ..the legacy" as if the reader automatically
knows what constitutes this legacy. He fmally defines this legacy almost three-quarters
of the way through his book. Even then, he does so in only the vaguest of terms. An
earlier and more precise statement of what the Kennedy legacy is would greatly
improve the over-all coherency of the book.
Mr. Sorensen has presented an interesting and informative book. It is in part a
call to carry on what he feels the Kennedy brothers started and stand for. In addition,
Mr. Sorensen has outlined the slow change that marked the lives of both John and
Robe~ Kennedy. Written for the general reading audience, this book is of great value
to the serious scholar as an insight into the impact the Kennedy brothers had on
American society.
j

j

•

John Hitz
Dallas, Texas
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By C. K. CIIAMBERLAIN

On May 27, 1970, the Forestry Center on the Stephen F. Austin University
Campus acquired a 1907 steam locomotive. The woodburner for thirty-two years had
sat on a switch near Camden, Texas. After the locomotive was located on the
University campus, where it had arrived on a fifty ton lowboy pulled by a Lufkin
Industries truck. two small gum trees were pulled from the smokestack.

>

CARTER ENGINE NUMBER 2

•

The locomotive had been used by W.T. Carter and Brother Lumber Company as
locomotive number 2 to move log trains to their mill at Camden and was donated to
the Stephen.F. Austin School of Forestry by Tom Carter of Houston, president of the
company, which was recently purchased by U.S. Plywood Company. According to
Dean Laurence C. Walker, Dean of the School of Forestry. arrangements for
presenting the locomotive to Stephen F. Austin were made by Mrs. Jack L. Maxwell
of Houston.
The locomotive was built in 1907 in Lima, Ohio, and was one of the most
powerful train locomotives of its day, The engine weighs forty-two tons and has three
cylinders with twelve-inch stroke and ten-inch bore.
BefoIe the locomotive arrived on the campus, tracks were laid near the Forestry
Building wheIe the engine and a flat car will be pennanently displayed. (TheIe is still
some rail construction in Texas.) Miss Nancy King, administrative secretary to DI.
Walker, drove the golden spike, which is symbolic of the completion of a Iaihoad
track.

'.
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MISS KING DRIVING SPIKE

Dr. Ralph Steen, President of Stephen F. Austin State University, along with
professors, students, history enthusiasts, and railroad hobbyists were present as the old
locomotive was placed on the university tracks. Plans were immediately made by the
Forestry Department for the rejuvination and sand blasting of the locomotive, and the
replacement of wooden pieces and other "touching up" which would make old Carter
Number 2 look as it did in 1938 when it made its last mn.
Colonel James Calahan of the Military Science Department of the University says
the engineer who parked the old locomotive on a sidetrack in 1938 still lives in
Lufkin.

•
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Thursday night, October 29, 1970, was awards night for the Bowie County
Historical Survey Committee. As Mrs. Arthur Jennings of Texarkana, Texas, says, the
program was "a review of a thrilling year's work." Slides were used which showed the
year's activities and included: Hooks Marker Day; Texarkana Post Office and Court
House Marker; WaveU Colony Marker; and others.

The Arthur Jennings, and perhaps others from Bowie County, attended the
annual meeting of the Texas State Historical Committee and the Texas Historical
Foundation in Fredericksburg in October. The Bowie County Historical Committee's
letter received two mentions; the scrapbook received honorable mention; the County
received the DSA award; won a quota buster in 1969; received honorable mention in
student history sketches; and won a 1970 quota buster in foundation donations.

•

The Bowie County Committee is pleased with the private WaveU Room in the
Howard Johnson Motel On Interstate 30. A permanent registration stand is at the
entrance to the room and the pages are headed: "Bowie County Historical Survey
Committee invites you to register. Welcome to Texas and WaveU Colony." A picture
has been made of twenty-one descendents of the settlers of the Wavell Colony.

Newton County is planning a one hundred and twenty·fifth anniversary festival
to be held in Newton, the countyseat. Newton County was created by an act of Texas
Legislature on April 22, 1846, and the first election to organize the county was held
on July 13, 1846. Burkville won the first countyseat. The town of Newton was
created in 1853, and after a county dispute was selecteq. as the new countyseat in the
same year.
Major John Moore built the first house in Newton and he also built, in 1856, a
two-story frame house that served.as the first courthouse. The present courthouse was
completed in 1903. The Orange and Northwestern Railroad built into Newton in 1905
and the town immediately took on new growth. The first bank, Newton County
Bank, was established in 1906, and the Newton County News began publication
before 1920.

W.H. Ford established the Ford Male and Female College in 1889 and this was
the beginning of a formal educational system in the county. The college became a
part of the public schools in 1906.
Newton County extends farther to the east than any other county in Texas, and
as a new county experienced the problems one would expect a new county to have
which was located in a forest region with a heavy rainfall.
The Civil War was a shock to Newton County. There were no Civil War battles
fought in the county, but some 400 Newton County men were enlisted in either the
Confederate Army or in the Texas State Militia. Military companies were recruited in
several county precincts. The commissioners court outfitted the volunteers and bought
horses for the men who were not financially able to buy them.
At one time during the war, the court appropriated 58,000.00 for needy families
of enlisted men. Twenty·two dollars were given for each dependent child and the
appropriation wa.. to last for six months. The court also found it necessary to give
needy families salt, com, beef, and pork.
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After the war a squad of six to eight Union soldiers was stationed in Newton.
Fanning and lumbering have been the principal sources of livelihood for the
majority of the people of the county. The Sabine Tram Company began logging in
1885 and later built a mill at Deweyville. This was the beginning of the big mills in
the county.

•

Newton County has sixteen historical sites marked with medallions. The most
recent medallion is a marker for the town of Newton, which was dedicated April 22,
1970, one hundred and twenty-four years from the date the county was created by
the legislature. The principal speakers at the dedication were Cooper Ragan, a native
son of Newton County, and State Representative Don Adams of Jasper. County Judge
W.Q. Adams read the marker's inscription and Mayor W.D. Smith unveiled the marker.

Ragan, President of the Texas State Historical Association, stated that no area in
the state has a richer history than southeast Texas and he challenged the historical
association of the county to collect and write a more complete history of the county.
Ragan thought a complete history of the Indians of the county had not been written,
and he could not imagine a better subject than a history of the Sabine River, which
would include the story of the boat landings, the ghost towns, and origin of the name
Toledo Bend.
County School Superintendent D.S. Gray served as master of ceremonies for the
dedication service, and Mrs. Earl Hines introduced the guests. The Newton County
SUIVey Committee consists of:
Mrs. Earl Hines, Chairman
D.S. Gray, Vice-Chairman
Mrs. J .C. Kelly, Secretary
Mrs. J.M. Syler
Mrs. Molly Eddleman
Mrs. C.C. Leach
Mrs. C.l. Smith, Sr.
Mrs. A.W. Davis

As a part of the Houston Arts Festival, the San Jacinto Museum, San Jacinto
Monument, had on exhibit during October, 1970, one hundred and thirty-five
photographs of Todd Webb of Santa Fe, New Mexico. The photographs depict ''Texas
Houses of the Nineteenth Century" and focused on three main divisions of that
century: the frontier, classic, and ViCtorian periods. The photographs give a visual
summary of Texas' history from the time the Anglo-Americans lust entered the
region, already rich in Spanish architectural heritage, until the close of the century.
The dog-run cabin that Stephen F. Austin and his first three hundred colonists
built and the improved frame houses they later built represent the contributions of
the early Anglo-Americans. The Gennans, who left Gennany and came to Texas
seeking political and economic freedom, built houses of half-timber; the tenn they
used to describe their houses was uFachwerk." Many of the Gennan houses were built
in accordance with medieval building techniques.

;

•

•
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Before the Civil War, the stately Greek Revival style of homes reached Texas,
and after the war the architectural style of many homes illustrated various
modifications of the elaborate Victorian house.
Webb's photographs were published, in book form, a few years ago by the
University of Texas Press.

•

Mrs. Ruth Lester was appointed to the Texas State Historical Survey Committee
by Governor John Connally on January 6, 1964, and served until her death on August
30, 1968. In memory of Mrs. Lester's accomplishments and interests in the field of
restoration, the Iust official Texas Restoration Conference was held in September,
1968, at Winedale and dedicated to her memory. The Texas State Historical Survey
Committee has named one of its awards in her honol. The Ruth Lester Award was
given for the ftrst time in San Antonio in 1968 to Mrs. John Connally for her work in
restoring the gardens and ground.. at the Governor's Mansion in Austin.
Mrs. Lester was a leader in the restoration of several buildings in Jefferson. The
Synagogue or playhouse part of the Playhouse Complex was restored during her
lifetime. The Jessie Allen Wise Garden Club undertook to restore the entire complex
in memory of Mrs. Lester, and the project was completed in January, 1969.

PROGRAM
Dedication of an Official Texas Historical Marker for the Jefferson Playhouse
(Catholic Convent and Old Jewish Synagogue)

•

Restored in Memory of Mrs. Ruth G. Lester
Jefferson Playhouse, 207 Henderson Street

April 30, 1970

Jefferson, Texas
Introduction ..............................•.. ,
Master of Ceremonies

Invocation

Welcome Address

11:30 A.M.

,

_

'
_
Texas Historical Foundation
,

,

Mrs. Jack Bullard
Mr. F. Lee Lawrence

_
The Most Reverend Thomas Tschoepe
Bishop Dallas Diocese
,
_
Former Mayor of Jefferson

' .. Mr. Milton Jones

Mr. Charles Woodburn
Introduction of Distinguished Guests
President Texas Historical Survey Committee
The State Marking Program
, .. ,
,
Texas Historical Survey Committee
Dedicatory Address ,

Mrs. L.E. Dudley

,
Mr. John Ben Shepperd
Director Texas Historical Foundation
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Unveiling of Marker

Julie and Dan Greer Dowell

Judge and Mrs. Greer Dowell, Mr. Dan Lester
Luncheon

,

12:30 p.m. - Parish House of Catholic Church
at corner of W. Lafayette St and Valle St.
Marion County Historical Survey Committee

Members of Marion County Historical Survey Committee:
Mrs. Jack BullaI'd, County Chairman
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Rev.
Mrs.

Mr. Amos K. Payne
Mr. Johnnie Lefevers
Mr. Milton Jones
Mrs. R. D. Small
Mrs. Ollie Ross

Katherine R. Wise
Palmer Haworth
W.S. Tcrry
Mark Lewis
G.W. Carpenter
Mrs. Kirk King

,

•
•

•
CATHOLIC CONVENT - JEWISH SYNAGOGUE
The first church erected in the present diocese of Dallas was the Catholic Church
in Jefferson under the leadership of Father Jean Marie Giraud in 1866.
With $6,000 in French mission money, he purchased lots and a two story house
for the establishment of a Catholic school in Jefferson on September 8, 1869. Sisters
from the order of the American Province of the Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent
de Paul opened St. Mary's School on October 23, 1869 with five pupils.

·
•
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The hospital was established a few months later and consisted of two large
rooms mth an immense chimney between, with frreplaces large enough to hold huge
logs of wood.
Because of economic conditions, the Sisters sold their property in 1875 to the
Hebrew Sinai Congregation fOT the establishment of a place to worship.

With the purchase of the convent and subsequent building of a Synagogue by the
Hebrews, this property became generally known as the "Synagogue," because in fact,
that's what it became.

•

The Liberty County Historical Survey Committee has established a museum in
the Geraldine D. Humphreys Cultural Center which is in downtown Liberty. The
centcr was formally opened on October 18, 1970, and Dr. Al F. Delaney is chairman
of the museum board.

Mrs. Ben E. Pickett is chairman of the Liberty County Historical Survey
Committee, and Price Daniel Jr., is vice-chainnan.

•

•

The last quarter of 1970 was a busy and rewaIding one for the Polk County
Historical SUlVey Committee. In October the committee prepared its entries for State
Competition at the annual meeting of the Texas State Historical Survey Committee
and the Texas Historical Foundation in Fredericksburg. Again, Polk County received
many honors: one of twenty-five counties in Texas to receive the Distinguished
Service Award; an honorable mention as Best Committee Member in the State; a
trophy for its Scrapbook placing second; trophy for third in «Best Program of Work,"
the highest category of competition; and eighth in the State in '"Quota 'Busters," the
contributions to the Historical Foundation.
Five members of the Survey Committee made the trip to historic Fredericksburg
and enjoyed the tours of the well-preserved and authentic old buildings. Since then,
the committee has received approval for several historical markers, wliich is bringing
Polk County's number near the fifty" mark. The Chainnan continues to get out a
monthly Survey Newsletter. The museum· is attracting visitors and getting
complimentary comments from those knowledgeable in museum displays. The
Museum, established by the Survey Committee and manned by them as volunteers,
reopened its doors to the public in their new building on June 15, 1970, and by
December 31, 2,694 visitors had registered. Many did not register On repeat visits. The
Polk County Memorial Museum is listed in the Official Museum Directory (American
Association of Museums) for 1971. Since over 1900 museums were rejected for
inclusion, it is felt that this speaks well for the Polk County Museum, which has no
paid employees.

lIunt County was created by the Pirst Legislature of Texas on April 11, 1846.
The county also was authorized to hold an election for officers and for the selection
of a countyseat, and Greenville was selected the countyseat.

•
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The Hunt County Historical Society is planning to celebrate the 125th
anniversary on April 11, 1971.

Recommendations for historical markers for Hunt County for the year 1971
include: The Greenvl1le Cotton Compress, once the world's largest inland press and
holder of the record for bales pressed in a ten-hour day when 2,073 bales were

processed at the rate of three per minute on September 30, 1912; Grave Marker for
Captain Henry W. Wade of Co. B. 6th Texas Cavalry, Ross Brigade, Confederate
Anny, at Wade Cemetery at Quinlan in southern Hunt County. Wade was a delegate
from Hunt County to the Texas Constitutional Convention in 1875, which framed the
present constitution adopted by Texas voters in 1876, and was the grandfather of
Henry Wade, present District Attorney of Dallas County; The Headwaters of the
Sabine, Texas' largest river in flow. The marker will be on U.S. Highway 69, one mDe
northwest of Celeste in Hunt County, and fourteen miles northwest of Greenville. The
important stream has its origin one half mile west of the marker site; Site of WolFs
Mill in present Wolfe City, Texas, in northern Hunt county. Building of the mill by
L.P. Wolf in 1873 caused creation of Wolfe City.

,

8

The Hunt County Historical Society began a new flSCal year July 1, 1970, with
Dr. Ralph Goodwin of East Texas State University, as the incoming president. At the
quarterly meeting September 13, 1970, F.H. McDowell, vice-president for
Administration at East Texas State, addressed the group on the History of Texas State
Colleges. At the December meeting Joe Fred Cox, director of the oral history project
for East Texas State, spoke and played tapes on East Texas Cotton Industry: A
Project in Oral History.
W. Walworth Harrison is Curator and Correspondent for the Hunt County
Historical Society.

The Upshur County Historical Survey Committee meets regularly on the second
Thursday of the month.
At the regular meeting a member brings a paper on some aspect of the history of
the county. These reports are bound and are placed in the archives of the county
libIary.

Doyal T. Loyd, County Chainnan, has published a book entitled: A History of
Upshur County, and he has a column in the weekly paper on the history and folklore
of Upshur County.
The County Historical Survey Committee has erected and dedicated about forty
historical markers for the county, and has restored several abandoned cemeteries and
established a park.

Bob Brown, President Coldspring Chamber of Commerce, writes:
On July 4. 1970, San Jacinto County celebrated the
centennial of its organization with an all day program at the
County Fait Grounds in Coldspring, Texas. Bob Brown, President

..
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of Coldspring Chamber of Commerce, acted as master of
ceremonies. The San Jacinto County Historical Survey Committee
sponsored the program which included the dedication of a
historical marker for the townsite of Coldspring. with Mrs. M.D.
Trapp, Jr. presiding. Fonner U.S. Postmaster General, Marvin C.
Watson. made the main address, which was followed by a
barbeque dinner, square dancing, choral singing,. art and historical
exhibits.

9S

A centenial newspaper, San Jacinto County 187(j..1970.
containing historical information and pictures, was pUblished by
the survey committee. Copies. are available at $1.00 each from
Mrs. G.F. Hollis, Chairman, San Jacinto County Historical Survey
Committee, Coldspring, Texas, 77331.

Mrs. Nathan Tindall is a librarian at Stephen F. Austin State University, and lives
in San Augustine. She was on leave in 1969-1970 and took courses at Texas Woman's
Universtiy at Denton. Mrs. Tindall's Denton landlady had at one time been a dealer in
antiques, but at the present .time was in the real estate business. In the antique
business and in the real estate business the landlady had accumulated many boxes of
old letters, newspapers, calendars, cookbooks, almanacs, and other interesting items
that pertained to early Texas. Mrs. Tindall purch~ed from her landlady a musical
chair, a double desk, and a player piano, and in these purchases she gained possession
of boxes of old letters. In going through the letters she found an envelope with a San
Augustine postmark that contained a tetter written from Daingerfield. The San
Augustine poStdated envelope aroused Mrs. Tindall's curiosity, and she was determined
to find the letter that originally was in the envelope, and after an extended search,
she was successful.

•

The letter written in Daingerfield and the letter written in San Augustine were
addressed to the same family in Tennessee.
Typed copies of both letters are included. These letters show the desire of the
Texas branch of the family to keep contact with relatives in Tennessee.

San Augustine, Dec., 25th 1854

,

My dear Mother,

I received your kind letter a few days ago and was very glad to hear from my
beloved parents, brothers, & sisters - etc. I have thought a great deal about you all
lately, knowing you would all be assembled at this season, re~ember, when you meet
and speak and think of us - that you are seldom out of ow mmds, w~ talk about you
all a great deal and I believe the children know more about my family than they do
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of their own. How I wish ] couId steal in on you with my sweet little girl, she is such
a pet and noticed so much by every one that I know I appear right foolish about her.
I have just finished braiding her dress her grandpa gave her. It is beautiful. We have
had some little excitement this Christmas ~ Mary De Camp was married last friday
evening to Mr. Hampton. They made no wedding. Elissa and Maria McLorane waited

on her, I saw Mary in the day but did not stay to see her married. She invited Cousin
Eliza and myself to spend to-morrow with her, if my girl's cold is not too bad I will
go. She was threatened with the croup last night but has been playing about all day. I
think Mary has a husband who will be kind to her - and I hope will be a good father
to her children, - he has bought a very nice house on the hill, in which they are living.
It is just across the street from where Dr. Ratliff lived. The next wedding will be
Tex·s. I think -it will come off in a few weeks. I have not seen Bec this week - she
went home with Tex from here a week ago. He is getting well of the chills. I don't
think he is much inclined to go to Tenn, but has an idea of going to California with
Mr. Lovell if he goes, which is uncertain I think. I do not think hard of you my dear
mother for asking me to send the piano to the girls. I am perfectly willing they
should have it and if you remember I told you at the time you let me have it that I
did not expect it and thought the other girls might think hard if I had,it.lf Ben goes
- I will try to get him to take it. Mr. Roberts has fattened up more than anyone [
ever saw, since his camping expedition driving cattle. You must excuse my bad writing
for Maggie has been <remind' me ever since [ have been writing. I wrote to Sister Mary
about Wm. Alen Marcus' death. I suppose you have seen the letter. Aunt Nancy told
me to write to you that she had a hope that he had gone to rest he Jeft the home
pJace to Milly and Norford, at Aunt's death, and wanted her to give up all charge to
him, but she said, she had other children that might need a home and she intended to
be able to offer it to them if any should need.
M

M

M

Red River is very low, and everything is very high salt is selling at $7.00 a sack
and coffee 20 cts. a lb. Mr. Roberts will kill a great deal of pork - should salt not fall
short. Hauling is done principally from Alexandria now. Mr. Roberts has not had an
opportunity of renting Chin's groove, but he will do the best he can for it. I must
now close. I hope you will write often. Give my love to all friends and relations and
accept an affectionate daughter's love. My best love to all M

•

Willie Ann Roberts

(Maggie always kisses your Jetters

M

)

Daingerfield Texas,
Aug. 13th. 1954
My dear cousins Ann, Amanda and Malirna

Doubtlys you will think me very parsimonious of either time or paper by
addrysing you all in the same letter; but as [ see no improprity in it, and at the same
time knowing that by so doing, it will supercede the necessity of writing several
letters, I accept of the opportunity, so now you have my reason for so doing. I have
written several Jetters to my relatives since my return home, one to my uncle and
family, and to each of my Aunts' families. I have addressed all my Jetters to the older
members of the family and expect them to be answered by the younger, but would
have no objections to receive letters from the former. I am very anxious to keep up a
correspondence with my relatives and acquaintances in Tenn. or at least some of
them, and any of them that will favor me with a letter, I will with great pleasure
respond to them. Papa rec'd a letter from cousin Ann a few days ago, we were glad to
hear of the general good health. We, are also enjoying good health at this time though

.,
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Papa has had a slight spell. I have been quite well since [ reached home. I think that I
have improved every day since we landed in Jeff. I am as healthy now as I need be, as
a proof of it, I can eat as much meat as any of you; if I now were with you, you
could have no cause for complaining about my eating so tittle, but the reverse. Words
cannot express the gratitude I feel towards my Heavenly Father for restoring me to
perfect health, no one knows how to appreciate this great blessing until they are
deprived of it. My dear Cousins, I often think of you and do much desire to see you;
but at the present am denied that privilege. Sometimes I fear that I did not act
altogether properly, during my short stay with you, I often think of it and wish that I
had acted differently, but it is passed now and cannot be helped. The peculiar
circumstances under which I was placed, the distress of mind on account of my dear
little sister's death, together with my own ill health all conduced to render me
unhappy myself, and no satisfaction to my friends. I look upon that visit as rather
ill-fated and gladly do I look forward to the time when I may enjoy your society and
be again blysed with the privilege of intercourse with my relatives. This, my dear
cousins is not very probable, yet it may be possyble; let us live in. hopes. I formed
many stong attachments, in Tenn., which neither time nor distance, can efface from
memory's tablet; the kindneys and attention which I received from your hands will
ever be remembered, and if it is ever in my power shall be reciprocated. I would have
been delighted to have remained with you; but after deliberating and taking
everything in consideration, I concluded that it would be best for me to return home;
my parents are declining, and in course of nature, will not long remain on earth, so I
thought it would be wrong for me to leave them ~ there being so few in famBy.
Sister you know has left them, brother L. is also from home, no one being left except
Willie and myself. Ma often says that she could not have done with out me: when I
left home she told me that I must remain in Tenn. 12 months; and then she would
send for me; but since I returned she has told me that she sorely repented having told
me to remain. She was so much rejoiced when she saw me coming and then to see
that my health had so improved, caused her to act as she said, childish. I reached
horne a few days before the examination all were surprised to see me return with
Papa, except Ma, she said that she knew 1 would not be willing to stay from her so
long. I was then doubly paid for all my fatigue riding in the stage, and all other
inconveniences and danger which I passed through, just to know that I had met the
approbation of her who, to me, is dearer than life. I think if you will all meditate a
little, you will Say that I did right in returning. Cousin Ann you spoke in your letter
of the girls enjoying themselves so finely in visiting and being visited, I am truly glad
to hear it I am always pleased to hear of the enjoyment of my Irrends, though they
be absent from me, and I cannot participate with them. I should have been much
pleased to have been with you on the 4th at the celebration, I have no doubt, but,
that it was a splendid affair, I should have been delighted to have heard the orations.
We had no celebration immediately in our town; but there was one nearer town, also
one in Jeff. a barbecue and then a ball at night. I did not attend either. We have had
quite a quiet little village since the examination, there has been no excitement until
the past week or two, during which times there has been several weddings.. Two of the
same family married last week, I attended the wedding also the dining given them
next day. We had quite a pleasant time though the weather was occessively wann. M a
has several young ladies boarding with us this vacation, we all enjoy ourselves finely,
we are never lonely. Sister will visit us this summer, we will expect her in a few days.
We received a letter from brother L. a few days since, he intends visiting us this fall. ]
must now close as I fear I have already wearied your patience. Cousin Ann remember
me kindly to Col. Bate and all YOUr family; tell the girls that] would be much
pleased to receive a letter from them. Say to Ada, that] have a little kitten, which I
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think a great deal of, and I call it Ada, he must not be insulted - as it is a great
favorite of mine, and of course he is or I would not have given it his name. Cousin
Amanda present my best wishes to your family. Tell cousin Mysie that she is not
forgotten by me, no, far from it, that name is enough to endear her to me if nothing
more. Jamie too, I often think of him. And you Cousin Matima, though last
mentioned, not least esteemed, my best respects to Mr. Terry and the family. Tell
little Bettie that she must be a smart girl and learn to write, so that she can write to
me. Give my best love to my dear old Uncle and Aunt, also to all my relations. My
dear cousins you must not fail to write to me, I would be so much pleased to hear
from you. Ma desires to be remem bered by you all.

•

Farewell my dear relations.
Your affectionate cousins
Margaret P.W.

To:
Mrs. Ann Bate
Mrs. Amanda Bate
Mrs. Malirna TeJ:ry

The following article is taken from the January, 1971, Harrison County
Historical Herald.

•

i

Marshall Memorial Hospital, fonnerly known as Kahn Memorial, was
founded in 1909 through the efforts of Dr. James Fears RosborOUgh.
As a pioneer Marshall physician, Dr. Rosborough often took his
opeJ:ating table and surgical supplies with him when he had to operate in
private homes.
Realizing the need for a hospital here, Dr. Rosborough arranged to
purchase the present hospital site from Dr. John Hunter Pope, another early
city physician. Dr. Pope had operated a private sanitorium, Valle Lorna., in
the fanner Rev. A.P. Silliman home, a frame building once located near the
present hospital.

•
•

Purchase price for the lot and residence WaS $8,500.
Knowing that extensive fmancial support would be needed for a
hospital in Marshall, Dr. Rosborough encouraged one of his patients, E.M.
Kalrn, to bequeath money for this purpose.
Kahn, an early groceJ: and supplier for the Texas and Pacific Railway,
told his lawyer, Tom Young, of his desire to make such a grant but died
before it was included in his will.
His heirs, called together after his death, said they would be willing to
donate $5,000 in accord with Mr. Kahn's wishes providing the hospital was
named in his honor.

•
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But. even this was not enough to put the medical center on its
fmancial feet.
After completing the purchase from Dr. Pope, Dr. Rosborough
encouraged the Harrison County Medical Society to organize a company in
its support. Public subscriptions in the amount of $10,000 were solicited,
stock of the company remaining non-assessable.
Still, the hospital lost money during the first 10 years of its operation.
It was not until 1926 that it was able to undertake its first major
expansion, moving into its present brick structure. A second wing was
added to the hospital in 1943, and subsequent additions have been made

•

since.
Dr. Rosborough was recognized for his efforts in orgaruzmg the
hospItal by beIng named chairman of its board of directors, a2osition he
held CO! a number of years. An operating room in the present hospital is
named in his honor.

•

I

SILLIMAN PLACE· SITE OF FIRST HOSPITAL IN MARSHALL
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The Confederate Research Center of Hill Junior College is sponsoring a sixteen
day tour to the Eastern Civil-War battlefields during June, 1971. The two week tour
will leave from Hill Junior College at Hillsboro on Saturday morning, June 12. and

will return on Sunday evening, June 27. Transportation will be by special chartered
air-conditioned bus. The tour will include visits to twelve major battlefields (including
Gettysburg and Antietam), Numerous museums and historical sites associated with the
war in Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, and a day and a half in Washington and

•

in Richmond. Colonel Harold B. Simpson, director of the Confederate Research
Center, will be in charge of the tOUI. For further information write to the
Confederate Research Center, Attention: Civil War TOUI, P.O. Box 619, Hillsboro,
Texas 76645.

•
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